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In order to facilitate better knowledge engineering and
simulation of human reasoning, expert system building tools
(shells) should be equipped with the ability to represent and
manipulate different kinds of inexact knowledge. Most of
today's commercial expert system shells offer different
approaches such as probability theory and certainty factor
model to handle uncertainty. However, they are unable to cope
with human fuzzy concepts which constitute a very significant
part of the experts' knowledge. A comprehensive expert system
building tool (shell) Z-II, based on fuzzy logic and certainty
factor model, is designed and implemented successfully. This
shell which facilitates the construction of rule-based
consultation expert systems, allows any mix of fuzzy and
ordinary terms as well as certainty factors in the domain
knowledge. Multiple propositions are supported in the
antecedent and consequent parts of rules. Moreover, the
interactions between Z-II and users are mainly in
question-answering fashion with fuzzy-logic based natural
language interfaces. Three sample expert systems are actually
built using Z-II in several application areas, namely,
classification, risk analysis and information retrieval.
Moreover, a practical medical expert system for gynaecology is
2ABSTRACT
also developed successfully by means of this shell in
cooperation with a medical domain expert who is a
gynaecologist. As a result, Z-II has thoroughly demonstrated






1.1 Importance of Expert System
Building Tools (Shells)
Nowadays, it is admitted that expert systems are becoming
important in many domains (Holsapple Whinston 1907). Expert
systems are powerful computer programs capturing experts'
knowledge so as to solve problems in a particular domain
intelligently. Applications of expert systems are found in
many different types of problems that can be grouped into
categories like diagnosis, prediction, interpretation,
planning, repair, control, monitoring, design, instruction and
debugging (Waterman 1985). Numerous expert systems have been
built in a wide range of domain areas and some of them are









designs configuration of VAX
computer systems
diagnoses faults in hardware
system
medicine instruction GUIDON teaches the diagnoses and















performs oil well log analysis
plans genecloning experiments
for molecular geneticists
predicts when and where a
major armed conflict will
occur
Table 1 examples of expert systems in different domain areas
An expert system contains essentially a knowledge base, an
inference engine and an user interface (Forsyth 1984). The
knowledge base is responsible for storing the corpus of
knowledge provided by domain experts. The inference engine, as
its name implies, makes inferences based on its interpretation
of the knowledge in the knowledge base. End users communicate
with expert systems by means of the user interface.
During the construction of experts systems, the knowledge
of domain experts are extracted and transferred to the computer
(Gaines 1987). Sometimes, this process is proceeded with the
aid of knowledge engineers who know how to organize and
represent the knowledge of domain experts in expert systems by
means of development tools. Development tools ranging from
high-level programming languages to sophisticated expert system
building tools (shells) are adopted to construct expert
systems. The most widely used programming languages are those
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artificial intelligence languages such as Lisp and Prolog
(Hayes-Roth et.al. 1983). Since expert systems are often
complex and in large-scale, it usually takes a very long time
to construct them with these programming languages. However,
it has been proven that expert system building tools make it
possible to develop an expert system in an order of magnitude
less time than using high-level programming languages (Gevarter
1987). The reason lies in the fact that the shells provide a
software environment which enables the representation and
manipulation of the knowledge acquired from domain experts in
an efficient way. The interaction between expert system
building tools, expert systems and personnel parties involved
















Fig.l expert system building tools and expert systems
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1.2 Necessity of Handling Inexact Knowledge
In an expert system, its knowledge base is actually a
repository of human knowledge (Weiss and Kulikowski 1984). A
lot of human knowledge, however, is inexact in nature since
many practical information are uncertain or imprecise in a
number of ways (Bonissone and Tong 1985). In this thesis, the
notion of inexact has a rather broad sense of being not
exact. Similarly, inexact reasoning refers to this kind of
reasoning which is not exact.
One kind of inexact concept, known as uncertainty, occurs
when one cannot be certain about a piece of information
(Mamdani et.al. 1985). There are many reasons such as random
situations, incomplete information, different expert opinions
or unreliable data. In contrast to the uncertainty, there is
another kind of inexact concept, called fuzziness. Fuzziness,
or imprecision, occurs when there is lack of precise boundaries
of the set of objects to which it applies (Martin-C1ouaire and
Prade 1985). For example, the term tall can be considered as
fuzzy not because the height of a person varies each time he is
examined, but because there is reasonable doubt about whether a
borderline case belongs to the set of tall persons or not.
Fuzzy concepts are particularly freguent in natural language
used in areas where human judgements or evaluations are
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involved (Schutzer 1987). For instance, the expressions like
She is beautiful and This mountain is very high have fuzzy
concepts beautiful and very high respectively.
In order to solve a large number of real-world problems
intelligently, expert systems should be equipped with the
ability to represent and manipulate different kinds of inexact
knowledge (Prade 1985). For the same reason, expert system
building tools should also support this capability. In fact,
many modern expert system building tools offer different
approaches such as probability theory and certainty factor
model to handle uncertainty. However, many tools are unable to
cope with human fuzzy concepts exemplified by quite good and
very high which constitute a very significant part of the
experts' knowledge (Hudson and Cohen 1988). Though few expert
systems can master fuzziness or imprecision, they have some
drawbacks (described in Section 2.3.3). This research aims at
investigating a comprehensive new approach to design an expert
system building tool (shell) capable of handling various kinds
of exact as well as inexact reasoning effectively; and
implementing this shell to analyze its performance. It is
hoped that expert knowledge can be captured in expert systems
in a more natural way.
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1.3 Approach and Summary
In the initial phase of this research, the nature of
inexact knowledge is investigated. Two kinds of inexact
knowledge are identified, namely, uncertainty and fuzziness.
Among different techniques dealing with uncertainty in expert
systems, certainty factor model in MYCIN has advantages over
others (Rich 1983). However, all these conventional techniques
are inadequate to handle fuzziness. With the advent of fuzzy
logic introduced by Zadeh (Zadeh 1965), such fuzzy concepts can
be well modelled by means of fuzzy sets based on fuzzy logic.
In this thesis. Part I (Chapter 1 and 2) gives a general
introduction and a survey reviewing various techniques for
handling uncertainty and fuzziness in expert systems.
Expert systems, incorporated with fuzzy logic, definitely
have many advantages (Zimmermann 1986). One of the reasons is
that the representation of vague and imprecise human knowledge
by fuzzy sets is far more appropriate than the use of crisp
representation. Another reason lies in the fact that
imprecision in human reasoning such as approximate (fuzzy)
reasoning is actually an aggregation of abundance of
information which can be processed efficiently by human beings
(Rauch-Hindin 1985). Fuzzy logic can be served as a tool to
model this kind of reasoning. As a result, the efficiency of
fuzzy expert systems with the ability of performing approximate
iNTRnniir.Tinu
reasoning will be greatly increased. Finally, the natural
language interface based on fuzzy logic, can communicate witf
users in a more natural way which will eventually facilitate
better knowledge engineering (Wenstop 1975). However, there ie
relatively less publicized research work on the application of
fuzzy logic in expert system shells. It is, therefore, very
worthwhile to pursue further this research.
In the second phase, a feasibility study is carried out to
investigate the effectiveness of such a fuzzy expert system
shell and the suitability of different programming languages
and environments for the implementation. A prototype fuzzy
knowledge-based system shell, code named as Z-I, is designed
and implemented in three different programming languages
representing different language classes. The architecture of
Z-I, theoretical and experimental results of the study are all
presented in Part II (Chapter 3 and 4) of this thesis.
Based on the experience and results gained in the second
phase, a comprehensive expert system building tool is designed
and implemented successfully. This system, code named as Z-II,
facilitates the construction of rule-based consultation expert
systems. Its major characteristic is that it allows any mix of
fuzzy and ordinary terms as well as certainty factors in the
rules and facts of a knowledge base. Another feature of Z-TI
is its ability to generate a set of fuzzy information retrieval
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queries after a consultation. These queries, when fed into a
Fuzzy Information Retrieval System developed in the Department
of Computer Science in the Chinese University of Hong Kong, can
perform the task of fuzzy information retrieval from a
database. Moreover, the interaction between Z-II and users is
mainly in question-answering fashion with fuzzy-logic based
natural language interfaces. Chapter 5-9 of Part III covers a
detailed description of Z-II.
In Part IV, Several application areas, namely,
classification, risk analysis and information retrieval with
appropriate sample expert systems actually built using Z-II are
discussed in Chapter 10. Moreover, a practical medical expert
system for gynaecology is also developed successfully by means
of this shell in cooperation with a medical domain expert who
is a gynaecologist. This expert system, code named as ABVAB,
is described in Chapter 11.
Finally, suggestions for further work and a conclusion are
given in Chapter 12 and 13 of Part V respectively.
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CHAPTER 2
DEALING WITH INEXACT KNOWLEDGE IN EXPERT SYSTEMS
2.1 Natures of Inexact Knowledge
One type of inexact knowledge is concerned with uncertainty
which occurs due to lack of absolute confidence in asserting a
proposition and it is usually represented by one or two
numbers. There are many causes for uncertainty in practical
situations. Some physical phenomena are purely random in which
stochastic mechanism is directly involved (Schutzer 1987). For
example, the following fact cannot be established with
absolutely certain:
Getting a number 5 in rolling an unbiased die
There are some situations where uncertainty occurs owing to
incomplete information (Yager 1984). For instance, gathering
all relevant data for political decision making is impossible.
When a piece of knowledge is obtained from past experiences or
given by different expert opinions, uncertainty is also
involved. In summary, this kind of inexact concept, called
uncertainty, is related to lack of information or randomness.
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Another type of inexact knowledge is associated with
fuzziness, which occurs when the boundary of a set of objects
is not sharply defined (Zadeh 1983). In fact, human beings
seldom utilize clear concepts having sharp boundaries. Rather,
their thought and reasoning are based on much fuzzier notions.
When we speak of a person as being young, we do not maintain
a sharp edge between young, medium and old ages. But each term
can be described as a continuum of possibility values over the
range of human beings' age (say 0- 120). Much of human
knowledge is similarly fuzzy in nature exemplified by the rule
If a man is quite tall and very fat then he is heavy which is
fuzzy as it contains the fuzzy concepts quite tall, very
fat and heavy.
2.2 Techniques for Dealing with Uncertainty
2.2.1 Probability Theory
This approach is based on the mathematical theory of
probability. In particular, Bayes Theorem in the probability
theory is employed in applications of expert systems to
compute the probability of a hypothesis given an evidence (Rich
1983). Let (Hi,H2,....Hn be a set of disjoint hypotheses,
Bayes' Theorem states that:
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where P(Hk) prior probability that hypothesis Hk is
true in the absence of any specific
evidence
P(E!HK) the probability that evidence E will be
observed given that hypothesis Hk is
true
PXHxIE) the probability that hypothesis Hk is
true given evidence E
If domain experts can estimate the probabilities P(E!HK)
and P(Hk), P(Hk!E) can then be calculated by this formula.
However, the use of Bayes' Theorem in expert systems poses many
problems. The first drawback is the necessity to provide prior
probabilities and joint probabilities for all propositions.
This is a stringent requirement in many domain areas where
collecting these probability data is extremely expensive or
impossible. It has been suggested that by employing
conditional independence assumptions, the amount of
probabilities to be estimated can be reduced (O'Neill 1987).
Unfortunately, this assumption is unreasonable and will be
violated for any inference network which is not a tree.
Another problem is due to subjective nature of these data
supplied by the domain experts, there is no guarantee that they
are consistent and cohere. Modifying the set of previously
assigned probabilities is also a serious problem. For
instance, if we want to add knowledge about a new outcome of a
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hypothesis., many existing data will have to be recalculated to
keep the sum of probabilities constant. This problem will
greatly hinder the efficiency of the developmental phase of an
expert system. A further problem arises when the outcomes of a
hypothesis are not disjoint or not a complete set. Finally a
lot of computations is required, but many of which may
contribute fairly little to the accuracy of the answer.
As a result, not many expert systems adopt probability
theory to handle the uncertainty. Nevertheless, PROSPECTOR
(Duda et.al. 1979 Benson 1986), which is an early expert
system on locating mineral deposits, applies Bayes' Theorem to
deal with uncertainty.
2.2.2 Certainty Factor Model (MYCIN)
Certainty factors (CF) are originally adopted in MYCIN
(Buchanan and Short 1 iffe 1984) which is an expert consultation
system for providing diagnosis and advice on infectious
diseases. Each certainty factor is actually associated with
two measures, namely, the measure of belief (MB) and the
measure of disbelief (MD). MB and MD are formally defined as:
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where P(h) :prior probability in hypothesis h
P(h!e) conditional probability of hypothesis h given
evidence e
MYCIN combines MB and MD into a single number, called certainty
factor (CF) which is defined as:
CF(h.e)- MB(h,e)- MD(h,e)
where CF(h,e) is the certainty factor of hypothesis h and
evidence e
For any h and e, only one of MB(h,e) and MD(h,e) can be
non-zero. Thus the single measure CF(h,e) can reflect both
MB(h,e) and MD(h,e) (i.e. if CF 0 then MB 0 and MD= 0; if
CF 0 then MB =0 and MD 0). In making an inference, the
certainty factor of the deduced hypothesis h can be determined
based on the following formulae:
MB(h,e)= MB'(h,e) max(0,CF(e))
MD(h,e)= MD'(h,e) max(0,CF(e))
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MB'(h,e) and MD'(h,e) are the measures of belief and disbelief
in the hypothesis h respectively when the evidence e is known
to be true with absolutely certain. These two values are
probably reflected from the certainty factor given by domain
experts for the rule relating the hypothesis h and the evidence
e. CF(e) is the certainty factor of the evidence e based on
some prior evidences.
If the evidence e consists of a logical combination of
other evidences, the following formulae are used:
MB(en and e2)= min(MB(ex),MB(e2))
MB(ei or e2)= max(MB(ei),MB(e2))
MD(ei and e2)- max(MD(e±),MD(e2))
MD(ei or e2)= min(MD(ei),MD(e2))
where MB(ej) :measure of belief of evidence ej based on some
prior evidences
MD(ej) :measure of disbelief of evidence ej based on
some prior evidences
If more than one evidences support the same hypothesis h,
the overall certainty factor of the hypothesis is obtained by
pooling the results of the MB and MD of each evidence based on
the following formulae:
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oth er wise
oth er wise
One important advantage of certainty factor model is the
elimination of the need to collect all prior and conditional
probabilities as required in the Bayes1 Theorem. In spite of
being not based on a strong mathematical foundation, certainty
factor model has been applied successfully in many expert
systems (Lecot and Parker 1986) in different domain areas owing
to its simple and intuitive approach. It is observed that
domain experts find it easy and natural in assigning a value of
CF to a hypothesis (Lee et.al. 1987). Therefore, many expert
system building tools have also adopted this approach to handle
uncertainty.
2-2-3 Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence
This theory originated with Dempster's work (Dempster 1968)
on multivalued mapping and it was later reformulated by Shafer
(Shafer 1976). Unlike certainty factor model, in which an
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evidence can only support a single hypothesis, a piece of
evidence is allowed to affect any subset of the set of all
hypotheses.
It assumes a fixed set F of mutually exclusive and
exhaustive hypotheses, the powerset of which is known as the
frame of discernment. Degree of belief is represented by a
basic probability assignment (m-function), which is assigned to
each subset E of F. The degree of belief of the appropriate
portion of belief exactly committed to E which represents a
proposition. A basic probability assignment (m) must satisfy
the following three conditions:
As a result, a basic probability assignment distribution is
formed given a situation.
A function, called belief function (Bel), is defined to
compute a total amount of belief in E and it reflects the
certainty on E. It is obtained by adding all the beliefs
committed exactly to every subset of E by m. The formula of
belief function is:
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Dempster's Rule of Combination is used to pool evidence
from two basic probability assignment distributions, say nu and
m2, representing evidences from two different sources. The
combined probability assignment distribution m(C) calculated by
taking the orthogonal sum of ma. (A) and m2(B) is given as
foilows:
Despite the strong mathematical foundation of
Dempster-Shafer Theory, it has not been widely applied in
expert systems yet. This theory fails in situations where the
hypothesis are multi-valued (taking more than one single value
at a time). Therefore, mutual exclusivity of the hypotheses is
needed. Another shortcoming is its numerical instability. In
some cases, a small variation in the basic probability
assignment can induce a large change in the results (Dubois and
Prade 1985). Moreover, this approach will be very complex if
the number of steps in an inference chain increases. The
reason lies in the fact that the belief functions corresponding
to each inference step and to each evidence need to be extended
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to a common frame of discernment in order to apply Dempster's
Rule of Combination to combine them (Lee et.al. 1987).
Finally, it may not be worthwhile in some cases spending so
much computations to calculate the uncertainty from the data
not accurately supplied by experts.
An application of this theory is found in SPERIL-II, which
is an expert system on structural damage assessment (Ogama
et.al. 1985a). However, there are very few expert systems
employing this theory to handle uncertainty.
2-3 Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic originated by Zadeh (Zadeh 1976), is able to
handle fuzziness or imprecision in a proposition. It can also
model fuzzy (approximate) reasoning which is common in human
thinking (Negoita 1985). Applications of this theory can be
found in expert systems, control engineering, decision theory,
pattern recognition and others (Ragade and Gupta 1979). On the
other hand, many theoretical publications that already exist, in
the field, are widely scattered over many areas and in many
journa1s.
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2.3.1 Basic Concepts
Suppose there is an implication statement (rule) as
foilows:
1 i. fit: jJi ..i i.. f::.« i..«£:.«.» i. fit: }Jl u). i. :::•i.71.»D c. i.i.i.
Given the fact that The price is highit can be deduced that
The profit is good from the rule. However, in much of human
reasoning, the form of reasoning is approximate rather than
exact as in the following statements:
R u]. e
FftC!;.
If the price is high then the pro-fit should be good
T! i e p r :i.•::: e i s v e r y h i q i i
Conclusion:: The pro-fit is very good
This kind of approximate reasoning can be handled by fuzzy
logic (Zadeh 1975). Fuzzy logic, like other logic systems, is
built on a set of axioms. Propositions without contradictions
are developed based on axioms. The axioms used in fuzzy logic
are those in fuzzy set theory (Kaufrnann 1975). In ordinary set
theory, if U is the universe whose elements are denoted by x,
membership of x in an ordinary subset C of U can be described
as a membership function zc such that:
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However, if membership values are allowed to vary between
the real interval [0,1], C is called a fuzzy set. mcO), the
grade of membership of x in C, is called the possibility value.
Fuzzy terms like tall, heavy and good can be represented




















Fig.2 fuzzy set defining tall
These possibility values constitute a possibility
distribution of the linguistic word tall. This distribution
reflects the semantic content of this fuzzy term. It can also
be viewed as a psychological continuum of human perception
which can be set according to one's common sense or by
statistical methods based on a survey on a group of people's
perceptions on the concept of tall (Dishkant 1981). The
fuzzy word tall is so defined that the actual measurements of
its numerical values are possible. The universe of discourse
in this case is the range of possible heights. However, the
meanings of some words like beautiful, good and had are
impossible to define by actual measurements. To represent this
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kind of fuzzy words, the universe of discourse can be imagined
as a psychological continuum with an interval scale. The
meanings of these linguistic words are defined as fuzzy sets of
this continuum. So the concepts of good and bad may be
defined as follows:
good 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.7 1.0
bad 1.0 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(psychological continuum)
Fig.3 fuzzy sets defining good and bad
2.3.2 Fuzzy Logic in Approximate Reasoning
Modifiers like very, around and rather are common in
approximate reasoning. The possibility distribution of fuzzy
concept like very tall or quite tall can be obtained by
applying arithmetic operations on that of tall which is a
basic fuzzy term (Zimmerrnann 1986). For example, the
possibility value of each height in the fuzzy set representing
the fuzzy concept very tall can be calculated by taking the
square of the corresponding possibility value in the fuzzy set
of tall as shown in Fig.4.
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Fig.4 fuzzy sets of fuzzy terms with modifiers
The rule If the price is high then the profit should be
good., with fuzzy concepts high and good, can be modelled
by a fuzzy relation R. Let A-± and A2 be the fuzzy sets
representing the concepts high and good respectively. The
fuzzy relation R represented by a matrix, can be obtained by
performing fuzzy operations on Ai and A2, expressed as vectors.
Many researchers have proposed different methods of computing
the fuzzy relation R (Mizumoto et.al. 1979) and some of them
are presented in Appendix IX.
When there is a fact The price is very high that matches
the above rule, the fuzzy concept very high can be
represented by a fuzzy set F which is obtained by applying an
arithmetic operation (i.e. square operation in this case) on
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Ai. The fuzzy set C representing the fuzzy term in the
conclusion can then be computed by applying a fuzzy operation
called composition (denoted by o) on F and R. (Fukarni et.al.
1980) i.e.
C= F o R
The formula for the fuzzy composition is given as follows:
composition: C= F o R
where z(x) is a membership function
w and x are elements in the universe of discourse
As a result, vector C will indicate very good and the
conclusion The profit is very good will be drawn. This
operation forms a simple inference from a fact and a rule both
containing fuzzy terms.
2-3-3 Existing Expert Systems Using Fuzzy Logic
Recently, a number of expert systems have been developed
using fuzzy logic such as REVEAL, CADIAG-2 and SPERIL—II. The
characteristics and drawbacks of each of them will be discussed
briefly in the subsequent sections. Most of these expert
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systems are specifically built for limited applications and
their capabilities in handling different types of inferences
and inexact knowledge are rather restricted.
2.3-3-1 REVEAL
REVEAL is a decision support system which provides a
general purpose modelling system based on approximate reasoning
(Jones 1906ab). The modelling language offered by REVEAL
provides the high level features of data typing and generalized
control structures. In addition, fuzzy sets are available as a
primitive data type within the language. A wide range of
intrinsic functions are provided for creating fuzzy sets.
Alternatively, a fuzzy set can be created numerically. Expert
systems can be constructed by means of creating a knowledge
base consisting of production rules, and writing a control
program using REVEAL language. The following shows some
examples of production rules for a career counselling expert
system:
IF maths is excel lent AND
physics is good
THEN research is indicated
IF arts is wore than good AND
waths is more than average
THEN architecture is indicated
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II arts is less in fin good AND
s c1 en e e 1 s a ver a ge
T! i E N i e a:: h 1 n g 1 s 1 n d 1 c a i e d
wh 0 r e excel 1 en i,, good an d a vr age a r e f uzzy c on c ep I s
However, chaining of rules is not supported if backward
reasoning strategy is selected. Moreover, uncertainties are
not allowed in the facts and rules in the knowledge base.
2.3.3.2 CADIAG-2
CADIAG-2 (Computer-Assisted DIAGnosis) has been developed
for performing diagnosis in internal medicine (Adlassnig and
Kolarz 1982). It is a rule-based expert system adopting fuzzy
sets to represent medical entities and applying fuzzy logic for
its inference mechanism.
Medical knowledge, in rules representation, have the
following general form:
IF antecedent THEN consequent WITH (0,C)
where (0,C) :linguistic as well as numerical values of
frequency of occurrence and strength of
confirmation
0 :frequency of occurrence of the antecedent
given the consequent






intracellular uric acid crystals In joint effusion
gou i
(seldoo 0,25,, always 10)
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IF e .1 e v a i e d a m yl a s e i n r- er 1.1 m
INE ri may b ac1.1 i e pancr ea i :i i i s
W I'TH ver y o r 1: en 0,?, s i r on a 0,7)
The antecedent-consequent propositions in CADIAG-2 allows
three kinds of relationships, namely, symptom-symptom,
symptom(s)-diagnosis and diagnosis-diagnosis. Symptoms,
diagnosis, frequency of occurrence and strength of confirmation
can be defined by fuzzy sets. The rules stating the
relationships between medical entities are denoted by fuzzy
relations.
When the symptoms pattern of a patient is given, the
occurrence relation, Ro, the confirmabi1ity relation. Rc and
the symptom relation Rs are determined. Then, in each kind of
relationship, four fuzzy indications represented also by fuzzy
relation, are calculated by means of Ro, Rc, Rs and the fuzzy
relation of the corresponding kind. As a result, it yields 12
fuzzy diagnostic indications, which are the basis for
establishing confirmed, excluded and diagnostic hypotheses.
The knowledge base collects not only judgemental knowledge
of an expert, but also statistical knowledge, if available. An
semi-automatic knowledge acquisition module (Adlassnig and
Kolarz 1986) is designed for calculation of the statistical
interpretation of the medical knowledge. For instance, tables
are established to be filled in according to the number of
cases with investigated symptoms.
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In fact, the knowledge acquisition and the inference
process of CADIAG-2 are specifically designed for medical
knowledge, they are not quite suitable for other domain areas.
2.3.3.3 SPERIL-II
SPERIL-II is an expert system for damage assessments in
structural engineering (Ogawa et.al. 1985b). It is
particularly useful in areas where the risk of earthquake is
high. The information needed comes mainly from visual
inspection at various parts of the structure and the analysis
of acce1erometer records during the earthquake. These data are
used to evaluate the global, cumulative and local
damageabi1ity, of each element in the structure under
consideration. The consideration of these elements forms an
inference network. The knowledge base is composed of
production rules as well as E-Frame which is an extension of
frame.
The production rules, which can be fuzzy, are basically
used to estimate damages. In addition, a certainty factor can
be assigned to each rule. In general, they have the following
form:
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An inexact inference mechanism is designed to manipulate
the rules. Dempster-Shafer's Theory is adopted to combine the
fuzzy sets of the same consequence from independent rules.
Fuzzy damage assessment of each element in the structure will
be arrived at as the final result.
The inexact inference process of the rules with fuzzy
antecedents and consequences may not accord to fuzzy reasoning
required in other problem domain areas. Moreover, fuzzy
uncertainties are not allowed, in the rules of SPERIL-II.
PART II
A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR APPROXIMATION REASONING (Z-I)
CHAPTER 3
A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR APPROXIMATE REASONING (Z-I)
3.1 Objectives
Fuzzy (approximate) reasoning is very common in the
inference performed by experts especially in areas where human
judgements and evaluations are important. It has been pointed
out that fuzzy logic can serve as a tool to model fuzzy
concepts as well as fuzzy reasoning (Zadeh 1988). In order to
compete or compare favourably with other inexact reasoning
approaches, systems based on fuzzy reasoning should be
implemented properly with a suitable language and environment.
Since fuzzy logic is a new approach, it is worthwhile to
investigate the issue of implementation of expert systems based
on fuzzy logic. Therefore, a prototype system, code named as
Z-I, has been built to demonstrate the feasibility of
performing approximate reasoning in expert systems based on
fuzzy logic.
Z-I is a knowledge-based system shell which can accept
knowledge in the form of rules and facts (Leung and Lam 1987a).
Fuzzy expressions are allowed in the knowledge. After
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acquiring the knowledge, Z-I is capable of making fuzzy
inferences from the rules and facts so as to obtain a




























Fig.5 system architecture of Z-I
ft PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR APPROXIMATION REASONING (Z-I)
As in Fig.5, Z-I consists of a parser to interpret
different types of inputs, a knowledge base to store fuzzy
rules and facts, three modules to manage the knowledge base, a
fuzzy logic based inference engine, and a linguistic
approximation routine to transform fuzzy sets into linguistic
words.
This shell can interactively accept implication
propositions (rules) and data propositions (facts) in
restricted English-like sentences from users. Every
proposition is interpreted by the system and stored into the
knowledge base. The sequence of proposition input is not
restricted. After entering a set of propositions, the user may
make a query. An answer will then be deduced from the facts
and rules in the knowledge base. The output is also in a
restricted English-like form. Moreover, this system provides
system commands to manage the knowledge base. The details of
each function will be described in the following sections.
3.3 Facts and Rules Management
A data proposition (fact) is an atomic sentence of the
form:
V is A.
where V- linguistic variable
A- linguistic value
e.g. The price is very high.
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Linguistic variables takes values in linguistic form rather
than numerical. For instance, the linguistic variable price
may have the linguistic values high, very high or rather
low. A linguistic value, which is composed of a basic
linguistic term with an optional linguistic hedge, can be
modelled by an appropriate fuzzy set. Linguistic hedges are
actually adverbs which can be treated as functions that modify
fuzzy sets. The hedges supported by Z-I are shown as follows:
very, rather, quite, moreorless, not, above, below, fuzzily, indeed,
yossibly, upper, lower
The functions corresponding to these hedges are given in
Appendix VIII.
In Z-I, a fuzzy set is effectively represented by an array
of numbers which are grades of membership (possibility values)
of points on an imaginary psychological continuum with an
interval scale. These grades of membership form a possibility
distribution reflecting the shape of the fuzzy set. It should
be noted that the shape of a fuzzy set is more meaningful than
an individual possibility value.
The fact management module associates the linguistic
variable V with the fuzzy set representing the linguistic value
A and stores this information into the knowledge base.
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An implication proposition (rule) states the relation
between two linguistic variables and is of the form:
If Vi is Ai then V2 should be A2.
where Vi and V2: linguistic variables
Ai and A2: linguistic values
e.g. If the price is high then the profit should be good.
Vi is the antecedent linguistic variable while V2 is the
consequent linguistic variable.
The rule management module translates rules into fuzzy
relations. Many translation methods have been proposed (Whalen
and Schott 1983). The following three methods, namely, Rs, Ro
and Rbo (described in Appendix IX), proposed by Mizumoto
(Mizumoto et.al. 1979) have been implemented in Z-I and users
may choose any one of them. The advantage of these proposed
methods is that they have been found to be closer to human
intuition and reasoning than others. These fuzzy relations are
also stored in the knowledge base of the system.
3-4 Housekeeping of the Knowledge Base
System commands are provided to manage and control the
knowledge base. There is a command for defining the
possibility distribution of the fuzzy sets representing
linguistic values. Some commands are provided for knowledge
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base management such as listing and deleting the rules as well
as facts. Lastly, Z-I supports a function to saveload the
knowledge base tofrom an external storage.
3.5 Queries and Inference Engine
The third kind of input is concerned with queries of the
form:
What should V be?
where V: linguistic variable
e.g. What should the profit be?
A query can be issued to the system to request the semantic
content of a linguistic variable. The inference engine is
invoked to find the answer at this step. It firstly extracts
information from the facts and rules in the specified knowledge
base and then makes inferences.
For instance, if the knowledge base contains the following
propositions:
rules
If the reading is high then the understanding should be good.
If the understanding is good then the mistake should be less.
If the mistake is less then the mark should be high.
facts
The reading is very high.
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The answer for the query What should the mark be? is:
The mark should be very high.
which is deduced from three rules and the fact in the knowledge
base. In addition, if the fact in the knowledge base is changed
to:
facts
The reading is quite high.
In this case, the answer will then be:
The mark should be quite high.
The steps involved in the inference engine can be divided
into two processes. The first step is the backward chaining
process while the second step is the forward evaluation
process. During backward chaining, appropriate rules are
searched and chained together. Then these rules are fed into
the forward evaluation routine which makes inference by the
fuzzy composition operation (described in Section 2.3.2).
In order to produce the output of the answer in a
restricted natural language form, a linguistic approximation
routine is invoked. However, if the user further requests for
a numerical answer, Z-I can print out the fuzzy set
representing the answer as well.
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3.6 Linguistic Approximation Routine
Linguistic approximation is a process which maps the set of
fuzzy sets onto a set of linguistic expressions or values
(Dubois and Prade 1980). It is useful in producing the output
of the conclusion in a natural language form. In Z-I, the
linguistic approximation routine is responsible for this task.
The technique adopted in finding appropriate linguistic
values is similar to Wenstop's approach (Wenstop 1980). Two
parameters, namely, imprecision and location of the fuzzy
set is considered. The imprecision of a fuzzy set is
proportional to the sum of membership values whereas the
location is defined as the centre of gravity. The formulae
for imprecision and location are given as follows:
imprecision
location
where aj: the jtVl grade of membership
n: the dimension of the array which represents a
fuzzy set
The possibility distribution of each linguistic value can
be uniquely identified by its imprecision and location
(Wenstop 1979). On the other hand, a linguistic approximation
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table (as shown in Fig. 6) containing the irnprec is i ons and
locations of the fuzzy sets representing 56 chosen fuzzy
linguistic expressions, is stored in the inference engine.
These fuzzy linguistic expressions are constituted by
linguistic hedges and the dummy basic fuzzy terms (basic fuzzy
terms are described in 6.2.1). The fuzzy sets representing
these expressions are generated by applying appropriate
arithmetic operations on the fuzzy sets denoting the basic-
fuzzy terms. As shown in Fig.6, these 56 linguistic
expressions lie approximately evenly spread out in a
location-imprecision coordinate system. It should be noted
that some regions in the coordinate system have no linguistic-
expression because the concepts in these regions are not
meaningful (e.g. concept of both high centre of gravity and
high imprecision).
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• unknown
not high not low
neither very low nor very $u
not moreorless Su not moreorles3 $1
neither $u nor very $1 neither $1 nor very $u
neither Su nor $1
neither very $1 nor moreorless Su
rather $1 to upper Sm
not above Sm
neither very Su nor moreorless SI
• lower Sm to rather Su
'not below $m
neither $1 nor moreorless Su neither Su nor moreorless SI
below upper $m
neither moreorless
Su nor moreorless $1 above lower $m
Sm to rather $1 Sm to rather Su
below upper upper Sm but not $1
,above lower lower Sm but not $u
below $m
around upper
Sm to lower $m above $m
rather $1 to lower Sm rather $u to upper Sm
below $m but not $1 above lower $m but not Su
below lower $m above unner Sm
lower $m to upper Sm
around lower around UDoer Sm
helnw Sm hut not $1 around Sm above Sm but not Su
moreorless SI Sm to lower $m
w
Sm to upper $m moreorless Su
below lower
Sm but not SI above upperSm but not Su
lower lower Sm
lower Sm





rather SI rather Su very Su
location
Su: dummy basic fuzzy term describing the upper level situation
Sm: dummy basic fuzzy term describing the medium situation
SI: dummy basic fuzzy term describing the lower level situation
Fig.6 linguistic approximation for fuzzy sets
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When the corresponding linguistic expression of a given
fuzzy set is to be determined, the first step is to calculate
its imprecision and location. Then it is matched against
the 56 points of various linguistic expressions in the
location-imprecision coordinate system. The one closest
(shortest distance) to the calculated coordinates is selected
and the dummy basic fuzzy terms in the expression are
substituted by the appropriate basic fuzzy terms.
But, the possibility distribution of the fuzzy set should
be normal, unimodal and with rather steep sides. If it lacks
any of these characteristics, some procedures are needed to
transform or decompose it into a number of normal, unirnodal and
steep-sided distributions. These distributions can then be
used to form a composed linguistic value for the respective
fuzzy set. This approach is similar to the one adopted by




ISSUES OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
4-1 Implementation Features
A good design of a system contains a lot of desirable
features and therefore must be implemented by an appropriate
language and environment which can realize these features
efficiently and effectively. A knowledge-based or expert
system should include the following features:
an independent knowledge base which allows easy updating
and inconsistency checking,
a friendly user interface preferably with natural language
inputoutput,
an efficient and accurate inference engine.
For a fuzzy knowledge-based system, however, special
attention must be paid to the easy and'efficient implementation
of the following techniques:




Therefore, the language(s) used must have suitable data
structures and program control structures for the
implementation.
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Moreover, the following points should also be considered in
choosing a language and an environment:
development effort (algorithms can be expressed easily),
compactness (length of program),
execution time and memory required,
maintainability (debugging, modification and enhancement),
portability and availability.
4.2 Programming Languages and Environment
Three typical programming languages have been chosen to
implement Z-I which is a fuzzy knowledge-based system. They
are Lisp, Pascal and APL. The objective is to compare their
suitabilities for implementing knowledge-based systems based on
fuzzy logic (Leung and Lam 1987b).
Lisp is a typical A.I.-. i-iany existing
knowledge-based systems are developed in Lisp. Among different
Lisp dialects, COMMON LISP is chosen due to its high
portability and efficiency. Though Prolog is another A.I.
language which is also quite popular, it is not quite suitable
for implementing fuzzy reasoning because its inherent reasoning
is based on predicate logic. Other specifically designed
languages such as ~KRL are not considered since they are root
widely available and supported.
-Pascal is picked as a typical example to represent common
high-level languages such as C, Fortiran etc. which are wiieefy
available and supported. APL is a common programming tool :in
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the field of fuzzy logic. In fact, some existing application
systems which adopt fuzzy logic are developed in APL (Whalen
and Schott 1982).
The programming environments of Lisp and Pascal are
VAX-11780 under VMS version 4.6 which facilitates linking
between languages. VAX-LISP version 2.1 and VAX-PASCAL version
3.4 are used in the implementation. VAX-LISP is an
implementation of COMMON LISP in a VAX computer. The
programming environment for APL is IBM4381 running MUSIC and
VSAPL is used.
4.3 Implementation o-f Knowledge Base
LIC!P
In COMMON LISP, hash tables and property lists, both with
transparent hashing functions, are provided and these features
are definitely suitable for implementing knowledge—based
systems. The knowledge base of Z—I, implemented in COMMON
LISP, mainly consists of two hash tables. One of them
(VARTABLE) is used to store the current facts. The keys of this
hash table are linguistic words of the facts. ISach tablr entry
is a list containing information about thus variable. The
information includes a fuzzy set representing the current
semantic content.
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For example, If two facts price is very high and
inflation is quite low have been entered into the system,






(fuzzy set denoting very high)
(fuzzy set denoting quite low)
Table 2 contents in VARTABLE
To retrieve the fuzzy set for a linguistic word is
extremely easy. For instance, to get the fuzzy set for
inflation, the following COMMON LISP function is used:
(gethash 'inflation VARTABLE)
The searching time is nearly independent of the number of facts
present in the table. Adding, updating and deleting a fact are
convenient and efficient due to powerful hash table
manipulation functions provided by COMMON LISP.
The other hash table (RULETABLE) is devoted to store the
pertinent information of each rule. The keys are those
linguistic variables appearing in the consequent part n: the
rules. Each entry in this table is a property list:., The
property names are those relevant antecedent linguistic
variables. Therefore each property xaxJue stores the
iqqyrq nr PonRSfiMMTwqf awRijeficq
information about a particular rule including the fuzzy
relation representing the rule. For example, the following
rules:
Ri: If the price is high then the profit should be? good.
R2: If the sale is low then the profit should be? bad.









fuzzy relation representing Rl
fuzzy relation representing R2
profit
fuzzy relation representing R3
property name
property value
Ficr.7 implementation sf RULETABLE
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The organization of this hash table can facilitate backward
searching of rules because those rules whose consequence
linguistic variables are given can be located directly. For
example, to get those rules with profit as the consequent
variable, the following COMMON LISP function is used:
(symbol-piist (gethash 'profit RULETABLE))
It is also convenient and efficient to retrieve the
information about a rule. For example, in order to get the
fuzzy relation associated with price and profit in rule Rn.
above, the following COMMON LISP function is used:
(get (gethash 'profit RULETABLE) 'price)
Addi-? rnd deleting a rule are easy be
COMMON LISP provides powerful functions to manipulate property
lists and hash tables. Moreover, it is feasible to save the
knowledge base in an external file for later use because Lisp
provides built-in file manipulation functions. As a result,
independent knowledge bases can be achieved.
PASCAL
In Pascal, the available primitive data structures for
implementing the knowledge base are arrays and poirt ers. It is
easy to handle an array, but it is not efficient Tjut searcbrig
an item in it. Some complicated kmowJedge base organ i zat 7 jo jr. s
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can be designed and implemented using pointers. However, it is
not as convenient as hash tables and property lists in COMMON
LISP.
In Z-I implemented in Pascal, the data structures adopted
in the knowledge base are mainly arrays of records. Two large
arrays are declared to store the facts (with their fuzzy sets)
and the rules (with their fuzzy relations). Each element is a
record containing all relevant information about a particular
fact or rule. The implementation is not as easy as in Lisp.
The searching time increases drastically when the numbers of
facts and rules are large. Finally, independent knowledge
bases can be achieved because of the flexible file structure
provided by Pascal.
APL
APL is quite restricted in its data structure facilitries.
Numbers and characters are the elementary data types. The only
data -structures are homogeneous arrays with any number of
dimensions. Therefore, the knowledge base is implemented in
several 2-dimensiona1 arrays. All of them are treated as
tables. There are five tables to represent rubes;:












Table 3 array name of different tables
Although APL has an extensive set of array operators, they
are not very useful in symbols which are atomic
information in a knowledge base. Implementing searching
algorithms in APL is another difficult task. The only control
structure provided in APL is conditional or unconditional
branching. Therefore, APL is not quite suitable for
implementing knowledge bases.
4.4 Implementation of Inference Engine
The inference engine should be able to search the required
information in the knowledge base. The' sritabi 1 it ier for
implementing searching by different langiaeges have -teen
discussed in the above section. A special requirement )X. the
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fuzzy inference engine is to manipulate fuzzy sets and fuzzy
relations. The common ifiizzy set and fuzzy relation operations
are given 'ir the Appendix IX.
Many fuzzy set operations actually involve finding the
maximum or minimum value from possibility values in a fuzzy
set (refer to Appendix VIII). Normally, possibility values are
real numbers between interval [0,1]. Since floating point
operations are much more expensive than integer operations, the
possibility values can be represented by integer numbers
between the interval [0,N]. N can then be set to a large
integer, and 'in Z-I it is set to 10,000. Although integer
representation is used, no special attention is required for
most of the fuzzy set operaii;u involved in fuzzy reasoning.
Since the fuzzy set operation composition may be applied
many times repeatedly in an inference, the integer
representations of fuzzy sets can result in a significant gain
in execution time. Some considerations of representing fuzzy
sets and implementing fuzzy set operations in Lisp, Pascal and
APL are discussed below.
LISP
In Lisp, a fuzzy set can be represented by a list of
numbers. There are built-in Lisp mapping functions to
manipulate each element in a list. Therefore, it is simple to
implement the primitive fuzzy set operations. The following
Tcqiifrq np PPQiwaMMTMGI £fciG!!AG~;
example shows a defined function to find the intersection of
two fuzzy sets A and B which are lists of integers:
(defun fzset-intersection (A B)
(mapcar 'MIN A B))
A fuzzy relation is represented by a list with each of its
element (also a list) containing a particular column of
































































is represented in Lisp as:
































































It is also simple to define fuzzy operations which
manipulate fuzzy relations. For example, the fuzzy operation




- The most natural data structures used to represent fuzzy
sets and fuzzy relations In Pascal are arrays. Operations of
fuzzy sets and relations can be implemented using traditional
control structures such as for-looD. while-looD. etc..
APL
In APL, arrays are also used to represent fuzzy sets and
fuzzy relations. APL provides a large class of built-in array
operators which can construct powerful fuzzy set operations.
In other words. it can accept whole arrays as arguments and
produce whole arrays as results. In conclusion, it is
extrerne 1 v ..ent f uzzy operations i n APL.
4.5 Implementation of Linguistic Approximation
The linguistic approximation routine maps the set of fuzzy
sets onto a set of linguistic values. In Z-I, the technique of
linguistic approximation makes use of two factors, namely, the
imprecision and the location of a fuzzy set (described in
Section 3.6). This routine involves various kinds of vector
operations. The suitabilities of implementing this, routine -in










very suitable due to
powerful vector-
manipulation
Table 4 comparisons between different programmincr languages
4.6 General Considerations
During the implementing of 2-1 using the three languages

























































Table 5 general considerations
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4.7 Execution Time and Memory Considerations
The inference engine of Z-I involves two processes, namely,
backward chaining and forward evaluation which makes
inferences. The execution time needed in each process in the
systems implemented in the three languages has been recorded.
The Lisp version is a compiled one since the execution speed of
the interpreted one is unacceptably slow. The graphs in Fig. 8
and 9 show how the execution time of each process varies with
the number of inferences made. Lisp+Pascal stands for the
Lisp-based system with fuzzy operations implemented in Pascal.




numher nf rules Involved
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number of rules involved
Fia.10 tota 1 tim
The results of the system Implemented in APL is separately
shown in Fig.11 since the programming environment is completely
dif fprnf





number of rules involvee
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total tim
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The memory required for Lisp is the highest-, because .of its
internal pointer data structures. In addition, garbage
collection which slows down the processing time, would be
required if the allocated memory is not larrgee enough.
TCCjjcq HP! flKjcuflprq
4.8 Implementation Using More Than One Languages
, From the comparison results above, it is obvious that any
single language will have advantages and disadvantages with
respect to various requirements. This is because many
languages are designed with specific applications in mind in
order to optimize effectiveness and efficiency. As
requirements evolve and vary quickly in certain application
areas such as in artificial intelligence, specifically designed
languages could soon lag behind in their suitabilities.
Furthermore, the combination of requirements also varies from
one problem to another. It is also impractical to have a super-
language which includes all features since this will make the
..is 1 at i on-very inefficient, and the opment and
maintenance very difficult.
However, the experimental results have demonstrated a
solution to the problem by using two languages or more for
different tasks. In the example, Lisp is used to develop the
mainparts of the knowledge—based, system shell because of its
suitabilities, and Pascal is used for the fuzzy set operations
in the inference module because of its execution efficiency.
The results turn out to be very satisfactory since there are a
significant gain in the execution time over using Lisp alone
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and even outperform Pascal In the cases Involving many rules.
It is fair to say that the best of both languages has been
utilized in this case.
4.9- Conclusions o-F Comparison Study
Z-I has illustrated the implementation of a knowledge-based
system shell which can handle approximate reasoning based on
fuzzy logic. Three typical programming languages, namely.
Lisp. Pascal and APL, have been chosen to implement this system
in order to compare their suitabilities for implementing fuzzy
knowledge-based system shells. Lisp is a suitable language to
implement the knowledge base because -of its flexible data
structure and powerful symbol manipulating uma es sucn as
property lists. Although it can easily define fuzzy set
operations, the execution speed is not auite satisfactory.
Pascal provides traditional data structure and features which
is not adequate for implementing the knowledge base. However,
it is suitable for implementing fuzzy set operations and. the
execution speed is rather high. For APL, the only advantage is
that it is convenient to implement fuzzy operations. But :it is
definitely not suitable for building largr—scale systems
because nearly no structure programming features are pr.oh.: ded.
Finally, if the programming environment allows the linkrrng of
different programming languages,, the system shell ccari be
Tqqyrq f,r pnr;p£iMtksI
implemented mainly in Lisp with the fuzzy operations
implemented in other languages such as Pascal. The philosophy
is to get the best features from different languages. This
approach provides a solution to a satisfactory implementation
of expert systems if there is no single language that can
satisfy all the requirements..
Ill
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CHAPTER 5
DESCRIPTION OF A FUZZY EXPERT SYSTEM
BUILDING TOOL (Z-II)
5-1 General Description
Based on the experience and results gained in the development
of Z-I (described in Chapter 3 and 4), a comprehensive expert
system building tool (shell) is designed and implemented. This
system, code named as Z-II, facilitates the construction of
rule-based 1' systems by acquiring-—knowledge
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As shown in Fig.12, domain experts or-knowledge engineer
transfer and store their expertise in a specific knowledge has
through the Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem. Then th
Consultation Subsystem interprets the knowledge base and gather
data pertinent to the case by asking questions. Finally th
system draws the conclusion by applying the knowledge to th
relevant case data. A knowledge base may be saved in an externa
storage for later use after the domain experts have entered al
the relevant knowledge. On the other hand, end users consulting
a desired expert system can load the specific knowledge base aj
Z-II—~ AN EXPERT SYSTEM BUILDING TOOL (SHELL)
0. Quit Z-II
1. Create a k n owledge ba se
2. Delete a knowledge base
3. COURSE
4„ RISK
(o t h er kn owl etige h a s es)
Dlease enter vour choice
Fia. 13 screen of maim anem
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Fig.13 shows an example of a screen layout for the main menu
of Z-II. There are functions provided for creating and deleting
knowledge bases. In addition, users may select and load an
existing knowledge base (e.g. COURSE and RISK in Fig.13).
0. Exit to Main Menu.
1„ C o n suit a t ion 3 u b s y s t e m
2- K n (3 w 1 g d q e Acq u i s i t i o n 3 u b s y s t e m
please enter your choice---
Ficr. 14 screen of Subsystem mem
A menu for choosing the Consultation Subsystem and the
Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem will ne displayed (shown in
Fig.14) after a knowledge base is selected.
CONSULTATION SUBSYSTEM
A+w ts L. J .t.
1= Hake a new consultation
2. Display the previous conclusion
3. Make a WHAT--IF review
4. Trace the reasoning
5- Retrieve the database information
please enter your choice —J
Fig. 15 screen of the Consul tat iaiii Subsystem
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.In the Consultation Subsystem (shown in Fig.15), a function
is provided for making a consultation which 'gathers case data by
issuing questions. During a consultation process, end users may
ask Z-II to explain its reasoning. At the end of a consultation,
conclusions drawn by Z-II are displayed. There are functions
which facilitate making reviews (described in Section 7.6) for
the consultation. Lastly, Z-II also provides a function for
retrieving the required database information based on the
database queries (described in Section 6.4.3.5) generated
automatically after a consultation.
k' k) fibl! F n h F A f: nil TFT7 T f'l fJ F! 1T-: F Y F T F r-
0. E K i t
1„ System Properties Management Module
2„ Objects Management nodule
3. Rules Management Module
4„ Basic Fuzzy Terms Management Module
5. Facts Management Module
6. Save this knowledge base
please enter your choice
Fig. 16 screen of the Knowledge Acquisition Subfystem
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In the Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem, functions are
provided for knowledge engineers or domain experts to enter their
knowledge. These knowledge acquisition functions are discussed
and explained in Chapter 9. In summary, the knowledge
acquisition process is mainly• proceeded in a question-answering
fashion with a natural language interface. As a result, domain
experts can communicate with Z-II easily without, or with
minimum, assistance from knowledge engineers.
5.2 Main Features
——Domain- know ledge is .3 form of rules statimg-
relationships between antecedent and consequent propositions.
The main feature of Z-II is its capability of handling fuzzy
concepts which are common in human knowledge. To manipulate
these fuzzy concepts, fuzzy (approximate) reasoning is supported.
In Z-II, any mix of fuzzy and ordinary (non-fuzzy) terms can
be used in the antecedents or consequences of the rules. For
instance.
(i) a rule with a fuzzy consequence:
e.g. IF the mark of English is 90
THEN the English standard should i e extremely «yood
tfhere uextremely good is a. fuzzy term.
(ii) a rule with fuzzy antecedent and fuizvy consequence:
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e.g.IF the price is quite high
THEN the profit should be rather good
where quite high and rather good are fuzzy terms.
(iii) a rule with fuzzy number antecedent
e.g.IF the body weight= 70 80 90
THEN normal weight is true
where 70 80 90 defines a triangular fuzzy number.
Moreover, multiple propositions is allowed in a rule. A full
description of the features supported in the rules of Z-II is
presented in Section 6.4. Besides, fuzzy terms are also allowed
in the facts.
.ature-of Z-II is that it allows fu:
factors, represented by fuzzy numbers, to deal with uncertainty
in the facts and rules. For instance,
IF the price is quite high
THEN the profit should be rather good
WITH CERTAINTY around 0.8
where around 0.8 is a fuzzy certainty factor
In fact, a certainty factor measures thv degree of
confirmation on a piece of knowledge. lit is believed that it is
usually imprecise in nature (Tong arid Bonissune 1984). Iror
example, when a fact is regarded as having a certainty factor' of
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0.80, is it true if we regard this fact as having a certainty
factor of 0.79 or 0.81? Obviously, fuzzy certainty factors,
represented by fuzzy numbers which defines possibility
distributions over the set of real number, are able to deal with
fuzziness or imprecision inherent in certainty factors. A
detailed discussion on fuzzy certainty factors employed in Z-II
to handle uncertainty is presented in Section 6.3.
Another feature of Z-II is its ability to generate a set of
fuzzy database retrieval queries after a consultation. Since
Z-II is successfully linked up with a Fuzzy Information Retrieval
System developed in the Department of Computer Science in the
_iiinese University of Hong Kong (Wor _,zzy retrieval
queries generated by Z-II can be transferred to this system for
fuzzy information retrieval from an external database. It has
been found that fuzzy concepts introduced during the task of
information retrieval definitely have many advantages over
ordinary crisp queries. The fuzzy information retrieval
capability of Z-II is described in Section 6.4.3.5.
5.3 Programming Environment
The programming environment of Z— II include? k£X LISP r.errsion
2.1 and VAX-PASCAL version 3.4 ramming under WS version 4.1 on a
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VAX—11780 computer. VAX-LISP is an implementation of COMMON
LISP which is a highly portable, efficient and powerful dialect.
The main part of the system is implemented in VAX-LISP due to its
flexibility. Some of the fuzzy set operations (e.g. fuzzy
composition) are implemented in VAX-PASCAL due to its execution
efficiency. The decision of using this particular language
combination for the implementation is made after a detailed
performance comparison study as described in Chapter 4 (Leung and
Lam 1987b).
5-4 System Architecture
Figure 5 shows the system architecture of Z-II which is
basically composed of three subsystems, namely, the Knowledge
Acquisition Subsystem, the Consultation Subsystem and the Fuzzy
Knowledge Base (Leung and Lam 1987b). The components of the
Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem include Objects, Facts, Basic
Fuzzy Terms, Rules and System Properties Management Modules.
They are responsible for acquiring and managing rules and facts.
The function of the Fuzzy Knowledge Base is to store xl 1 these
knowledge entities. Lastly, the Consultation Subsystem, consists
of three modules, namely, the Inference Engine, the 'Linguistic
Approximation Routine and the Review Management Module. The task
of the Inference Engine is to extract interpret bhe knowledge
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stored in the Fuzzy Knowledge Base and make inferences from the
respective rules and facts. The Linguistic .Approximation Routine
performs the translation of fuzzy sets into linguistic terms used
in the natural language output of Z-II. Finally, the Review
Management Module handles different kinds of reviews requested by
end users.
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KNOWLEDGEREPRESENTATION IN A KNOWLEDGEBASE
CHAPTER e5
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION IN A KNOWLEDGE BASE
6. 1 Objects
6-1-1 Representation o-F Objects
An object is a basic entity in the knowledge base of Z-II
and it is uniquely identified by the combination of two
elements, namely, an object name and an attribute. For
instance, the term the weight of the body is represented by
-v 'Kdy weight) with body being th---
and weight being the attribute. An attribute may be empty,
represented by NIL, if the object name is sufficient to
describe the object.
Each object belongs to one of the four types, namely,
single-valued, multi-valued, yes-no and numeric type. A
single—valued object allows only one single value from many
possible mutually exclusive ones while a multi-valued object
may have more than one values associated with it at any one
time. The possible values are normally represented lby literal
strings. A yes—no type object is achaeilly a sperinC kind of
single-valued object with its valioe restricted (to either
{true) or {false). Lastly, a numeric object has a
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numerical value associated with it. An object-value pair
constitute a fact in the knowledge base. For example, the fact
The color of the skin is yellow can be represented by the
single-valued object (skin color) with its the associated
value (yellow).
During a consultation,• an object is instantiated to a
single or multiple values depending on its type. Fuzzy
concepts are allowed in values of single-valued or multi-valued
objects. Fuzzy sets representing the corresponding fuzzy
concepts are stored instead of literal strings. The reason is
that the Inference Engine requires to manipulate fuzzy sets
when it performs fuzzy reasoning. Moreover, the values of an
•feet obtained—from the result of fu e also in
the form of fuzzy sets. Thus, storing fuzzy sets is more
efficient in a long chain of fuzzy reasoning. A discussion of
performing a fuzzy inference in Z—II is given in Chapter 7.
6-1.2 Properties of Objects
Each object possesses a number of predefined slots which
are identified by slot names. The contents of these slots
specify the properties of the object. However, 3jL1 the slot
names are transparent to domain experts or end usjtis since 2-II
acquires or updates the slots contents in a queftnon—answer img
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fashion with a natural language user interface. A presentation
of knowledge acquisition in Z-II is given in Chapter 9. The
slots and the meaning of their contents are shown as follows:













indicates the tvne nf this nhiecl
indicates whether the values of this
object are fuzzy or not
indicates whether the value of this
object is obtained by asking questions
first or deducing from known facts and
rules
specifies the ranges of numerical values
for a numeric tvDe obiect
stores the linguistic translatior
specifically defined for this object
stores the possible values for this
object
r,S-TEXT stores the detailed descrip
r»f hh=» nnqqihl p a1iioe?
indicates whether the value of this
object is obtained from an external
database or not
stores the field name of an external
database from which the value of this
object can be obtained
stores the rules whose antecedent parts
contain this obiect
stores the rules whose consequent parts
contain this object
stores the list of values obtained for
this object
stores the list of respective fu;y set
membership distributions for tfj? fuzzy
values obtained
stores the list ovf respectne fuzzy
certainty factors for the values
obtained
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REASONING-POINTER stores the pointer to the appropriate
node in the reasoning tree.
Table 6 objects and the meaning of their content
The FUZZY-OR-NOT slot indicates whether the values of an
object are fuzzy or not. If the ASK-FIRST-OR-NOT slot of an
object contains a true flag, it indicates that its value will
be obtained by asking questions directly from end users first
during a consultation. Otherwise, if this flag is false, Z-II
will try to deduce the value from known facts and rules first;
and questions will be issued for obtaining the value only when
it is unsuccessful to deduce the value. Possible values and
-~their respective- ascriptions _ane_sbered in the
EXPECTED-VALUES and EXPECTED-VALUES-TEXT slots respectively.
The NUM-RANGE specifies the ranges of numerical values for a
numeric type object. Z—II will translate the obect
representation such as (skin color) into natural language
like the color of the skin in the user interface. However,
specifically designed translation for an object can be defined
and stored in the TRANSLATION slot. During a consultation, the
value of an object may be obtained from an external drtabase.
If the flag contained in the DATABASE-OR-NOT slot is true, Z—II
will try to determine the value from an .external datdra£5;e with
the field name specified in the DATABJSEi-FIELD slot. All the
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contents of the slots mentioned In this paragraph are updated
during the task of knowledge acquisition of rules and facts
from domain experts.
The USED-BY-RULES and UPDATED-BY-RULES slots contain the
rule codes of the rules in which this object involved. The
contents of these two slots, which are updated automatically
during the acquisition of rules, provide important information
for chaining of rules in the reasoning process of Z-II.
The OBJ-VALUES, OBJ-VALUES-MEMBDIST and OBJ-VALUES-FUZZYCF
slots containing the information about the values currently
associated with the object, are updated during a consultation.
The OBJ-VALUES slot stores the literal strings of the values
obtained, cuv. vjBJ-VALUES-MEMBDIST slot contains
membership distributions when the values are fuzzy. Finally
the respective fuzzy certainty factors of the values are found
in the OBJ-VALUES-FUZZYCF slot. All these slot contents are
actually lists of multiple elements, as a multi-valued object
may be instantiated to more than one values at the same time.
Lastly, the REASONING-POINTER slot stores the pointer to
the appropriate node in a reasoning tree built during a
consultation. In the node, reasoning infoaimaion such as those
rules involved in establishing a value dcur Ithe corie spending
object, can be retrieved. TLle reasoniigj process of: Z—1.1 is
fully described in the next Chepter.
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6-1.3 Implementation of Objects
All objects and their slot contents are stored in a hash
table (OBJECT—TABLE) with objects as keys.. Each table entry is
a property list containing all the corresponding slot contents.
The Objects Management Module provides routines to manipulate
objects as well as their .slot contents. Fig.18 shows the
implementation of OBJECT-TABLE.
OBJECT-TABLE











Fig.18 implementation of OBJECT-TABLE
6.2 Fuzzy Concepts
6.2.1 Representation of Fuzzy Concepts
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In Z II, fuzzy concepts are allowed In the facts and rules
of the knowledge base. Fuzzy concepts are denoted by fuzzy
expressions which are in the form of natural language. Each
basic fuzzy concept is associated with three basic linguistic
fuzzy terms describing the upper level, medium and lower level
situations of this concept. For example, the basic fuzzy
concept of good is associated with the basic linguistic fuzzy
terms exemplified by good, air and bad. Fuzzy
expressions such as very good and fair to rather good are
actually made up of hedges, connectors and basic fuzzy terms of
a basic fuzzy concept. Using extended BNF grammar, a fuzzy






F U Z Z Y- E X p C U N N E C T 0 R SIM G L E- F U Z- E X P
HEDGE basic-term i (FUZZY--EXP)
and! or 1 to
very! rather! quite i morearless)
not i above! below! fuzzily i
indeed! possibly i upper! lower
is a basic linguistic fuzzy term
Fig.19 extended BNF grammar for a fuzzy expression
Each basic fuzzy term'is represented by a fuzzy set which
can be defined by domain experts or knowledge engineers duriing
the knowledge acquisition phase. A fuzzy expression is zslIso
modelled by a fuzzy set which is determined by performing
appropriate arithmetic operations on the fuzzy sts
representing the respective basic fuzzy terns- The takk of
generating the fuzzy sets for fuzzy expressicufs is supported by
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a routine called Fuzzy Sets Generator. This routine (described
in Section 6.2.3) is invoked automatically when Z-II needs to
obtain the fuzzy set of a fuzzy expression.
It should be noted that fuzzy concepts are optional. A
non-fuzzy concept can just be represented by ordinary literal
symbols (i.e. strings or -numbers) and thus no unnecessary
overhead is introduced for non-fuzzy situations.
6-2.2 Implementation of Fuzzy Concepts
As mentioned before, the main programming language adopted
for the development of Z-II is Lisp. Like Z-I, a fuzzy set is
effectively represented t --mbers which are grades
of membership (possibility values) of points on an imaginary
psychological continuum with an interval scale. Integer
representation of a possibility value is adopted owing to
execution time efficiency. The justification of this
implementation technique is given In Section 4.4. The whole
list forms a possibility distribution giving the shape of the
fuzzy set representing the corresponding fuzzy concept. The
length of each list is chosen as eleven since it can well
reflect the possibility distribution without introducing a
large amount of computational overhead. Mar primitive f; tizzy
set operations are required to perform arithmetic operat:oE£i on
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each possibility value of a fuzzy set. It is simple to
implement these fuzzy set operations, since there are built-in
Lisp mapping functions to manipulate each element in a list.
A basic fuzzy concept in Z-II is associated with three
basic fuzzy terms (i.e. upper level, medium and lower level of
the concept), and identified by the term describing the upper
level situation. These three terms, their corresponding fuzzy
sets and some relevant properties of the basic fuzzy concept
are stored in the predefined slots of each basic fuzzy concept.
There is a hash table (FUZZY-CONCEPT-TABLE) used for storing
the slots of basic fuzzy concepts existing in the knowledge
base. The basic fuzzy term describing the upper level
situation acts as~a~key to th -»ts together with
their contents are implemented as a property list which is
stored in a hash table entry of the corresponding basic fuzzy
concept. The following table gives the slots for a basic fuzzy
concept.
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slot narme meaning of the slot content
tOW-NAME
stores the basic fuzzy term describing the
lower level situation
medium-name stores the basic fuzzy term describing the
medium situation
DEFAULT-FLAG indicates whether the fuzzy sets
representing the upper level, medium and
lower level situations use the default ones
provided by Z-II (described in Section 9.2)
UNIVERSE-RANGE specifies the numerical range used in fuzzy
database information retrieval (described
in Section 6.4.3.5)
UP-POSSDIST stores the fuzzy sets for the fuzzy term
describing the upper level situation
MED-POSSDIST stores the fuzzy sets for the fuzzy term
describing the medium situation
LOW-POSSDIST stores the fuzzy sets for the fuzzy term
describing the upper level situation
LING-APPROX-TABLE stores the table containing information for
the linguistic approximation involving this
basic fuzzy concept in Section
8.1)
Table 7 slots for a basic fuzzy concept
Moreover, each basic fuzzy term is stored in another hash
table (FUZZY-TERMS-TABLE). The keys of this table are those
basic fuzzy terms existing in the knowledge base. Each table
entry stores a property list containing the basic fuzzy term
describing the corresponding upper level situation; and a code
indicating the situation described by the basic term of the key
(explained in Table 8). The function of this hash table is to
record all existing basic fuzzy terms and provide linking
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information to FUZZY-CONCEPT-TABLE.
property name property value
UP-NAME stores the basic fuzzy term describing the
upper level situation
TERM-CODE stores a code given as follows:
U- the term in the key describes the upper
level situation
M- the term in the key describes the medium
situation
L- the term in the key describes the lower
level situation
Table 8 information stored in FUZZY-TERMS-TABLE
It should be pointed out that the slot or property names of
these two hash tables are transparent to domain experts. All
-n format ion are automatically update 1 +-v,e
knowledge acquisition phase in a question-answering manner
(described in Section 9.2).
6-2.3 Fuzzy Sets Generator
Fuzzy Sets Generator is a routine which is responsible for
generating the corresponding fuzzy set of a fuzzy expression.
It also checks the syntax of the fuzzy expression based on the
grammar given in Fig.19. The linguistic hedges (HEDffS) and the
connectors (CONNECTOR) are treated as unary aih binary
operators respectively. The basic linguistic fjrzsy terms,
represented by fuzzy sets, are treated, as operands. As
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indicated in the grammar, linguistic hedges have a highe]
priority than that of the connectors. Left associative rule is
applied to the connector operator. In addition, well-formec
parentheses are allowed in a fuzzy expression.
6.3 Fuzzy Uncertainty
6.3.1 Representation of Fuzzy Uncertainty
In Z-II, uncertainties in the facts and rules are basically
handled by certainty factor model similar to the one adopted in
MYCIN (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1984). Normally, uncertainty is
represented by- a numerical value, known as a certainty factor.
Ho i 17 fuzziness or imprecision is allov -he
uncertainty exemplified by roughly 0.8 and around 0.9 to
1.0.
The following grammar describes the linguistic description
of a fuzzy certainty factor allowed in Z-II:
FUZZY-CP::= MODIFIER c-f! MODIFIER cf to MODIFIER cf
M 0 DIFIE R s:= v e r y c 1 o s e t o I c 1 o s e t o! a r o u n d 1 a b o u t! a p p r o i m a t e i y
liioreorless! possibly i quite possibly! roughly! very:
roughly! e
where cF is a certainty -factor between 0 ar?d 1.
Fig. 20 grammar for a fuzzy oeartainty factrur
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Fuzzy numbers are employed to model this kind of fuzzy
uncertainty. A fuzzy number Is actually a real number fuzzy
set that Is both convex and normal. The definitions of convex
and normal fuzzy sets are given as follows:
The definition of a convex fuzzy set F is given as follows:
where R is the set of real number,
x, y and x are real numbers
A fuzzy set is normal if and only if the highest value of the degree of
membershipisequa1to1. 0



















2 4 6 8 10
X
12 14 16 18 20
Fig.21 examples of fuzzy numbers
Fuzzy numbers can be used to bridle fuz'i'iess or
imprecision in real numbers. In fact, it has been adopted :in
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application areas such as multicriteria decision analysis
(Buckley 1985) and medical diagnosis (Degani and Bortolan
1987). Like ordinary numbers, they can beused in arithmetic
operations (e.g. addition, multiplication) which give another
fuzzy number as the result (Kaufmann and Gupta 1985). The
formulae of some fuzzy number' arithmetic operators are given as
foilows:
fuzzy number addition+ s
A and B s fuzzy numbers,
n,; 11! e m e m b e r s h i p d i s t r i b u t i o n t u n c t i o n,
x,y and z s real numbers,
V, v s taking the maximum,
a 2 taking the minimum
It should be noted that the fuzzy uncertainty is optional
and the other two options are non-fuzzy uncertainty expressed
as normal certainty factors and absolute ceartainty( i.e.
certainty factor= 1).
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6.3.2 Implementation of Fuzzy Uncertainty
In Z-II, fuzzy numbers are assumed generally to be
trapezoidal and they are implemented as a list of four numbers.
In general, a fuzzy number is represented as (LOWER PEAK1 PEAK2
UPPER) as in Fig.22 below:
Fig.22 a fuzzy number in Z-II
It has been found that trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are
adequate to capture the fuzzy uncertainty in human intuition.
The above fuzzy arithmetic operations are implemented in such a
way that they can handle this approximate repressite.tion of
fuzzy numbers.
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6.3.3 Fuzzy Numbers Generator
Fuzzy Numbers Generator is a routine to transform
linguistic descriptions of fuzzy certainty factors to the
internal list representation of fuzzy numbers (described in
Section 6.3.1). The modifiers in fuzzy certainty factors are
associated with numerical values specifying the degree of
vagueness.
modifiers degree of vagueness










Table 9 modifiers for fuzzy certainty factors
If the linguistic description of a fuzzy certainty factor
is of the following form:
MODIFIER cf
e.g. around 0.8
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this term will be transformed into a triangular fuzzy number
with cf being the peak value. The degree of vagueness of
MODIFIER determines the distance between the upperlower bound
and the peak value. For instance, the fuzzy number
representation of the above example is (0.65 0.8 0.8 0.95).
If the linguistic description of a fuzzy certainty factor
is of the following form:
MODIFIER! cfi to M0DIFIER2 cf2
e.g. roughly 0.8 to approximately 0.9
this term will be transformed into a trapezoidal fuzzy number
with cfi being the first peak value and cf2 being the
second peak value. The degree of vagueness of MODIFIERi
-terrnines the-distance between the d the first
peak value, whereas that of M0DIFIER2 determines the distance
between the lower bound and the second peak value.
6.4 Rules
6.4.1 Representation of Rules
A rule is defined as an implication statement stating t?;
relation between a set of antecedent propositions arid a set otf
consequent propositions. Attached to each rule, ti.here is a
fuzzy or non—fuzzy certainty factor describing hha degree of
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confidence of the rule. In addition, each rule is identified
by a rule code which is a string of alphanumeric characters.
The general format of a rule in Z-II is shown as follows:
RULE-CODE: rule~code
IF a n t e c 0 d e n t- p r o p o s :i. t i o n s T i-i E N c o n s e q u g n t- p r o p o s .i t i o n s
WITH CERTAINTY Tfuzzy-Gertainty-factor
An example of a rule (ruleOl) is given in Fig.23.
RULE-CODE: ruleOl
IF (the body is well-built OR the height is tall) AND
the person is healthy
THEN the weight of the person is heavy
WITH CERTAINTY— around 1.0
Fig.23 an example of a rule with multiple propositions
In Z~ iu,v„xoage base is actually a collection of.
and facts. Backward reasoning and chaining are employed to
interpret the rules (described in Chapter 7).
6-4.2 Features in Antecedent Parts of Rules
6-4-2.1 Representation of Antecedent Propositions
Basically, a single antecedent proposition consists of
ob jec t-term, predicate-term and antecedent—'valued ike:
e.g. the color oT the skin is tlai.'k
ob ject~term !pr ed icate-t er s. n Lgat.• d g n t v a 1 u e
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The object-term is a linguistic term specifying the
antecedent object (described in 6.1.1). The BNF grammar rule
for object-term is presented in Section 9.1. The
predicate-term which indicates an operator, is represented by
ANTE-PREDICATE internally in Z-II. The antecedent-value
specifies the values in this antecedent proposition. Each
predicate-term is translated into an internal representation
ANTE-PREDICATE. The following table gives the characteristic
of each predicate-term.
p r e die a t e•••• t e r rn ANTE-PREDICATE type
a 110 w e d
anteceden t- v a 1 u. e
a 1 i o w e d
is ! SAME S, M literal strings
is not ISAMENOT S, M literal strincrs
is true Y none
is false I FALSE Y none
definitely is !DEFINITE-SAME S, M literal strings
is definitely true DEFINITE-TRUE Y none
is definitely false DEFINITE-FALSE Y none
=SIGN N numerical value
SIGN N numerical value
SIGN N numerical value
=SIGN N numerical value
=SIGN N numerical value
SIGN N numerical' value
where S: single-valued object
M: multi-valued object
Y': yes-no type object
N: numeric object
is: accepts is and are strings
Table 10 character ist icsof eaclh Cored i c a t e -tae rm
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An antecedent proposition is stored internally in a
knowledge base with the following form:
(ANTE-PREDICATE OBJECT ANTE-VALUE-LIST)
e.g. (1 SAME J (skin color) (black))
where !SAME!: ANTE-PREDICATE
(skin color): OBJECT which is the internal
•representation of object-term
(black): ANTE-VALUE-LIST
The antecedent proposition will be analyzed to determine
whether it is constructive or failure. The constructive













OBJECT has a value which matches
ANTE-VALUE-LIST
OBJECT does not have a value which matches
ANTE-VALUE-LIST
yes-no type OBJECT has a value true
yes-no type OBJECT has a value false
OBJECT has a value which matches
ANTE-VALUE-LIST and its certainty factor is
equal 1
yes-no type OBJECT has a value true and its
certainty factor is equal to 1
yes-no type OBJECT has a value false and
its certainty factor is equal to .1
numeric OBJECT has a value= tihe one in
ANTE-VALUE-LIST
numeric OBJECT hft;s a value 1zbe one :in
ANTE-VALUE-LIST





numeric OBJECT has a value the one in
ANTE-VALUE-LIST
numeric OBJECT has a value= the one in
ANTE-VALUE-LIST
numeric OBJECT has a value= the one in
ANTE-VALUE-LIST
numeric OBJECT has a value the one in
ANTE-VALUE-LIST
Table 11 characteristics of ANTE-PREDICATE
If there is a fact satisfying the condition for a predicate
in an antecedent of a rule, the antecedent proposition is
regarded as constructive. This fact with its associated
certainty factor are then considered when the corresponding
rule —is eva-luat• •ms are allowed in the
ANTE-VALUE-LIST of the ANTE-PREDICATE 1 SAME!. Moreover, fuzzy
comparisons are supported in ANTE-PREDICATE ISIGNI, !=SIGNJ,
:=SIGNI and IOSIGN1. The next section covers detailed
descriptions for these fuzzy concepts in antecedent
propositions.
6.4.2.2 Fuzzy Concepts in Antecedent Propjtiii t ions
There are two kinds of fuzzy concepts aiTowed in t he
antecedent propositions of rules..
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(I) Fu7.7.r EynrftSRior
Fuzzy expressions are allowed In antecedent propositions
involving single-valued or multi-valued objects.
antecedent: object-term is -fuzzy-e;-;p
Lisp:! SAME! OBJECT FUZZY-EX.P-LIST)
e.q» IF the inielli gence is. very high
Lisp:(! SAriE!( intelliqence ni 1)( very hiqh))
This condition will be satisfied if the value of the object
(intelligence nil) of a fact has the basic fuzzy concept
which matches that of very high. Then, fuzzy (approximate)
reasoning (described in Chapter 7) is applied to this rule.
(II) - iiiDarison
Fuzzy comparison is allowed for a numerical type object.
When fuzzy comparison is involved, a value between 0 and 1
denoting the degree of matching is returned. There are eight
types of comparisons and they are presented as follows:
(i) with a range of numbers
general form ob ject-ter ni r- LOWER-BOUND UPPER-BOUND
Lisp s !=SIGN: OBJECT (LOWER-BOUND UPPER-BOUND))
e.q. IF the weight= BO 90
Lisp: (!=SIGN! (weight nil) (80 90))
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This condition will be satisfied if the numerical value of
the object of a fact is between LOWER-BOUND and UPPER-BOUND.
The degree of matching returned is equal to 1 if this condition
is satisfied.
(ii) with a triangular fuzzy number
general -form: object-term= LOWER-BOUND PEAK UPPER-BOUND
Lisp: !=SIGN! OBJECT (LOWER-BOUND PEAK UPPER-BOUND))
e.g.
L i s p
IF the blood-pressure~ 70 SO 90
: (S-SIG N! (b1ood-pressure ni1) (70 80 90))
This condition will













object of a fact is
between LOWER-BOUND and
UPPER-BOUND. However,
the degree of matching
returned is as shown in
Fig. 24.
0
LOWER-BOUND PEAK UP! ER-BGUND
object value
Fiq»24 with a triangular nizzy number
(iii) with a trapezoidal fuzzy number
general form: Cobject-term= LOWER-BOUND RFAK1 PEAK2 UPRRr BOUND
Lisp: (I —SIGN! OBJECT (LOWER-BOUND TEAK 1 F'EAK2 UPPER-B0UMD))
e„ g.
Lisp
IF the blood-pressure- 70 Sffl fO 100
:(! =SIGN! (blood-pressure -Eil) (70 80 90 Li00)»
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This condition will
be satisfied if the
numerical value of the
object of a fact is
between LOWER-BOUND and
UPPER-BOUND. However,
the degree of matching
returned is as shown in
Fig.25.
LOVER-BOUND PEAKI PEAK2UPPER-BOUND
Fig a 25= with a trapezoidal -fuzzy number
(iv) with a range of numbers
q e n er a 1 t o r rn ob j 0 c t -1 e r rn L OWER•••• B 0IJ N D U P F: E R~ U A L U E
Lisp: (S~SIGN1 OBJECT (LOWER-BOUND IPPFR-VALUE))t
e.q» IF the weight SO 90
L i s p« (1 =S1GN!.( w e i q h t!l n i 1) (80 9 0)
This condition will
be satisfied if the
numerical value of the




the degree of matching




Fig, 26 with a range ri- numbers
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(v) with a range of numbers
general form: Cobject-term= LOWER-VALUE UPPER-BOUND
Li5p: (I =SIGNI OBJECT (LOWER-VALUE UPPER-BOUND))
e.g. IF the weight~ SO 90
Lisp: (IOSIGN! (weight nil) (80 90))
This condition will
be satisfied if the
numerical value of the
object of a fact is less
than UPPER-BOUND.
However, the degree of
matching returned is as
shown in Fig.27.
(vi) n with a range of numbers
general for in» ob ject~terflL O LOWER-BOUND UPPER-BOUND
Lisp: (iOSIGN! OBJECT (LOWER-BOUND UPPER-BOUND))
» L| a .1! i. «i:r.» a u ur O u- J v
Lisp' s (IOSIGN! (rate nil) (80 90))
This condition will be satisfied if the numerical value c
the object lies outside the range between LOWERJBOUND ad
UPPER-BOUND. The degree of matching returned is equal to 1 if
this condition is satisfied.
LOYER-TALUE3fpP«ra~ftnnwr
object value
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•form 2 object-term LOWER-BOUND PEAK UPPER-BOUND
s(! OS I ON 1 OBJECT (LOWER-BOUND PEAK UPPER-BOUND))
e. g«
Lisp
IF the blood-pressure 70 SO 90
2 (lOSIGN! (blood-pressure nil) (70 80 90))
This condition, will
be satisfied if the
numerical value of the
object of a fact is not
equal to the PEAK.
However, the degree of
















LOWIR-OUWD Ft AE UFFIE-DOUHD
object value
Fiq«28 wiin a triangular tuzzv number
(viii) with a trapezoidal fuzzy number
q e n e r a 1
! 'i cn
..j j.
-form 2 object-term LOWER-BOUND PEAK! PEAK2 UPPER-BOUND
2 (1 OSIONi OBJECT (LOWER-BOUND PEAK 1 PEAK2 UPPER-BOUND))
e. q..•
i -i r.: r
.UJ..1
IF the blood-pressure 70 SO 90 100
2 (IOSIGN! (blood-pressure nil) 70 80 90 100))
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This condition will
be satisfied if the
r
numerical value of the




the degree of matching


















Fig.. 2? with a trapezoidal fuzzy nuniber
6.4,2.3 Multiple Propositions in Antecedent Part?
The antecedent part of a rule consists of a single or any
nested combination of two or more propositions connected by
either a logical AND or a logical OR. The grammar is given as
foilows:
ANTECEDENT::= AND-ANTE! QR-ANTE
A N D ANTE 12= 0 K™ SIN G L E- A M T E! A M D~ A NIL a n d 0 R- b IN G L t.- A N F E
0 R~ A M TE s a- A N D- SIN G L E-• A N T E 1 0 R- A N T E o r A N D- 8 INGLE—AN i E
AND-SINGLE-ANTE s s=: sinqie-antecedent! C AND-ANTE)•
OR-SINGLE-ANTE 5:= Csinqle-antecedent!( QR-ANTE)
where single-antecedent!'5- is a single antecedent proposition
Fig,.50 the grammar for multiple propositions on antecedent 'mr ts
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The above grammar rule Illustrates that there is wo
ambiguity found in the antecedents since parentheses are
enforced in the case where a logical AND and a logical OR are
a
used simultaneously.
Another special feature in an antecedent part of a rule is
that fuzzy and non-fuzzy propositions can be mixed. e.g.
IF the sex is male AND
the body is fat
THEN the person is very heavy
where fat and very heavy are fuzzy expressions
The above rule has a non-fuzzy proposition the sex is
male and a fuzzy proposition the body is fat in its
The internal representation of multiple antecedent
propositions makes use of ANDS and ORS symbols. For
instance, the antecedent part of the rule given in Fig.23 is
internally represented by:
(ANDS (ORS (ISAMEI (body nil) (we 11-bui11n))
CSAMEl (height nil) (tall)))
(I SAME! (person nil) (healthy)))
6-4.3 Features in Consequent Parts a F Rules
6.4.3.1 Representation of Consequent Propos,t. ions
Normally, a consequent proposition i? m the form of:
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object-term is!are!should be consequent-value
e.g. the diagnosis should be cancer
The object-term is a linguistic term (described in 6.1.1)a
specifying the consequent object. The internal Lisp
representation for a consequent proposition is as follows:
(I CONCLUDE! OBJECT CONQ-VALUE-LIST;
e.g. (1CONCLUDE! (diagnosis nil) (cancer))
There is another kind of consequent proposition which is
responsible for setting a condition for the fuzzy database
queries (described in 6.4.3.5).
6.4.3.2 Mix of Fuzzy and Non-fuzzy Propositions
In Z-II, any combination of fuzzy and non-fuzzy
propositions in the antecedent and the consequent part of a
rule is allowed. The situations are qiven as follows:
[i) a rule with a non-fuzzy antecedent and a non-fuzzy
consequence:
e.g„ IF the sex is meie
THEM the code is J.
(ii) a rule with a non-fuzzy antecedent andi a fxzzy
consequence:
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e.g. IF the mark of English is 90
THEN the English standard should be very good
where very good is a -fuzzy term.
(iii) a rule with fuzzy antecedent and nori-fuzzy consequence:
e.q. IF the height is verv tail
THEN he should be' chosen as a member or the
baskeibal1 team
w h e r e ver y i a .1111 i s a t u z z y' t e r m.
(iv) a rule with fuzzy antecedent and fuzzy consequence:
e.g. IF the price is quite high
THEN the profit should be rather good
where quite high and rather good are -fuzzy terms.
6.4.3.3 Multiple Propositions in Consequent Parts
The cons a rule can only contain a single
multiple propositions with AND conjunctions between them. The
reason is that the applicability of a rule with OR conjunctions
in its consequent part is rather limited when backward
reasoning is adopted.
The internal Lisp representation of multiple consequent
propositions is as follows:
(ANDS single-consequent single-consequent
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where single-consequent is the internal representation of a
single consequent part of the rule (described in Section
6.4.3.1).
6.4.3.4 Disconfirming Consequent Propositions
Normally, a consequent part in a rule states the confirming
of a consequent proposition given the antecedent proposition is
true. On top of that, Z-II supports the disconfirmation of a
consequent proposition by assigning a negative certainty factor
to a rule. As a result, the certainty factor of the hypothesis
in the consequent part will be decreased if this rule is
triggered and evaluated. An example of a rule with
disconf irmirr oposdticards'given as follows:
•v!••• i i .M t~. t i•
THEN the solution is acidic
UjTTU pri:T,u T K1TY -0 9
meaning: if the color of PH-paper is green, then it is strongly
suggested (0.9) that the situation is NOT acidic.
6.4.3.5 Conditions -for Database Queries
One characteristic of Z-II is the ability to retrieve
database information at the end of a consultation. Tfhis is
achieved by the automatic generation of a sed. of fuzz database
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queries after the system draws a conclusion. During the
inference process, conditions which constitute the database
queries are gathered. For instance, a rule like:
IF status is adult
THEN the rights for election is eligible AND
set-constraint age 21
set-constraint is an acti.on which indicates the following
proposition is a condition. If this rule is successfully
evaluated, the phrase age 21 is extracted and it becomes
one of the conditions. Moreover, Z-II can handle fuzzy
conditions such as:
IF sports achievement is required
THEN sports-flag is true AND
set-constraint sports-grade is very good
where_ very good is a fuzz---'•
Each of the retrieval conditions appearing in the
consequent part is represented by the following internal
format:
(:SET-CONSTRAINT: condition-list)
Conditions from other fired rules are aggregated to form
the database queries at the end of a consultation. Z-II has
been successfully linked up with a relational database Rdb
(Digital 1985) through a Fuzzy Information Retrieval Eastern
which supports a fuzzy query language (Wang 1987T. The
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database queries generated by Z—II are fed into this retrieval
system in an appropriate form to retrieve relevant information
from the database.
The fuzzy queries supported by Z-II are very useful in
decision making (Chang 1983). The reason is; that they are able
to return a wide range o.f information with a degree of
membership rather than a sharply defined set from the database.
6-4.4 Implementation of Rules
All the rules in the knowledge base are stored in a hash
table (RULE-TABLE) with rule codes as keys. Each table entry
is a property list storing the antecedent part, the
part and other relevant information of the corresponding rule.
I
The Rules Management Module provides routines to manipulate
this table. The property names and their contents are given as
follows:
property name meaning of the contents stored
ANTE-PROPOSITIONS stores the antecedent propositions of
this rule
CONQ-PROPOSITIONS stores the consequent proposi tiuons of
this rule
FUZZY-CERTAINTY stores the fuzzy certainty factor
assigned to this rules
FUZZY-RELATION stores the method adopted dv.Lng thi
formation of the frzzy relation for this
rule (described in Section 9.3).
Table 12 information stored i.m RULE-TAHLE
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6.5 System Properties of a Knowledge Base
After domain knowledge is acquired and stored in Z-II, a
knowledge base is created. The knowledge base is then to be
interpreted by the Inference Engine of Z-II. Associated with a
knowledge base, there are some system properties which defines
various characteristics for the knowledge base. They are shown
as follows:






stores the target goal objects
stores the objects which are to be
instantiated first at the beginning of
a consultation
stores the text description of the
domain
stores all the relevant fields o
database associated with this knovledge
base
stores the key field of the database
associated with this knowledge base
Tahi o in cj=:+- om nrnnrHpq of a know! edrre base
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CHAPTER -7
INFERENCE ENGINE AND REVIEW MANAGEMENT MODULE
The Inference Engine of Z-II uses backward chaining to
build the appropriate reasoning trees, but forward evaluation
of the values of the fuzzy terms is adopted. It can handle
rules with multiple propositions and uses evidence combination
for those cases with more than one rule having the same
consequent proposition.
7.1 Re n i 9 i i t n
System Z-II adopts backward reasoning during the
consultation process because the questioning is guaranteed to
follow the focused goal conclusion. At the beginning of a
consultation, the system retrieves the objects stored in the
GOAL-OBJECTS property of the current knowledge base and thej
consider each of these objects as the top level god one by
one. The reasoning begins by searching those rx Las whoje
consequent propositions have the goal object,. This .'reformation
can be retrieved from the content of the UPDATED-BY R iIXES s 'ot
of the goal object. Each triggered rule lis consiitecred and a
reasoning tree is built at Uhe; same time..
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Suppose there is a rule as shown in Fig.23 and if the goal
object is (person weight), the system triggers this rule
and starts to examine its antecedent propositions. The
reasoning tree built is shown as follows:





HoL object- (PERSON NIL)
it
object- (BODY NIL) H, object- (HEIGHT NIL)
H: history node
C: connection node
Fig.31 a sample reasoning tree
Based on the reasoning tree, the; system exiimiines one of its
antecedent objects, i.e. (body nil) at ff.oxfe H3. .If: the
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OBJ-VALUES slot of this object Is empty, It Indicates that its
value is not yet known and it becomes a subgoal object.
Therefore, the system tries to obtain the value of the subgoal
object by asking a question or deducing from other rules and
facts. The choice depends on the flag stored in the
ASK-FIRST-OR-NOT slot of the subgoal object. If the system
decides to deduce the value from other rules and facts, the
reasoning tree continues to branch downwards at node H3 in a
similar way. Those rules which have existed in ancestor nodes
are ignored in order to prevent infinite looping in building
the tree. After the value of the object at the subgoal node H3
has been obtained, the system chooses another subgoal node
(i.e. H2 or H4) for depending on two factors.
One is the conjunctions connecting between each subgoal node.
The other is the fact that whether the value of the object at
node Ho is successfully obtained. Finally, this rule is fired
if the antecedent part is satisfied completely. Thus, the
value of the coal object can be found by the evaluation of this
rule and the matched fact.
Fuzzy logic operations are employed if the objects involved
are fuzzy. The fuzzy certainty factor of the consequent
proposition is calculated from the fuzzy certainty fatcors o.
the facts and the rules. The details of rude eva lua thorns are
given in the following sections,.
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7-2 Rule Evaluation
Suppose there is a rule and a fact:
P11 1 a
tdC t




C OC 1 5 J.:::'! 9 H' U- I j ( j M)
::.j KP5 p fi;! C. n t. 9 C 9 u 0 n t O b j 9 C t
i :r xi I i j!
FN.i: fuzzy number denoting the uncertainty of the rule
FM2 fuzzy nlibber denoting the uncertainty of the fact
n fuzzy number denoting the uncertainty of the conclusion
i!! is-'::•' ri I t j i sV 1 H sr1: '.2• a. iUu
If the object A in the antecedent is non-fuzzy, Vx and Vi'
must be the same atomic terms in order to apply this rule.
Therefore, V2' in the conclusion is equal to V2 and the fuzzy
.nvw. FN a of the conclusion is calcuk. iuzzy
number multiplication of FN and FN2. i.e.
FN3= FNi FN2
where denotes a fuzzy number multiplication and its formula
is given Section 6.3.1
When A is a non-fuzzy numeric object and a fuizzy comparison
is involved in the antecedent, the evaluation is similar to the
above situation. The only difference is that the degree of
matching D between V-i and the antecedent is taker into
consideration as follows:
FN3= FNi FN2 D
TNFRPNCE 'MGTNF uin pfuien wanFMpwy wnnni~
The computation of the degree of matching for each type of rule
involving fuzzy comparison is given in Section 6.4.2.2. A nale
involving non-fuzzy comparison is a special case of the rules
with fuzzy comparison.
If' both A and C are fuzzy objects, J± and V2 are
represented by fuzzy sets F-i and F2 respectively. A fuzzy
relation R can be formed by taking some fuzzy operations on Fi
and F2. The default method adopted in forming this fuzzy
relation R is RSo approach proposed by Mizumoto (1979) which
has been found to be closer to human intuition and reasoning
than others. However, the fuzzy relation can be selected
amongst few other options such as Rs and Ro available in Z-II
or c-iipni by users. The methods of form! fuzz
relations are presented in Appendix IX. Vx' in the fact should
also be a fuzzy value represented by a fuzzy set Fi' and the
fuzzy set F2' of V2' in the conclusion is obtained by applying
a fuzzy composition operation (denoted by o) on Fi' and R.
(Mizumoto et.al. 1979) i.e.
The calculation of the fuzzy uncertainty FN3 of the conclusion
i s:
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If A is fuzzy and C is non-fuzzy, V2' in the conclusion
must be equal to V2. However, the fuzzy uncertainty FN3 is
obtained by fuzzy multiplication of FN a., FN2 and the
similarity M between Fa. end Fi' which are the fuzzy sets of
Vi and Vx' respectively (Cayrol et.al. 1982). i.e.
The similarity M is calculated by the following
algorithm:
The formula of the possibility and necessity measures betv?een a
fuzzy data and a fuzzy pattern are given as follows:
where i is the membership distribution function,
w is the element in the universe of discourse of the
above fuzzy sets,
~Fo. is the complement of Fa.
The possibility between the fuzzy pattern Fx and the
fuzzy data F±' gives the max.imum of therr intersection and
T:.s..
.i.!
-{- i-Li i«:::i j
i n: p
::!!i A'-:f:I; i.~ y:
P i F.. •i;:-)•: -j- ft p :5 n r, c c -i h•? x+ i; ss p£;• h p-• s~• r F. n•« r:. r, p r, p£« v•j.•• X•—••' 1— i••—• -i- 4. .i. v.•....-.••... -j p... v j i ....y
pattern FiL
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measures to what extent they overlap. Under norma]
circumstances, the necessity reflects the following
relationships between two fuzzv sets:
N(Fo.!Fi') 0.5= Fa.' is a concentration of Fa
N(FiIFi')= 0.5= Fi 1 is a duplicate of Fa.







TTn'-r QO rr,n-onf i nn flnH Hi UH'nn nf fti?7V c?pf
As in the above figure, if Fa.' is a concmfration of Fa., it
means Fa.' has a more concentrated o?r narrower clistributton than
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matched fact respectively, then both Fi and Fa.' are
representing two similar fuzzy concepts like good and very
good respectively, but the more concentrated distribution of
Fx' represents a more strongly expressed or stressed term than
that of Fi. For a dilation, the situation is exactly the
opposite.
On the other hand, the similarity measures how similar
two fuzzy concepts represented by the two fuzzy sets are. When
N(Fi!Fi') is larger than 0.5, the similarity becomes
saturated and is forced to equal to the possibility (usually
equal to one for two similar concepts)
(I) The fuzzy data is a concentration of the fuzzy pattern
(i.e. necessity 0.5)
T l«i i- hi V c: r. r•!! r In p r j :::n z•:::
iTl0:TsD 0 O t L !i 0 D iil E K 0 h tvcU!! L f% V.'
ZQi'ic Iueion X is chosen as a ooodor of cc0 dsskpso a.:, i to so
Therefore, Fi is the fuzzy set of tall, while Fa.' is
the fuzzy set of very tall. If the membership
distributions of Fx and Fx' are equal to that in Fig.4,
then
N (Fx 1 Fx')= 0.6( 05]
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P(Fi!Fi')= l.C
Based on the above algorithm.
M= P(Fi!F1')= 1.0
As a result, the certainty factor of the conclusion,
y= CFi CF2 M- 1.0 1.0 1.0-1.0.
(2) If the fuzzy data is a dilation of the fuzzy pattern
(i.e. necessity 0.5), then the similarity should depend
on the necessity and possibility measures.
Assume the fact in the above example is changed to:
Now, Fi' is the fuzzy set representing quite tall and




Based on the above algorithm.
M=( n(Fi!FI')+ 0.5) P(Fi!Fi1)
=(0.3+0.5) 1.0=0.8
As a result, the certainty factor of thr c;onc1usion.
y= 1.0 1.0 0.8= 0.8.
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7.3 Rules with Multiple Propositions
In Z-II, the consequent part of a rule can only contain
multiple propositions (Ci, C2, Cn) with AND conjunctions
between them. They can be treated as multiple rules with a
single conclusion. So the following rule:
if ANTECEDENT-PROPOSITIONS then Ci and C2 and Cri
is equivalent to the following rules
if ANTECEDENT-PROPOSITIONS then Ci
if ANTECEDENT-PROPOSITIONS then C2
if ANTECEDENT-PROPOSITIONS then C,-,
Therefore, only the problem of multiple propositions in the
antecedent with a single proposition in the consequence needs
to be considered. If the object in the consequent proposition
is non—fuzzy, no special treatment is needed. However, if the
consequent proposition is fuzzy, the fuzzy set of the value V3'
in the conclusion is calculated using the following two basic
algorithms (Mizumoto 1985).
. • »
.! v. i d
.A.•] r;
f.—.T~.r~{}!.••»L i! J. Li r. .1.;;
.1 A i,~ u|{• i«. i M J;
it H a, cina ns '-'.sen w a» v 3
•: a~
H .1 h H;;
r•;•• i--L-:::• v vn
algorithm- the fuzzy set representing V3' ii t.ke conc.irf: ion
C is obtained by taking fuzzy union of the fmzzy
sets of Fx and F
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where the fuzzy set Fi is obtained from th€5 composition
operation on the single rule [if Ax then C is V3]
and the fact Ax', while the fuzzy set F2 is
obtained from the composition operation on the
single rule [if A2 then C is V3] and the fact
A2'.' Union operation is used on Fx and F2
because they have an or relation between them
after breaking up the rule [(Ax and A2)- C]
into [(Ax- C) or (A2- C)] by the distribution
law in classic logic.
algorithm- the same -pt fuzzy intersection
rather than union should be applied on the fuzzy
sets of Fx and F2.
vjne:e A i. •A• antecedent propositions ehicn can be cincle :v
•f 1....•J.M-f•••.;
•fu77u!; n i n n: f D ic tnt? tu zzy union Or i -inu i•; l; xf-'OP
The above two algorithms, can be ajpplied rfpsatedly to
handle any combination of antecedent propo?3ti ions. TFor
instance:
(b) !c.lc- it Pit or As then C is v3
- j;••
C O n C I U.1 0!: U I S V V,
•••;•• 'I' :v V.':::'•. N• N.»'
Pi IT•'! j 0' -s Z Tm• :l.•»•
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the r a w~ierial est is 2 aw OF; the production-cost is low)
AND
4 jk„£%• l'• 1 r- X.... .1.liitr iv a jl i:r r- .7..» j Qf•
THEN??£ profi t should be coed
•facts- 7?s rw-rffriai-casf is very loo
The producti ss--casi is 2aw
The sales is rather hiph
whs re K j. do 3 hi gh~l=, 11 jsss ;'v:sr isyH and rather hi eh arc -fuzzy
j i' fi 0 E HI
Let Fi be the fuzzy set obtained by making an inference from
the single rule
IF the raw-materiel-cost is low
THEN the profit should be good
and the fact
The raw-materia 1-cost is very low;
F2 be the fuzzy set obtained by making an inference from
the single rule
IF the product ion-cost is low
THEN the profit should be good
and the fact
The product ion-cost is low: and
F3 be the fuzzy set ob' an inference from
the single rule
IF the sales is high THEN the profit should be good
and the fact
The sales is rather high
The fuzzy set F representing the fuzzy value of the object
profit in the conclusion is determined as follows:
F= fuzzy union between Fi2 and F3• where
F12= fuzzy intersection between Fx and F2
As a result, F wi11 indicate the fuzzy concept good and the
conclusion The profit is good is drawn.
The fuzzy uncertainty of the conclusion deduced from rules
with multiple antecedent propositions lis calculated by
employing fuzzy number arithmetic operators, i.n formulae used by
MYCIN'S CF model (Buchanan and Short 1 iffe 1984). For example:
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r u 10
•fact s






c o n c 1 u s i o n C (FNC)
FNC= (min__fn (FNi, FN2)) FNR




FNr: fuzzy uncertainty of the rule
FNi,FN2: fuzzy uncertainties of the facts
FNC: fuzzy uncertainty of the conclusion
min_fn: take the minimum of two fuzzy numbers
: fuzzy number multiplication
Ai' ,A21: data propositions (facts)
If logical or is used, the calculation is the same except
that the fuzzy maximum is taken rather than the minimum. For
any combination of antecedent propositions, the two
calculations Cu14 ui-d repeatedly to handle fuzzy
uncertainties corresponding to the matched facts and the rule,
(see Appendix IX for fuzzy set operations)
7.4 Evidence Combination
In some cases, there are more than one rule which have the
same consequent proposition. Each of these rules with matched
facts can be treated as giving contributing evidence towards
the conclusion. A conclusion CR can be drawn from the evidence
contributed by these rules and facts. For instance:
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rules:: rx- if A,, then C
r i t A a then U
irtCHs„ (11, M2
c o n c 1 u s i o n r. C r ;i o b t a i n e d f r o fn
-,i! v%
clflO L (i-!'•'. ,i
w h e r e r ir 2: r u 1 e•::: o d e s
A i, A 2 n t e c: e d e n t p r o p o s i t i o n s
C:: c g n s e q u e n t p r o p o s i t i a n
CC:: cdhc 1 us ions f rofn r3. A: Ai:' and r 2 k A-y respect iv el v
FN x s FN 2:: f uzzy un c er i ai n ties of t h e c on c 1 us i on
If the object involved in the consequent proposition is fuzzy,
the fuzzy sets corresponding to conclusions C' and C, obtainec
from performing approximate reasoning on the respective rules
and facts, are combined by taking the fuzzy intersection
between them to obtain the fuzzy set corresponding to the
- ...elusion CR. The operation can be app_.
if there are more than two rules with respective matching facts
but the same consequent proposition.
The fuzzv uncertainties of the respective conclusions C1
and C are also aggregated to form an overall uncertainty FNR
j
for CR. Basically, two uncertainties are considered at each
time and combined using the following formula similar to the
evidence combination formula in MYCIN'S CF svode1 (Buchanan and
Shortliffe 1984):
FNr:::: FNi+ FN.v- FNi FN2)
FNr:::: FN x+ FN a (1~ minyfn ('1.41!!FN2!)
if tot A
C G( F li e• a n d C G (F?«. a'' 0
i f'(} n i y o n e o f
. -s =,nrf f'G (•'F-O 0
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If there are more than two rules with the same consequent
proposition, this formula is repeatedly applied until an
overall fuzzy certainty is obtained.
7.5 Explanation Generation
m a consultation, Z-II can provi., jns to
mainly two types of requests. The first kind is WHY a
question is asked for establishing a fact. Z-II will search
the rule currently being considered and present it in a natural
language form to end users. For instance, in the reasoning
chain described in Fig.31, an explanation is requested by an
end user as shown in the following figure:
What -i c f h P h r9
--• why
%%% This question is asked because of the following reason:,
i f(. (t h e b o d y i s w e 11- b u i 11) o r (t h e h e i q h 1 i s t a 11)) a r: J 11 h e p e r s o. i s
healthy)., then it is very certain (around 1.0) that the weight of the
person is heavy-
Fici. 33 scenario for erivina an explanation
t h e c o 0 b i n e d f u. z z y u. n c e r t a i n t v
•fuzzy uncertainties of C: and C respective!1
•f u z z y n u m b e r a d d i t i o n
fu z z y n u in b e r s u b t r a c t i o n
•f u z z y n u m b e r m u 11 i p 1 x c a t i o n
f u z z y n u m b e r d x v i s 1 o n
t a k i n q o 1 nrn u rn o f f u z z y n u m b e r s
taking the absolute of a fuzzy number
f 31} i'.T: ;j£! K''!~ 1.' :i Z,|? V}:•,| J ,-z p. f~t j.
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Another kind of explanation is concerned with HOW a fact
is established during a consultation. Z-II handles this
request by searching the appropriate nodes in the reasoning
tree and then presents the rules involved in natural language
form.
7.6 Review Management Module
After a consu1 tat ion. reviews can be made as illustrated in
the screen layout of the Consultation Subsystem shown in
Fig.15. Z-II provides WHAT—IF reviews which find out WHAT
conclusions will be deduced IF a fact is changed. Firstly a
1 rst o are established from the cas
provided. are displayed. From this list, a fact can be chosen
for modification. Then, Z-II will draw a new conclusion based
on the new set of facts. This function is extremely useful in
the testing of an expert system being developed.
Another kind of review is to trace the reasoning of a
consultation. The facility is invoked through the Consultation
Subsystem depicted in Fig.15. Those rules which contribute to




LINGUISTIC APPROXI MATT 0I
Linguistic approximation is a process which maps the set of
fuzzy sets onto a set of linguistic expressions or values
(Dubois and Prade 1980). It is useful in producing the output
of the conclusion in a natural language form. In Z-II, this
process is needed in two places. One is to find the
corresponding verbal descriptions of fuzzy sets representing
fuzzy values. The other is to get the linguistic descriptions
of fuzzy numbers representing fuzzy certainty factors of the
rules, facts and conclusions.
8-1 Linguistic Approximation of Linguistic Values
Like Z-I, the technique of linguistic approximation
linguistic expressions makes use of two factors, namely. th
imprecision and location of a fuzzy set (refer to Section
3.6). Similarly, a linguistic approximation table is needed
for matching the appropriate linguistic expressions. However,
this task is designed in a more general m} :in Z-II .ri;cause a
linguistic approximation table is prepared, for each teres ic fuzzy
concept. This table is calculated and shaned. in the knowledge
I TNiliQTTr flPPPn7MfiTir
base during the knowledge acquisition of the basic fuzzy
concept. As a result, the specific characteristic of each
basic fuzzy concept is captured.
8-2 Li nauist ic ADDroximation n-P Fuzv Uncertain t i p«
In Z-II, a fuzzy certainty factor is represented by c
trapezoidal fuzzy number, which is implemented as a list ol
four numbers. Two types of linguistic approximations of fuzz
numbers are provided. The objectives of both of them are tc
determine the linguistic expressions for presenting the fuzz
linrprf i nf v+ uqprq i n mnra nAfnr 1
i.irst type is regarded as the inver done
by the Fuzzy Numbers Generator (Section 6.3.3). Given a list
representation of a fuzzy number, a linguistic expression
composed of hedges and a numerical value can be determined
Fnr i n c: f- n r-.
fuzzy number representation
(0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0)
(0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6;
1 i nmn Qt i r PYnrpcicior
O 7 i~ vr)i lrrln 1 iPl P
The other type is to translate the f uzzry number
representation into a natural language expressior completely
composed only of linguistic terms. This process m-cakes use of
the imDrecision and location of the fuzzy number. The
imprecision of a fuzzy number is defined as the area covered
by the membership distribution of the fuzzy number, whereas the
location is the centre of gravity. There is a linguistic
approximation table containing the imprecision and location
of the fuzzy numbers denoting a set of chosen linguistic terms
(shown in Fig.34). The one closest to the fuzzy number in this
table is selected and the word certain is appended after the
1 inmnst in t.p.rm. For inpf pnrp•
fuzzv number renresentation 1 i nmi i c?+- i r pvnrPQQ i r»r
(0.4 0.5 0.5 o.e moreorless certaii
(0.75 0.8 0.8 0.91 pretty certain
Tnis linguistic approximation table is determined with the
inguistic experts who judge the• the
1imprecision of each hedge chosen in Fig.34
Fig-54 linguistic pproximal.ion table -far -fazzv certiinty factors
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When Z-II presents the conclusion to end users, the
associated fuzzy certainty factors can he given in either or
both types of linguistic expressions. The first type gives a





9.1 Acquisition of Objects
In Z-II, the Objects Management Module is implemented for
manipulating objects. There are functions provided for
listing, creating, modifying and deleting objects. They are
provided through a menu as in the screen layout shown in
Fig. 35.
0£ J l C 7 S n A N A G L n E N T si 01) U L E
() u j- v; t
i,•• x
I i. LIST Object-
e« L i s x t n e g 0 x a 110 g c n a r a. c 10 r 1 3 c 1 c s o t 3. n 0 u j 0 0
3« Create a new object
4 u n o d 1 f y a n o b j e c t
J u }j 0 j. 0 X 0 3.;; O D j tr L. f.
i
1
j b X 0 30 0[ 1 t. 0? i v' U LI i L. h .L L. 0
1
Fig.35 screen for Objects Management Module
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The first two functions (1 and 2) are mainly used for
listing the objects existing in the knowledge base. The first
one is used for listing all object names while the second one
is used for displaying characteristics of an object.
The third function (3) is devoted to creating new objects.
At the beginning, Z-II prompts for the object term which is to
be entered in natural language phrases. The BNF grammar for
the language accepting the object term (OBJECT) is given as
fOllows:
The properties of the new object are acquired one by one
in question-answering manner with the guidance of Z-II in the
form of natural language. Validation of the answer given by
domain experts (or knowledge engineers) is enforced before they
are stored in the knowledge base. In addition, Z-II requests
domain experts to define any new fuzzy concepts encountered
during the knowledge acquisition phase.
Modifying the characteristics of an object, provided! by the
fourth function (4), is also very convenient. Z-Iil displays
each characteristic, also in natural trmguacje form, .one by one
and domain experts can select thve appropriate one for
OBJECT ATTRIBUTE DETERMINER word
ATTRIBUTE::= DETERMINER word of I e-
DETERMINER::= the I a I an! e
is a linguistic term constituted bv a
„ of alphabets
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modification. Two sample scenarios for creating and modifying
the object the intelligence of the person are given as
follows:
Create a new object
W h a t i s t h e n a m e o f t. ii e o b j e c t t o' b e c r e a t e d?
the intelligence of the person
What is the type of.' the intelligence ot the person?
1- vesnoj
2- numeric
3- s i !%q 1 e- v a I u e d
4-- fii u 3. t i- v a 1 u. e d
5- quit
its 'the intelligence of tht? person' a i-azzy concept.. l v N
y
h P- y. jj a-11__t fit'v cl .i. Li 0 f CJi Lb0 3. fl! L 0 .L .i. 1 IJ tv! 1 L. tt L.''
' -u—h r, y 1 C i Li Z Z V C u H C 0 D C I 3 0 Z D 0 C L 0 ui i
h i q h
Is the word 7 high7 describing the upper or lower
•i -i i.•, r i j -i .-i
i eve i. s 11 li a11 on: l u j L-
u
E i i t e r t h e w o r d o e s c r i b i n q t h e I o w e r 1 e v e 1
3 i t li z L i o n c o v v 0 3 p o n d 1 n q 1l o Lh0 b 3. s 1 c t li z. .t. y L 0! in
1 i i. i i 1
low
IInter the word describinn the medium situation
corresponding to the basic fuzzy term 'high'»
average
Does the membership distributions o-f the three
basic fuzzy terms of the fuzzy concept' high' use
the default membership distributions provided by
Z-Il? (EYIIN)
y
Enter the range of the universe of discourse for
the basic fuzzy concept 7 high7
0 100
•»......! r-. 1''• .-v?'w .i;; l. c .c. u J~« nr j• i-« a
: t i. »~v m r—. f I• I.• 1u. L'.»? i. n jl J; 1. nr jl.' n b-i l
tuzzy concepi
r high% i f s5.-vs tii?
.-i'.••. n•« 1;.,'• 1 rj ;ZjT•u L.O.V ci JL. cr.' u L
.•1 -,C -3 r. .-a 1 vL.« iir jl.» tr .2 i
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Fig.36 a scenario for creating an object
Enter the detailed text description -for the value 'high'?
— RETURN (no detailed text description)
An expected object value 'high' has been stored!
Enter another new expected value -for 'the intelligence of the person'»
(a basic fuzzy concept is expected)
-- RETURN
Enter the translation for 'the intelligence of the person'
-- RETURN (use the default translation)
E n t e r t h e f 1 a q w h i c h i n d i c a t e s w n e t h e r t h e v a 1 u e f o r' t h e i n t e 11 i g e n c e o f
the person' is obtained by asking questions from end users first during aj
c o n s u '11 a t i o n„( l Y 3 M)
y i$ f
Enter the flag which indicates whether Z--II tries to obtain the value for;
'the intelligence ot the person'' troii tne external database•' (i L N..!) j
RETURN|




What is the name of the object to be modified?
— the intelligence of the person
Lnter the modif.i.ed va 1 ue for the expected va 1 ue' h iqhof the
intelligence of the person'.
-~ RETURN
Do you need to modify the detailed text description
f o r t h e v a 1 u e' h i q h? (Y l N 3
E n t e r a n o t h e r n e uj e x: p e c t e d v a 1 u e f o r' t h e i n t e 11 i q e n c e o f t h e p e r s o n„
— RETURN
Enter the mod i f ied 1rans 1 at ion f or t.he inte 11 igence of the per son'
— RETURN
E fi t e r t i i e m o d 1t .i e d f i. a q w n x c i i n d i c a t e s i-j n e t h e r t h e v a 1 u. e f o t' t h e
intelligence of the personis obtained by asking questions from end
h is Y J. j C. ij Wf J.• I'..{ L. Li i i n L. d. L -id. I. U f i .3
: i tr i l: i e iTi o g i i a. e d• i a o o n i c n ,i. n qc .-i i. e s w n e c! e!' i. 11•- j._.._.•_ -i. x t._ i i
value for tne intelligence of the person' from xhe external daxabase«
l N J
RETURN
E n t e r 11: e Hi o d i f i e o f i e 1 d n a mei n e x t e r n a i d a t a b a s e.. E i n t e j. i. ii. q e n c e J
-~ RETURN
fr-irr 77 qrpnflrio for modi fvi na an obiect
Lastly, a function (5) is provided for deleting objevi. s in
the knowledge base.
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9.2 Acquisition o-F Basic Fuzzy Terms
As mentioned in Section 6.2, each basic fuzzy concept is
associated with three basic fuzzy terms illustrating the upper,
medium and lower level situations of this concept. The Basic
Fuzzy Terms Management Module is responsible for listing,
creating, modifying and deleting basic fuzzy terms in the
knowledge base. These functions are as shown in the screen
layout in Fig.38 below:
B A SIC F U 2 Z Y T E E fl S H A N A G E ri E N T H 0 D U L E
«'» t..•..••? -Fw U L»•. JL!-
.L;; L i. d 11 tZ U -zt b .l I- T LI .d j~.' I. Ed r .'ft z t tJ! d .L i. f v. ..Z .Z, v L. Lb} j E 0 r• • .
c r u:. L. Err -Y. t1 tv !j id d z- X i„ T 1.1 JL .-z. v'' z.1 i: L„ C
-i-; i••,:j'.t j—; j j.• j j ,;r|; y i p p. j
4„ ?i p 'j p+ a h q ii s i r -f u z z v c n e e'
n; 0 .«i 00 P rj t 0 r v Q d r 0 ji 0 x C 0
Ficr.38 screen for Basic Fuzzy Terms Management Module
The first function (1) is provided for listing all basic
fuzzy terms in the knowledge base. The second one is used for
creating a new basic fuzzy concept. At the beginning of the
acquisition process, the three basic fuzzy terms are entered
into Z-II. Then, the fuzzy sets representing the basbr. fuzzy
terms are also requested to be entered. iSInice each iuzzy set
is represented in Lisp by a list of grades of membership
KNOWLEDGEACQUISITION
(described in Section 6.2.2), only these numerical values are
needed to be entered. However, Z-II provides default fuzzy
sets for the three terms. The default fuzzy sets, similar to
the ones adopted in Wenstop's system (Wenstop 1979), are shown
as follows:
upper 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-01 0»i 0.66 1.0
medium 0 0 0-01 0- 1 0.66 1-0 0., 66 0.1 0-01 0 0
1 w er i» 0 0- 6 6 0.1 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig.39 default fuzzy sets of three basic fuzzy terms
A scenario of creating a new basic fuzzy concept good is
given as follows:
i f;, i'»«- ,h -i»] 0 iK% fj h j. Y y -j g;| o H H sf. Sr.' i
Is the v'i'oro qqqg gescrided she u.pper or lower
j.evel situation? (LUJL
- u
Enter the word describing the lower level situation corresponding of the
t u z z y c o n c e d t q o o d»i z1
— bad
Enter- the word describing the medium situation corresponding qt tne fuzzy
concept :'qood:'n
fair'
Does the membership distributions of the three basic fuzzy terms f the
basic fuzzy concept ?qood' use the default membership distributions
provided by 2-11? (EY3N
n
Enter the qrades of membership of the fuzzy set f.tor good«













A r e t h e sTi e m b e r s h i p d i s t r i b u. t i o n o f t h e -f u z z y s 01 f0 r 7 b a d7 j u 51 1 ii e
r 0 v 01 s 0 01 t h a t t o r 7 g o 0 d7? (L YII H)
Enter the grades of membership of the fuzzy set for 7 fair7.












Enter the ran00 of the universe of discourse tor the basic fuzzy concept
7 good7.
0 10
Fia.40 scenario for creating a new basic fuzzy concept
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9.3 Acquisition of Rules
The Rules Management Module is responsible for manipulating
the rules in a knowledge base. The functions provided by this
module mainly include listing, creating and deleting rules and
they are depicted in the following figure.
R U L E 5 ii A N A G E fi E N 7 ri 0 D U L E
0. E x i t
1. List all rule codes
2.- List all details of ru.ies
3. Copy all rules to an external tile
T a L.-1 0 irl L cf cl i i ECr LI J. tE
.j a i i u .L 1 y c l. J. Kz'
ij a L Er J. 0 C 0? H.] LI J. 7.
,f™. r rj i J oc' V...!') j U.: .1. 7.7.
Firr 41 qrrppn for Rnl rr Inarrement Module
The first function (1) is provided for listing all the rule
codes of all the rules existing in the knowledge base. Listing
the details such as the antecedent part, the consequent part
and the certainty factor of a rule can be achieved by the
second function (2). The third function (3) ii used fo.r




Creating a new rule, as provided in the fourth function
(4),, starts with asking for a rule code. Then, Z-II prompts
for the antecedent propositions by means of an interactive rule
editor. Basically, each antecedent proposition, in natural
language form, is entered at a time. There is a parser for
analyzing the proposition. The next step is to enter the
consequent propositions also in natural! language form. If Z— II
detects any objects or fuzzy concepts which have not been
defined yet, it will request the domain experts to define them.
Once the entities (i.e. objects and fuzzy terms) exist in the
knowledge base, they can be utilized in any other propositions.
Then, the fuzzy certainty factor associated with the rule is
.quested to be -entered. Lastly, don e to choose
one among three methods for creating the fuzzy relation
representing the rule. Mizumoto has proved that all these
methods accord with human approximate reasoning. ITiere is only
a slight difference between them in some situations (Mizumoto
et.al. 1979). A scenario of creating a rule given in Fig.23 is
depicted in the following figure:
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Create a new rule
Enter the rule code please,
— ruleOl
Enter the antecedent part of ruled,
(copy~ copy from other rules)
1. AND—~ the body is well-built




4—iTi u 11 i- v a .L u e d
i-• mil r
-T- I J I I It••: t i J'•
j. Hi V fj P jj 0 G y 0. T LI Z Z V C 0:! C 0 D -1: J-. t l
E n t e i' t n e e x n e c 1 e d v a 1 u e f o r' t n e b o d y7
1 'J. Z Z V C Q li C 0 J T. I Hi 0 21D 0 C t. 0 Ci
'• well-built
(Z--J1 requests domain experts to serine the
i v•» i•• t•;,
u n y n ;j„ n p g rj t r« p n t 01 1 H 0 d 0 t 0. i i 0 0 I 0 X t. G 0 Hi C! li. p X 1 0 ft t 0 T Xh Z1 G b j 0 C t V a i Li 0
' -W 0 i i-- D LI X i I': K J L M j
A i i -5 X p 9 C 19 d G b j G C t V S 1 Li 0'' 01 J. D Li I X t' h a Hi b 0 0 fi Z 1 O i 0 d!
l n 10! g. n o t. i 10 r Ft 0 iv 0 x p 0 c x© d v a .l li 0 5 g» l i 10 b u d y a
(a r li z z y c o n c 0 p t x s 0 x p 0 c t e d)
• RETURN
Enter the translation for 'the body7,
•-• RETURN
Enter the flag which indicates whether the value for 7 the b od- ••7 is
obtained by asking questions from end users first during a rm saltation,
mN)
— y
Enter the flag which indicates whether Z-I I t.r£es to obtaint.be value fair
7 the body7 from external database? (YJEO)
•iv'S the DOC'v is tvi new
obj ect f x -1 j. r e qu es i s
the domain exoeri to
0 nr' f'l H IT. J
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Fig.42 screen for creating a new rule
9-4 Setting System Properties
System Properties Management Module is responsible for
setting the system properties of a knowledge base. The
functions provided are given in the fol Lowing figure.
RETURN
Enter the field name in the external database. Cbody]
— RETURN
2 AND— or
1.2 OR-- the height is tall{ ciSSiifliB' 'ntrl ph t' ciH d t ci A A
1.3 OR RETURN have been defined)
2 AND the person is healthy (assume person and healihv
3 AND RETURN have been defined)
Enter the consequent part of ruled.
1--- the weight of the person is heavy (assume weight and heav
2 RETURN have been defined)
How certain is it?
(a fuzzy certainty factor may be entered)
-— around 1.0
Which method is adopted for making the fuzzy relation of this rule?
r Jv .•••iL. 2} U
• i r-
J„ 5
9 P r~~»•• 4
t r.'«• i n«J
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SYSTEM PROPERTIES MANAGEMENT MODULE
0. Exit
1. Goal objects management
2« Initial objects management
3- Domain description
4. Database fields management
5- Setting key field
3lease enter your choice
Firr 4-1 for Svsi.ftm Pronerties Manaaement Module
IP AFT?
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CHAPTER 1O
SAMPLE EXPERT SYSTEMS DEVELOPED BY Z-II
10.1 An Expert System on
University Department Selection
A sample expert system which is used to illustrate the main
features of Z-II has been successfully developed. It is
concerned with choosing a university departmentfaculty and
there are 65 rules in its knowledge base. The goal of this
expert system i 'v recommendation tor the choice of a
university department. This goal object is multi-valued ana
it has many possible non-fuzzy values, namely, mathematics,
physics, computer science, biology, chemistry,
electronics, arts, business, medicine and social
science.
The main factors affecting the department selection are
overall examination performance, overall interest and overall
suitability for future job. For instance, rules with codes
phy-rl, phy-r2 and phy-r3 are responsible for controlling
how these factors contribute to the device of ghiysics
department. Similarly, the three1 main factens depend some
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other factors. For example, the overall examination
performance for physics depends on the examination results of
physics and mathematics.
A list of expert rules for this expert system is given in
Appendix II. The following are some typical rules which can
demonstrate the special feature of Z-II.
i-'I i;£ i f i ih- n h j —-y r~:;.•— U. W...»... ;i• i y) w•
! t•• f••.•
i if•; 1 .l 7 t.:.:• r.v t v 7.;• j.' tt:- v. v v v.- v' v•». r- i i i1.•»••. n— r-,•! i«...«•• v J-...—-• .l.»--• i i..:•...:..;. L:». j!....;;;; t..:::• :j-:-u vr:.';.
IaI I 1 M f ft ft 7 A i hi J V—:•) -ft•• i«•-»•« a i- I I....
i i t t..: i- 3 f. ;f. .5—•;
' Lj f.:•.• i.—. .r-. .'f..••. t~..• -v -i t. .j.... i.-:•.•• f.•.-» 1; m n-.•.••:•, t.:'••••ii i... jm u.';. :r...; i..»:::.;..• ;r:..;«.• y r:;!:: j. v m :.v-:.
U.i IT;J C E E T AIH1v: A
•y i i i f• iT T r»••• p.:::....•
• i i t..i! i.• if.:•••• iv v« i...:...:%::''. iX i i...•..
ft i I: 11-•. :tj T;.
T j r«--•- I i V -r.••••-;;; y c 7 C !.77.' t ;Lt'}
•f• .CT-i'J7.' 7.••«'- .r1 .7.- 7..!• .'.7- .7.- T 7. :7. 7 :'.7 :7 .7- .-7 7
'[ M h' ft 'f T fJ 7 Y-}.)
i j i j,. j'|'; J j..:•;;;•..... J. ;i|.
T.•:•.•». 7 ,7.. :;m. v.:•- ;v.«.« -r.- .7.- v.- f.:.':•.'.' v .c ;S y rf:-[;•: t;: i4 r; L.' i.....•.• i..}: -1... v '-.i.». i•••••'...-•.•~ i j t..--••«— i• -f,'••
: t:•••-.:«•....„..'}... J...............•'......••• r;•' A.•.:•. 7 -v
! Hir.. A-! zn over rid S Sh-it?!'frf-C J. f-S! l.£ !z-:i i-'Lij,;; .i v::
i 1• i T• i: r; T 7'•'.... 1. r.: j•: f
•v.!.! i'1 LC.i' i rti r i:.' J j.•. v..-...«.
Rule phy-r5 has the fuzzy concept high in its antecedent
and consequence. Rule med—rl has th€) fuzzy corrupt gooiii in
its antecedent and a non-fuzzy consequence. Rule t:est-rJ fans a
fuzzy consequence and a non-fuzzy antecedent wthlch isaiBso a
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m
numeric comparison logic control. Rule exam-r3 demonstrates
multiple propositions in its antecedent. Some of the rules are
not absolutely certain. Thus there is a certainty factor, which
can be fuzzy (e.g. roughly 0.85) or non-fuzzy (e.g. 0.9),
attached to each rule.
During a consultation, the expert system will ask questions
and request the user to enter the appropriate facts which may
be fuzzy or non-fuzzy. Conclusions are given after enough
facts are obtained. For a multi—valued goal, those conclusions
with high certainties are given first. A sample consultation
is given in Appendix I. The following shows a sample
cone 1usion:
Ficr.44 a samole conclusion
• .w: i r.v 7•: 7 v.v1 y r- 7 i ,«..7 7.;• n A.y .p.7 £c::- i:y fipy
«' j. j. i-v
7 t-•:— •.J.~.-.•. I.- r• -V•' J .7; ry y•;. V' 7) 7V .7.- T 7' .C!- V CI;! .7.- 7 -C-.n- T.
T,~ 4 h'1 qV..-; -y h z t. v .r.- .i-~ 7 7:-7 7-r ,0- n..» r•:::.«•• c;.-•••j_ T J_;;;. '77;. t- 77;. t .7'. ..1... I..'..... 1:!........ j... i.i. L (I..-..-.'»!-•• 1... t..
| 7.£; f C L. £7 r.'I..('•.' ..I.«••• V.'i i.. ».i l..! IX .VJ J. r..'~ i...: i. '.'.7 ~;.1 tVi............
J.':' ?(7i?r v iT£•'T::: 2 ;7! C'V I I?i? L: m';' i L :'..-V y'.'::- J. L S
Jr is mostly certain (very close to 0,76) thai the department of business
li is semens at certain (0,5) thai the department or chemistry
It is moreorless certain to lose to 0,0) thai the department of arts
li is moreor2ess certain around 0,00) tsat the department ot social
s c i en c e
It is hardly certain (0,20) thai the department or biology
li is hardly certain (0,20) in a i the department of mem cine j
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It should be noted that for classification application, a
range of probable recommendations are given instead of a single
chpice which is usually given mechanically by traditional
expert systems. In fact, this application can be viewed as a
multi-criteria decision method with multiple answers.
10-2 An Expert System on Risk Analysis
The intellectual task of determining the amount of risk
associated with any large system is a topic of great practical
interest (Schmucker 1984). Fuzziness and imprecision are
always present in the linguistic expressions given by experts'
estimations on risks (Bruce and Kandel 1983). A sample expert
s- forms risk analysis on the sec
computer system, has been constructed by Z-II. The goal is to
evaluate the reliability of the whole computer system which
is represented by a fuzzy object. This goal object depends on
different factors which is illustrated in the tree diagram
shown in Fig.45.























Fi rr 4 n i fnr n' Fina 1 vp;i q pvnprt e?ve?+-pr
A list of expert rules for this expert system is given in
Appendix III. Firstly, the reliability of the total system
depends on three factors, namely, software security, physical
security and personnel security. The corresponding rules are as
follows:
j
p111 P rnftF° r~Tf•
IF the r el lability of software security is higti
THEN the reliability of the whole computer system: should be htipi
WITH CERTAINTY— ft 9
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RULE CODE; cscsys-r2
IF i h e r el i ah i 1 it y o f p h ye i c a 1 sec u r i t y i s h i gh
THEN the r el labi 1 i t y of the whole computer eve ten) should be high
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0,79
RULE CODE s cscsys-r3
IF the reli ability of personnel security is h i gh
! HEN the re 1.7 a hi li i y of the whole computer system should be high
WITH CERTAINTY--••- 0,6
where high is a -fuzzy concept
These factors also depend on other factors which are
controlled by other rules.
After gathering enough facts from the user and humar
experts, this expert system predicts the risk and gives the
conclusion in a linguistic form. The following is a sample
conclusion:
uv».• :.j. '.I..............,,......., X I:.«'; 1•: m- -x j.•.•:
.Liyijn ::i n j.. .a!.. :rri.•.««:; i. v ir; y i. i x:
v T v 7''• -r«'••. f•.::: 7 v.?. 7 y f:• S.:•..;•:.• sr.- r.:: r£.;• ci.. i..:•.-..•......... i..;-.•• i»-••••— i.»..'... v.•.•»...~
•: i t i•i.•••:..• i.••• y•;. y .yr r»;.... J, A.5 .'.i C' 1.: .A'!..'. -V
The sample case data entered by.users are shown as follows:
s.y ;.v j.v...,....,......••.... -r. ..-I.•..—:•.— j ttT .X .c L1v .2 ;:i i-' 1. .v:!:;••• i. ;::v .-..y.v yu'i.:.v
i ss?is fciciory rosu.it ct ino porsonno. ,vvckgrol:no scroon: ng
•» 1« r X.: r:.
.-v. -i.—•! -i .1; v c. 1, v•.... i'_;.« r..-!..! J J•... i..- r i...•.•
..t• i j .1 A.1 .A.}. J. V I..-.' i..1 -.-j.• ;.j .v; i..' i.. r».. J..... i.••••...•• W•••• 1•••''••
V the reliability of system leyel ot utilities is very high, a,0?
5 ihf? rpii obi2i iy of sunsmsor scoops- ot oporszing syszoo
i. -i.-.•!•% .irn ii ,-vr:-•: f{}.}. is-: i ig»:.•.«:•...»-• o. y u-l.-.-
f. r ir.••% V m-. is -j V•» 4{.••»•- 7 y .c- .v..• .:o ,v: «.v• n r v;:•? cv v.; ri.!: i;; nr T.r J J ..i .A L V u- f.»»»-'•--
S V t'.' V.' pil .V; J. A-• • •
Of course, the risks of the subsystems c:an be analysed by
setting the appropriate nodes of the subtrees us goals.
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10.3 An Expert System on Fuzzy Information Retrieval
A sample expert system, which performs students selections.
is successfully built to demonstrate the power of fuzzy
information retrieval of Z-II. The goal of this system is to
select students for a scholarship. There is a set of rules
associated with this expert system and they are given in
Appendix IV.
The tree diagram in Fig.46 shows the relationships between
objects in the sample expert system. Basically, this selection
is based on three factors (criteria). namely, the student
academic requirement, the consideration of the student's sports
ability and the source organization.
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For the academic requirement, rule academic-r2 sets the
fuzzy condition about the grade of a student as follows:
FULE CODE: academic-r2
IF 1 ?e acaflte.tfic regtireaent of the scholarship is high
THEM set-constraint the grade of the student should be good Am
t h e c on s .1 dor a t i on o t t h e a c a deoi c r es a 11 sh ou 1 d be t r a e
Users are prompted to enter the academic requirement of the
scholarship. If the response is very high, the fuzzy
condition the grade is very good is generated based on
approximate reasoning. This condition becomes part of the
linguistic database query.
For sports consideration, the expert system asks the' users
whether the scholarship requires students with only good
academic result or .y. If versatile students are
required, the sports grade of the student also becomes a
condition. Rule sports-r2 is responsible for laying this
condition as follows:
RULE CODE 1 soerises
IF the seeris reeioremeni fleg is irue
the sportz requirement of the scholarship is high
THEM set-con sir-sin i: the sports gross of the student should he gooo em-
the cons 2 dor st 2 on or sports peri ormsncs snous o e e true
Rules with code dept-rl to ndept-r3 control the
conditions concerning the departments of students. For example,
if the source organization of the scholarship iis Computer
Society, only those students in computer- .-science d-rqcirtment are
considered.
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Given the following database:
However, if the user responses are as follows:
When this query is fed into the Fuzzy Information Retrieval
Routine (Wong 1987), the data retrieved may look like:
n a iii e
J o h n
Mary
P s t e r
0 9 r)V II 3-
0 R A
'J.. (j
If the following responses are given during a consultation:
the scholarship, requirement is academic
the academic requirement is very high
t he so u r c e o r q a n i z a tie n i s C o m p u t e r S o c i e t y
then the fuzzy database query generated is:
((name) (and= dept computer science))
(.St n d (q r a d e v e r y q o o d 1« 0))
i. e. list t he names ot the students whose department s are








J i m my
David
A1f r e d
d e p t
comp,. sci„
e 1 e c tr o n i c s
C 0 ill p» s c i .4
p h y s i c s
comp« sci,.
electronics
n hi.'c j r•-
electronics





































g o o d
q u i t e g o o d
•f a i i
t a i r
v ery good
q o o d
g o o d
r a t h e r q o c d
j,|[« T








i 1 7 v
• the scholarship requirement is versatile
the academic requirement is quite high
the sports performance is good
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then the fuzzy database query generated is:
((n ani e) {a n d(- d e p t 11 c a m p u. t e r s c i e n c e11))
n d (q r ad e quit e q ood 1.0) (sp or t s-q r ad d good 1. 0)))
i.e. list the names of students whose departments are computer
science., grades are quite good and sports grades are good
There are two fuzzy conditions in this query. When more
than one fuzzy conditions are generated, the degree of
membership obtained in each condition can be combined in
different ways to give an overall degree of membership of the
query. End users can choose one of the following methods:





The first method is straight forward and it reflects the degree
of membership of the lowest or highest condition. The second
method regards the conditions as supportive evidences for the
query. The formula of evidence combination is similar the one
adopted in MYCIN (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1984). The third
method treats the conditions as polling criteria, so it
calculates the overall degree by taking the average..
If the first method with and is chosen, the information
retrieved is:
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However, if the second method comb is chosen, the
information retrieved is:9
na. ;ii 9
J o h n
r' 0 i 0 r
M a r y
degree o-f membership
0 Q Qii
M Q!•!V.' II w
A
If the third method poll is chosen, the three candidates
are ranked in the same order as method 1, with degrees of
membership 0.83, 0.785 and 0.575 respectively.
It should be noted that the degree of membership obtained
from the distribution is a subjective value. However, its
relative value and position as compared to other similar values
are important and informative.
AN EXPERT SYSTEM ON GYNAECOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS (ABVAB)
CHAPTER 11
AN EXPERT SYSTEM DN GYNAECOLOGICAL'DIAGNDSIS (ABVABO
11.1 General Description
A practical expert system for the diagnosis of ABnormal
VAginal Bleeding, code named as ABVAB, is successfully
constructed by means of Z-II. It covers two sub-domains,
namely, reproductive age and postmenopausal age. The number of
expert rules prepared for ABVAB amounts to around 300. ABVAB
performs diagnosis mainly based on case data such as patient
profiles and symptoms. Moreo~ capable of




ABVAB is developed in cooperation with a medici-al expert vbho
is a gynaecologist. The following rteps are carrried out a-md
reiterated to improve the. system (OleDon and Reirtei 1987):
AN EXPERT SYSTEM ON GYNAECOLOGICAL DIAENOSIS (ABVAB)
Step 1: Knowledge Elicitatior
Interviews with the gynaecologist are carried out to
discuss the application and development of an expert system
in the area of abnormal vaginal bleeding. The possible
diagnoses, relevant symptoms and fuzzynon-fuzzy rules are
established.
Step 2: Knowledge Acquisition by Z-II
All relevant symptoms are represented by objects which are
basic entities of the knowledge base. The diagnoses are
represented as possible values of a goal object. These
objects together with the rules are transferred to Z-II by
means of the Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem.
Step 3: Case Analysis Knowledge Refinement
The patients' records stored in a medical database or new
patients' records are studied. The deduced diagnosis of
each patient will be compared to the actual diagnosis of
the patient. The immediate results should give credibility
to the system and reveal areas for improvements. The
system is then fine tuned accordingly.
AN EXPERT SYSTEM ON GYNAECOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS (ABVAB)
11.3 Medical Knowledge
11.3.1 Symptoms and Diagnosis
All symptoms and diagnoses pertinent to abnormal vaginal
bleeding are identified. Fig.47 shows the examples of the
symptoms and diagnosis in ABVAB.
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All symptoms are represented by objects. The goal of ABVAE
is to diagnose the causes of abnormal vaginal bleeding which is
represented by a multi-valued object with the translation the
diaanosis for the cause of abnormal bleed inn.
Normally, the values for these objects are in linguistic
terms or numerical forms. For example:
'f :.7i Jl| -T: p T f f,•: 1!• ll: p! j i~j P: »T: p t H ,j j I P: 9 j
!: p Hf Hi; r: 1 sVJs t T 7?! j! I A A
i. t:.••» i .-j'' i':•,..• ,y: _t i i j r; J.. j. h{••,•:.•••.— 4:: rr r;.• V. -p-'}.
.......—.•• ;.i y• 'j'
On top of that, AEVAB allows fuzzy concepts which
1st in the natural language exj
medical diagnosis. For instance:
.,:...........•:.„ y.;? .y.:: :;i n i-• pv-cr v gp5! i~~= »gn. liicic -fp r r h p prv j p r t c:
p v......... r:.......... ,v 4 r, p i5 «,»;.y p 7 r :.v 7 7 h ;.y y.;• .pp v v r-:! 9 9 c: 9 .9 9 p y p] y,
4
Fuzzy sets are adopted to represent these fuzzy concepts
while fuzzy set operators are employed to manipulate them.
AN EXPERT SYSTEM ON GYNAECOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS (ASVAB)
11.3.2 Rules
Medical knowledge concerning with abnormal vaginal bleeding
is acquired and transferred into Z-II in the form of rules. A
complete list of expert rules is given in Appendix VI. The
following are some typical rules:
RULE CODE 2 postcthd-sll
IF postcoital bleeding is true
7 H E N i:? d i i=• fn f h' r': a f f h~? h 1 ri?'— 1•'•••••... I.I.•• i.» t..... I.. ,j.}} „j
r:?:•.-:•;: v rr-.o 7..» 7 :7r 7 v t 71 u.T..-.nr
ii; T J M R R R T T ji T V— y) d v-
11 y~. y .vH-CO.• 7..•.»•;! 7 -J 7—•..•--- -X t:.
7.: 1: 7 7 V 7• 7:••-
h !T i M rpi-i;
j j T:..!• 5 1 I- ts 7k••— V.•
y y -r. 7•. 7•: r. r r. .7-••!•:
I j.. f-.J -r jS; .7.. 7; 7?,••• ..-i. y-.«.• -r 7. 1 1 77- a.'!•!•'! .-7}}. .7 7 r :Y
....~' j'~......—-«•. -v.: -1 7? 77. .-j .-7:7.-7. .7
i T T j-l!~ 1 T 7: T K! T V- v.- r:- :r.-).- r
:rf-?] i|' j j f:: }.7. 7 —..7))'
— j.....,.,......- 7_ y i :4 7
; 7 j i j i.. i..:: i:: V.~. 7 .1! Y.I
':jh0!-0 !C5£2 VBn 1S ci fuZZy COHCept«
Certainty factors between 0 and 1 are given to the ;irules
indicating Their uncertainties. In addition to nvneirical
certainty factors, ABVAB accepts fuzzy certainty facta-s such
as about 0.6 and 0.6 to 0-8. In the 5irrtecedent q;art of
rule weight-sll, a fuzzy comparison is used. Finally multiple
AN EXPERT SYSTEM ON GYNAECOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS (ABVAB)
propositions in the antecedent part of rules are also supported
in'ABVAB exemplified by the rule topreg-sl2. Approximate
reasoning, based on fuzzy logic, will be performed if fuzzy
concepts are involved in the rules.
11-4 Interface with Database
During a consultation, Z-II has the ability to extract data
from a database created by DBase III Plus on a personal
computer (PC) or the Relational Database Management System Rdb
on a VAX computer. Due to the popularity of PCs, it is very
convenient to create and update medical records in a PC based
which eventually provides the fc. ±L.
Moreover, the data records on a PC based database can then be
transferred and stored in a Rdb database for later
consultation. The data entry for the patient database is
designed in a table form and menu-driven. The screen layouts
for the inputs to the databases is given in Appendix VII. The
patients' record can also be entered directly into the medical
database managed by Rdb on a VAX computer.
Z-II is capable of extracting appropriate data directly
from any existing external database which care be manipulated
and updated independently. One of the advantages of ttbhis
approach is that many already existing databfs»3 can be stapled
to Z-II to perform intelligent task (Schwurtz et.al. 1987).
AN EXPERT SYSTEM ON GYNAECOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS (AAVAR)
Another advantage is due to the flexibility in manipulating the
database by powerful existing commercial database management
systems. Finally, the databases can also be used independently
for other applications such as medical record management
(Barnett 1982).
1 1_ PDCII 1 f C
A typical consultation with ABVAB involves making numerous
inferences using the expert rules stored in the knowledge base
and case data (facts) from the medical database. A sample
consultation of ABVAB is given in Appendix V. The data can be
trieved from databases or -on-lir 1 by users
during a consultation. The following gives the facts obtained
from a consultation:
:»•. ,-r.•.; j r y. r•.'! y. fx••..' I••.•••.•.::'
• y.•• -y•••- rt y -i?-. i.~•;•?!: i t I
; I;' .1 1! 'C.....' I. .1. i..' .71:_.
•V t'A. i. i .-v.— m -r 7.,:• 7 r;.;.••;•. 1.: j
w 7!.' 7 7••;. 7 c: T}• x:•..'.•
«..«'..••..•».• 1.:••••. i ,»r:••:'' V.!•.!.' j 1
.i.;.v :r-l::::.•. j. y•-•-»•
V 1': 1 7: 7: '7 7 :7; 7' 7. J
' V„•,•••-.••• 1•••! r. f'•«•?;!•» ;7' T .V £V i!}
1 T•.»• Ty. M T V- V r;. n;.• r;. ,-y r;.-. r» C. b- .7.- Cp•)'.!)
V r,r n.• y y, -.1.-1 I.r -i 7 7; iT .O 1'!.
i .'V 1)„• 7.o y '-r .!b .17? c .1- 7 :c .o 7.!
itt Pyrexia imperziure is -false (1.0)
16. Significant weight less is false (1.0}
V T vT 7 7 jL t.•. t~, 4. t•-. i ,7 A 4 (7 7 7 7 :7T A -7. u .O).!))
i'•' f' A... »y r. -ju n u n•. 4 1 r t .a. 7 ,{!J .'7 .0 1
f O r t n. f «,nr«ir V r- V -7- y .CO .10?• 7? f.'.C-.» -a..V» ,7. .CO' b) t
'j A.y 7 .7 -4 y.y f ,t- rr? r? a? fw .7 .g•!.... !c
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21, Turh a 1 1 i ga t i on i s fa 1 s e (1„ 0)
22, Hormones other than pills is -false (1,0)
27, Br u gs for men s i r u a 1 r eg;.; 1 a t i on i s fa 1 s e (1, 0)
24In fer i i 1 i t y i s fa 1 s e (1, 0)
25, Irregular cycle is false (1,0)
26, Bowel symptoms is false (1,0)
27, Urinary symptoms is false (1, 0)
73, vaginal discharge is unknown
2?, Ah or t i on n i: mh er i s 11 n k n o m
10, Hidoyc1e interrmenstrua 1 h1eedina is unknown
71, Pres en t c on i r a c ep t i on me i hod i s un known
an, am i.i y proBi em is una sown
where (1.0) and (0.8).. are certainty factors of the
corresponding facts.
The following gives a sample conclusion drawn from the above
facts.
Fig. 48 a sample conclusion drawn by ,BT£B
; JT 7... -oyg fdij;- 3 rdle i: Ltvi 1. «?i;•, .A wiv-nr 1. v'.v T T.- A; AI A ::r l: .A»..• d: r
! if is hardly certain (0,14) thai IUCB
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The certainty factors, sav 0.96 of the first choice, shoiih
not be interpreted as 96% certain but rather used as relativ
possibility against the other causes of abnormal bleeding.
The diagnoses arrived at by ABVAB are multiple and given ir
preference order. This fit's in well with the expert s owr
conclusions which usually include several likely causes under a
clinical environment. More precise diagnosis has to be
substantiated by further tests which can be recommended by the
expert or the expert system. However, the abnormal vaginal
bleeding of the above example is in fact due to molar
pregnancy, the usual presentation of which is abnormal bleeding
in early pregnancy.
The initial results obtained from applying the expert
system ABVAB to thirty cases are quite satisfactory. There are
more than 70% of the actual causes of abnormal bleeding agree
with the first preference of the diagnosis by ABVAB and as high
as 90% of the cases come within the first three choice of
ABVAB. The important point is that none of the case diagnosis
was missed from the choices. To improve further the accuracy
in diagnosis, ABVAB can be modified to suggest further. tests
which can confirm one out of a maximum of four to five
possibilities. The results of the tests can then be fed into




A Sample Consultation o-F the Expert System
on University Department Selection
Is the fact that you have a risky personality true? (YN)
y
What is your interest in business environment?0
t o ii rn ci y s n t 0 r s. t 1.1 z z y 0 x p r 0 s 5 i 0 n w i t h i h 0 t 01 I 0 ij .1 n q b s i c f u. z z v c 0 n c 0 d t 1 s) n
h i Q h
0 n t 0 r n 0.!. p t or 515 51 s t9. i i c 0 .'j
hor hinh
How rprtdin i~ i t 9
10u. Hi9.y 0n c.0! 0. !uzy c0ri0.int.y t0cx0i i i k0 0v0und 3J« y u 0i0
(0 n 10 r r h 01 p7- 10 r a 0 5 i s t a n c e)
about 0«8 (indicates a fuzzy certainty factor)
I.'!} a T. 1 5 t r, p K :~s 5:. i j r q y k h X j« 0 5 0:
V 0 U :Ti a. V 0? Pi T. 0 r 9. t Li Z Z V 0 X D i' 0 9 9 !L 0 H WX T. H V.! 1 0 t O X X 0 !a« X H J D Hi 5 X C t Li Z Z! V C(!) 11 C 0 D t L 5!
Q O 0 d
(enter 7ne 1 p'- tor assist Sisce.-
fair
i-l: i ii5 f COi. S; T!: i d IT
... fuzzy certainty factor like around 0,9
i______.f: i' V.V i' I• •'J••• J• v iw i j 1 f_-.Y
f RETURN xindicaies rear it is absolutely cor tain)
Uj h a t i s t h s rn a r k o b t -a i n s d f or U s e o t E n q 1 i s I;?
-f!-• r. I;,•. tr- -i•« i f: j -~i CO T 1,1 CO Oj j: 0; T: :J!:]: ij_ t j!_• Vtt{ t yt, M]Hl: H Z. I..- Co.. VU. 07. I• j
70
ijhat is the !esui.t ot natneoat. ios f
(similar text description for guidance)
good
Is the dreferred career as a teacher is true? (YN)
y
j c- i n e preferred career as a re sear'oner is true f% t N)
n %
Uj h a t i s y o u r i n t e r e s t i n anal y z i n q h u fn a n b 0 hi a v i 0 u r)
(similar text descripiion for guidance)
low
How certain is it?
You may enter a fuzzy certainty factor like ?around 0-?% etc..
(enter help~ for assistance,1
0.9
APPFNnn i
What is your interest in reading novels or fictions?
(similar text description for guidance)
low
Is the preferred career as a doctor is true? (YN)
n
What is your interest in analyzing human body?
(simi 1 ar t ext descripiion for gi•:iriance)
low
What is the result of Chemistry?
(simi1ar iexi descripiion for guidance)
fair
What is the result of Biology?
(similar text description for guidance)
very bad
!•.'!H) MMx j; j ~l j l-p y..!. I I Ill;)... iJ .L L i. I i i.j ill III L: S Idl ill III 1. i. 1- III .L ill V!! U .1. CI- f
JJJ.JL cil ur.h I iJ i~ :c L i. .1 l.'7; TiJf U Li .1 u L fir
very high
I i;».„ j. 1. i «Ir; c ci-l.Li 1! v r.: u. m:
: -I:-• I.-- -f.- T f ,'A£•— l--«.-•! M r. ..'I. 1.,•• 1»' f-.••• f
good•f
Is the d refer red career as an elect ronic engineer is true 1 N)
V
ajh a t i s v o u r i n t s r e s t i n D u 11 d i n g e J. e c t r o n i c k 11 s:
(similar text description for guidance)
high
How certain is it?
Y o u i n a v e n t e r a f u. z z v c e r t a i n t y f a c t o r J. i k e a r o u n c u» e t c,
( e s r t e r r h e 1 o:— f or a s s i s t a n c e.»
roughly 0-9
Is the preferred career as a programmer is true f 1in)
y
What is your interest in writing computer programs•
(s i m i 1 a r t. ex t d e s c r i p t i on for g l t i d a n c e)
medium
What is your interest in computers?
(similar text description for gud.dance)
high
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What is your interest in reading science books or magazines?
(s i mi 1 ar i exi deecri p t i on for gui danc e)
medium to high
V
What is your interest in per -forming chemical experiments?J'• M•
{similar text description -for guidance)
low
What is your interest in analyzing chemical substances?
s .1 m11 a r i ex i de s cr i p i i on for o i. i d a n c e)
around medium
What is your interest in observing animals?
• 1? l r• i?•.
«-- .a hi j. ui; i cv. o u ;ir; j. U i .a uF: or; 0 i.iU-».»; u. zr
low
Wh a t i s o u r i n t e r e s t i n o b s e r v i n o p 1 a n t s?
i£- J.:::J. .of; t td.'i f. ij'irr £•L i' 1 p 7. 1 OH1 Oi~ CJLl 2 0 E j
medium
St S After analyzing the res Don see the conclusions made q y z~li tor the
7 r t -j~- v' MIOSO tC 0« 9?) that the d 0 D Si t 00 H t Of 1 AC
v t on. 7 h W 'ft. ft. 8 L: 01 1.5: X 00 O ff: !J LI L 0V :n C 1 0 H C E4
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APPENDIX II
List of Expert Rules of the Expert System o
University Department Selection
RULE CODE 5 exam-rl
IF
the result of Biology is very good -AND
t h e res u 11 o f C h e m i s t r y i s q o o d A N D
(the result of Mathematics is fair or qood OR
the result of Physics is fair or qood)
7 t 1 i I
!nfc.i'•!
i n 0 (j v 0 r si i 1 0; ct m i n Hi x 3. o n rj 0 r t 0 r (n 0n c 0 t 01 b 10 j. 0 n v s h 0 u. 1 d b 0 0 0 0•«
!.! T T! I r uT'T A T X'Tv• 1 A1-41 i h L fc.! I m 1 fx I s .L„ U
RULE luDE; ex am T 2
IF
the result of Chemistrv is verv qood AND
(the result of Mathematics is fair or qood 01.
t n e r— s u 11 o f p h s i c s 1 s f a i r o r q o o o)
X hI 0 0 V 0Hi1 0 M 0. ffi 1!'i Hi t 2. 0! i 0 0 i T 0:Ti Hi! 1C t.t L::.; tU iTi j. iH•'!' V:::! i 0 Ll .1 0 Li 0 G O 0
•.! T I J r T A T I T•.•.:
•A-.:.! P. uL!l! r!:';-•
L; i... :L. iJ ;J.....
r
t h 0 :r 0 5 o. I1 o f P h v 5 i c: 5:i :L s v 0 r y o 0 o c: 0 N I)
t ll S i 0 5 Ll 1 t 0 f h El t h e iTi Hi t C 0 I Hi 'J Q 0 ti
Ti icxii r;cN
t h 0 O v 0 r Hi 11 0 Hi if? 1 P X t i 011 D 01 t 0 1~ m Hi r; C 0 0D h V 51 0 fH :H! j 0 Ll 1 (2 D 0 q O 0 d
id IT H C E R T AIN T Y~- 1, 0
ft Li L. ii L iJl? Sc. 0 X :H. ill r!•
t r—.1
t h e r e s u 11 o f M a t h e m. a t i c= x s v s r y q o o d A N D
t H e r e s u 11 o f P h y s i c s i s g o o o
T H EN




t h e r e s u It of M a t hi e m Hi tics is go o d A i ID
the result of Physics is good
THEN





the result of Mathematics is very good AND
the-result of Physics is fair or Good
I HEN
the overall examination performance for mathematics'should hp good
WITH CERTAINTY —1„0
RULE CODE 5 exam--r7
IF
the result of Chemistry is very good AND
t n e r e s u 11 o f B i o J. o q y 3. s v e r y Q 0 0 rf A N D
the result of Mathematics is qood AND
the result of Physics is qood
..I!.,f.!! 1J!
the overall examination performance for medicine should be qood
jip» 1- r.:• A•••!• i v i 'vvv; 3: w: 1 n X i i 1 1.
RULE CODE s exam-rS
1 r...1
L! S 0• 0 S LI j. T. 0?' L n 1 i: 0 r: 0 0 0 0 0 d Pi r .0
t h 0 r 0 s u 11 0 f£ n o i i s h i s o o o d
! r•, I?V
L[ V.V j V id1« ~t .L i COp., ci ill I;, 0 J. 0 T; 0 P 7 03j'i 7 j|( P y Q F'-]• j'f 7 0.£] Q -y j 0 Q 0 :j Q Q:'!
WIT H C E K T AIN T Y: 1 0
CD5 i J ir j• r: n c:..}:...;...•...1;...
•t•—
•• i..••• i|•::' -i i•: .'J.: s'.; C C.'. 1: i;.' 5 CI- J ..i:: t
.j. i.!...•:.......:...........». s: v.1.!?::: Li 1 I. U V El.': U i 1::: 0 UUU rirli.1
T j'l j..} r p 0 1;• q M :c -j 0 p pp p r::: j p~ t- j].] (j (j ri
Ti! r~s i: It CiC
t. f i 0 C) V 0 f ::t 1. j. 0!•( J. ?l H C. 0 D 0 0 V :Tl Hf. i: 0 0: 0- 0 Q 0 0?. .L 0 C:. 0 0 L. 0 5 0 O LI j. (j L' 0 0 0 0 G
). i T 7• i «'r l' A T•?•••WJ. I i! !_Ch i !--i i. i i! 1 V
rh I!] p: r: T r.-j-x.. j j i i s-::-• |?j— r;
•r
7}') P P P iwI 0 0 v 0 |j 0 f• P 7 0 0 0 Q 0 0 Li A ri 0:
t!! 7? 1 0,£ Li 1 t (J f E0 I I£ h 1 0 U 0 0 L: A A i)
t h 0 r 0 s i.i 11 o t H a t h 0 fii si t i c 5 i£ q o o ti
T•.••:!i iin.i 'i
7 f'j 0- 0 V0! 0 j 0 0 ff X n 0. T. 0 iJ ri 0 i T 0 i :Tl Hi P L. 0' 0 i' Ij Li S 0 i i 0 :H S 5 O LI J. Li 0 0 Lj 0 O LI
WITH CERTAINTY— 1..0
RULE CODE 3 ohy-rli
T
.1.:
the overall examination performance for physics is good
I HEN
the chance of entering physics should be high AND
my recommendation for the choice of a university department should be
p h y s i c s
WITH CERTAINTY— 0-9
APPENDIX II
RULE CODE i phy~r2
IF
the overall interest in physics is high
THEN
my -recommendation for the choice of a university department should be
physics
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.6
RULE CODE s p hy-• r3
IF
the overall suitability of- the future iob in phvsi- i=. nood
my recommendation for the choice or a university department should be
physics
WITH CERTAINTY 0,4
RULE CODE 2 phy-r4
IF
your interest in investigating science is high
Ti: r i
the overall interest in physics should be hioh
WIT H C E R T AIN T Y 1„ 0
RULE CODE i phy-ro
T
your interest in reading ciancce books or mpqamines is high
i ncit









the overall suitability of the future job in mathematics is good
THEN






your interest in manipulating mathematical symbols is hiqh
THEN
the overall interest in mathematics should high
WITH CERTAINTY 0-85•
RULE CODE 2 csc -r1
IF
the overall examination performance for computer science is oood
THEN
my recommendation for the cnoice of a university department should be
c o m p u t e r s c i e n c e
WITH CERTAINTY 0,9
ft!! I r p r• 7i j- r•••!•:•.—•—i...•.„• .w u- U'... 1
•r•—
.i. f
t•'! 0 O V 0 i rt i 1 1 i L 0 V 0 3 L I H C J ill p LI t. 0'~ 3 C 1 0 fl C 0 I 5 h 1 Q h• if—-•!!-if-r-.i! i i i—.•.
my recommendation for the choice of a university department should be
c o m d u t e r s c i e n c e
i': t L.; i FT Fy i T a! f v. i tvv::•:«... L..! i Hii-! i U„«..)
r i r«— i- r~. «p i— -vi-.1; J:: t J rti,••• r—.... t.-i U!... L. w U L: L.. .I L.-...:•„»
T Ci i
:•! 0 L.: 'v :r..!. ill Li.!. I. ctiJ.!..!..{...•' L.: L| i 0 T LI L LI) c i U ij.!. i•:... Ll'Ilti LI L 01' 0 !L 0 Pi 0 0!. Lj QQLi
;; r:: rir-i•
:Ti y! 0 C Q ffi (H 0 ii C! Hi. .r G t 3 Li H 1 V 0 r S 11 y d 0 p 5,Ir t fij 0 n t 5 h G Li 1 d b 0
..». m mm mmm—
—.t ii r——.,•%•?.r—j-.-. j j- j j j m«r 0. r;
r r
.i.1
vo v. r i n z 0 r 0 5 t i n c cp u z0 r s 15 ft 1 g n
•7»i r. j•ii ELi'•!
the overall interest in computer science should be sign
U1T T!-1 rPPTATWIY h;•• J' 1»: t. 5 1 x .1. I-. i:.• n:...
w t j 1 s- p n r»} m r«•••• rr'i•-!...' w -U i~. u-• t
f—•,j r
v o u i i n t e r e s t i n w r ;i. t i n g c o mo u t e i'- p r o g i' 'S. ms i s• i g i1)
T I~ ii
the overall interest in computer science should be high
WITH CERTAINTY 0-8
RULE CODE s bio-rl
IF
the overall examination performance for biology is good
THEN
mv recommendation for the choice of a university department fshould be





the overall interest in biology is high
THEN
my recommendation tor the choice of a university department should be
biology
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.6
RULE CODE s bio-r3
IF
the overall suitability of the future job in bioloqv is qood
THEN
niy r Ldl. {..»litm011 o r. 1 on f u7 ii 0 c h 01 c 0 o t 7. t.in 1 y07 s 111 d0d 07 t in0n 1. s! 1 oLi J. (.1 nI—...
b i 010 q y
WITH CERTAINTY— 0„4
F'! U L E U 0 D L H b 10! 4
IF
your interest in investigating living things is high
T H P hiI. I U.I•.
.L u.... 1 1.:... .L......„,..: r-'....:... i.........•:.; i.. j...
Liie U V e i -I I I j. 11 0 f r.' L J.!! U J. U .1 U U V S i i U U D t.' I i t.j; i
: t -r~: p. r-x r• f'• n J'
•A' i! h CE KI H IN i T -1.. v
R U L E C Q D E° b i o~ r b
t rJ.!
V.-?! h! jj T P j P j n r n•::: p«- t p n r. j 3 j: 7 3 n 3 p q p?
T H E N
your interest in inve?:• us should be hiqh
WITH CERTAINTY Y 0=. C
RULE CODE• bio 6
IF
v0 li v 1 n l 0 r 0 5 l 1 n oIj 5 0 s v 1 n c 0 n l a 0 j. p .1. p!. u; 1
~r••1-—•.?j pjmv
v 0 Lir i n l 0 7 0 01 i n 1 n v 0 5 L ;l q, 11 n g 1 i v 1 n g t. h .'j. n 0. s h o•: i c d 0 ii 1 q ii
ii)7 7 i-i r r p 7 a 7 hj t Y:••• 0 h.• V .u I 1.''.«• U.i: I: xi!:•--—
RULE CODE crun-rl
IF
the overall examination per termante t o r cnemistry is gooa
THEN
my recommendation for the choice of a university department should be
c h e mi s t r y
' I. j T T JJ P C O T A T f.j T V f; Q
.L 1 11 i Milr 1 i t•
RULE CODE s chm™r2
:[F•
the overail interest in chem.istry is r11qh
THEN
my recommendation for the choice of a university department should be





the overall suitability of the future job in chemistry is qood
THEN





you.r i n t er es t i n an a I y z 'j. n q c h em i c a I sub s t a ri~ es i h i n h
THEN
the overall interest in chemistry should be hiqh
WITH CERTAINTY A ft
RULE CODE 2 chm-rO
t rI
your interest in per formina enemies! euperiments is hioh
my r ec ommen d at I on sor the cnoics o! a un iversi.tv deoar iment should De
my r ecommendat ion r or the choice ur a university eep art men i snouloi be
RULE CODE 2 e 1 e-• r4
IF
vou.r interest in building eletronxc kits is high
THEN





the overall examination performance tor arte is aooci
my recommendat ion for t he choice o f a un i ver 5it v depar tment should be ar ts
WITH CERTAINTY--- 0.9
piii r rnnr» o
t r
x r




mv recoiTimendat ion -foi tne cnoice ot a un i vers sty oepartinent snouid De
t hp vera 11 interest in d us mess i s niqn
THEN
my recommendation for the choice of a university department siiouid be
IF
i HLM
my recommendation tor the choice ot a university department should be




your interest in business environment is hiqh
THEN»
the overall interest in business should be hiqh
IaITTH PFR'TATNTY —A Q
RULE CODE s med-rl
IF
t h 0 o v e r Hi 11 e; a m i ni a t i o n d e r t o r m a n c e f o r m e d i r i n e i n o o d
THEN
my recommendation tor the choice of a university depart merit should be
rn e d i c i n e
iiJTJU rrp-TATKiTV A Q• v ....it rn. J: I I .i. i. I i
f« 1}' r P »k P IT?~... -i..KuLL uuil. iueU~r a..
T f
t !i e o v e r a 1.1 i ri t e r e s t i n m e d i c i n e i s h x ci h
THEN
my recommendation for the choice of a university department should be
fii e d i c i n e
iiiTTW rrrrrt.TKITY A a
r. j it f—. r. 5—
K U L L C Li U L:• fij£ d!' 0
T C•±i
L: i 0 L: v :.i•' j. j.::: LI 2. C ci L- .L i T. V O't L:: 0 L Li 0! OD.1.: i (ft 00 2. '0 1 H 0 1 0 Cj O QG
•r• t r-•»
...• :niH v;.': i !J rr. C. j. idH V Oi X. 11 L.! I 0 L. 0 U Llf? 0i 0 2 L V C:•...•... i.. LitCi!! i.;b: Li 0 0
iTi 0 d 1 C 1H0
i:! T J u r P£ T A T I T Y f A«!: i EL P n j. t t.• ~r
ra j 5 i f r-nr.r- n:rr;»; j:; f-:; i- n |fj;.— I' r.L;•••...wi.- i... J: IS! P.. '..1. i
—r—
vo Li!' i n t sr 00 L i n an 0.1 v011 n q ri li«n an q 00 y .1.0 n 1 q n
v {.j E7''! iLil
t hi e o v e r a 11. i n t e r e s t x n m e d i. c i n e s h o u x d o e h i c n
i? t r;:• r~ r.?• a t a 1—••'.-.;•» C
R i. j L L C 0 D E s s o e- r 1
the overall examination pertormanee for social science is oood
t Li rr hi111...•




RULE CODE 2 soc-i-2
IF
the overall interest in social science is big
THEN
APPENDIX II
my recommendation -for the choice of a university department should be
social science
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.6
RULE CODE s soc-r3
IF
the overall suitability of the future job in social science is good
THEN
my recommendation for the choice of a university department should be
social science
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.4
RULE CODE s soc~r4
IF
your interest in ana1yzinq human behaviour is high
THEN
t n e over a± i x n x eresx i n soc i a 1 sc i en c e sis ou 1 d d e h i q h
1T! T T u r- LDT A T r 11- ti ALv J.; I i wLK 1 ri .Lit I!!' UliOhlV Ua DJ
RULE CODE 2 job-r1
IF
the preferred career as a teacher is desirable OR
tne preferred career as a researcner is oesxra.ols
:!..«f.J
the overall suitability of the future job in biology should be qood
fit ij 7;
I n 0 o v 0 r i 1 su i 1a b j. J. i1 y o't n 0 t u t u r 0 j(!) 0 i n c n 0 in i 51 v y s h 0 u. J. d 0 0 0 01
Ahi•
!•{j{ }J.
|• f.v» n•; r j h i 1-.! i 1 C jj L j.• Q L h 0 i LI L LI0'• U b ft :H 3 L;! 0 !il Hi t L C. S 3 H 0 LI J. d b 0 (.1 u 0 G
r. i r.
the overall suitability of the future job m arts should be good
AND




t h e d r e•? e r r e d c a r e e r a s a p r o g r a m m e r i s o e s i r a d 1 e
:! p A1i ri LJN
the overall suitability of the future job in computer science shouiu be
good
vv X! i! U CL i hi X i•! II-• i. A
RULE CODE s job-r3
IF
the preferred career sis an electronic engineer is a b 11?
THEN





t h P nrp-fprrPiH r a r a a v=. c H -i-+ m,..... i. i„
THEJ
the overall suitability of the future job in medicine should be good
WITH CERTAINTY— 1 n
RULE CODE n inh-rC
IF
T h P•£ Zt r T+ h Zt+ KI r I! r, I««.•••;.•••!.• t i r-:.; .1...:... .l...
THEN
i h p n v; Pr h 1 1 en -i+ h -i 'i -i r«« n..£ f- K s. 11 -r.;•;a..., .1 ..i u...... i
? •'T T!.! rrr-TATilT V•. A r, tr
'A: r I. P, H Mv r»•. A.;
Din c rnr»IT„ ........1
t r-J. f
1 h 0 iTt a r K o b t a i n e ci t o r U 5 0 01 E n o l i a. h T p I i 0 0
THEN
t h 0 Y S 5 LI i X Q T L is Q]. I S H?• H 0 LiLI D 0 b A. u
j, IT r j? r- r r-. ~r a t. j— v -i
•A' 1 i h inr. J rtiH: j... -J
r: i' i- r n5 p! I- t:' uu c t-•
T1-...
the in ark obtained for Use of £nal ish Test is t 70 AND
A...... i.... .1.....: t V•' -r- 1••. f-
i -.J
:hId. Pi
the result of English should be fai
A;I• L Lb j M L. f' i I. L'
t- r—
.Li¬
the mark obtained for Use of English Test is 60 AND
the mark obtained for Use of Ensiish Test is h~ 70
-r; j r-:i I N«—r-
H i; 1- i-. I t-— i-!-•••. t j.—{--—, .--j i 1: A;—.•j. •—i•••.•;•| i• i.•| -if.,--..• j-«.....| ,«-i::?!'• u
11! T TIJ r CDTA T i T V•-. ir r! I t i: H: iv•!-• r
r» i! r- n y. C..--•!J i r i• U A lD L lv: :r•_{ ~r
r?::j.:
the mark obtained for Use of English Test is 90 AN]
•i v, it L' rh A m n n sti i:- vr'ii!~ i- n rs C;' :P h n~ pi«
I HEN
1110 i 0 5 LI 1X O r id. fi Q 11 5 H 5 h 0 Li- 0 0 y (j O G
WITH CERTAINTY 1.0
r«. u r~«~ n r% r. .u- 4-... nr
r•—
l!
the mark obtained for Use of End 1ish Test is= 90
THLN








the reliability of the craqram ri eve loo merit is hiah
•y•i r- i i
I tiEr!
the r e 1 iabilitv o-f the nn 1 i r »t- nn i i,- i -hn«t1 rt ha hi nh
WITH CERTAINTY•-- 1..0
R U L E C 0 D E: c s c s y s- r 1
tx i
T f i P 0 0 f M{• T V 0 i fn 0 T L W i~X i 0 1 f: 1 Q h
T!! i? nizr-i
t. h 0 !r 01 i -rx b 111t. V O f t h 0 t:J h 0 10 r q i) p n t 0~ 0 y p t p p h n n 1 fj h q j~i X Q h
WITH CERTAINTY 0«9
! i:}..| j j I 0 n~ i.... 1.'
I F
t h 0 r 01 i a 0 i 1 i t v o T o h v s i c a. 1 s 0 li r i t y i s h i a j
i MLhi
I- -v.•••]- I- t 1 i t; n -f s H p i.u h n 1 p n p nJ: f p r .-r p t p m~ h n i 11 n h p!~~
...-I f
t h e r e 1 i a b i I i i v o t d e r s o n n e 1 s e c u r :i t v i s h i q h
j j. Jr'.J
the reliability of the i«nele computer system snouid be h i q
!! -i- -V.:.!— i-..|•, i•-•. Iy
W .1.! !i L-r;.! H•'!) J»;...
''• 1 i t I—-••-». -Ii'.'i H- i.!!!=!••: nq-r1
T
t h e r e J. i a b 11 i t y o t r i i e a c c e s s i s r i u 11
I H L N
the reliability of operating system should- be nigh
WIT H C E R T AIN T Y 0» 9
RULE CODE os-r2
i!
t h e r e 1 i a b i 1 i t v o f s u p e r v i s o r a c c e s s i s h i q h
t i r j. tI hrf-i
thi? reliabilitv o-f odertinq systern shouId be hiqh
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.
RULE CODE s physec-r1
IF
the admission procedure is good
APPENDIX III
THEN




satifactory result of the background screening test is true
THEN
the re1iab1111y ot personne1 security shou1d be hiqh
WITH CERTAINTY'— 1.0
RULE CODE s sftwsec ri
IF
t h e r e I i a b i 1 i t y o f o p e r a t i n q s y s t e m i s h i g h
T i~lX?i t! i—i 1
t h e s e c u r i t y o f s o f t w a r e s h o u 1 d b e h i g h
-S.; T TrP T A t v j T v- fi o[-} .1!:: w u! i rl j. s: 1!. v«
RULE CODE s sftwsec~r2
r
t n e r e 1 i a b i 1 i t v o f t h e u t i 1 i t v o r o a r a su s i s h i q h
•r 5! r s?
t h e s 8 c Li r i t V o r s c t t w Hi r e s n o u I ci b e n i q h
hi J.! H L. t. K 1 i! J. ft I T U 7
it V r. li j I.. i i j»: t: t'. I......•...!... .V s..;--
j
.2.:
the reliability of systein
TL;j'!' Xj;::;...I
~~ :.Vj j -V.: I 22: j; 'i I: j. 2: 7•' i :J i_T{' i»i i• i m J jj 77;• jt 'j' r
.......... -t- -y j -.j•..;yf! fT!_ 'J. i Pi .i. I I' I;;.
—. t::»•••• t1 t 1::: t t 1•:-•; u U'..!. i h..
'r EC
.2.:
t he re I i a b i 1 i t y of the a p p i i c a to n 1 e v e 1 i e h i g h
Tr.; s-.j! in.:
th8 reIiabiIitv of the xtiIity rograa enoliid oe nign
li; i I }-i: I i'l'.'••• K j t: v i!;— i..... i••••••'-
APPENDIX IV
APPENDIX XV
List of Expert Rules of the Expert System on
Student Scholarship Selection
RULE CODE; ca,cfcjnic--rl
IF- the con sickrat ion o-f the academic result is true
THErl choosing students for scholarship should he true
RULE CODE s acltdemic-r2
IF the academic requirement of the scholarship is high
THEN SET-CONSTRAINT the grade of the student should he good AND
the consideration o-f the academic result should be true
Ul i f( l|.. K rv 1
»VJ»U.-U.L-1L u u tv ji l r u.
IF the department requirement flag is true
THE1N choosing students for scholarship should be true
r,» 11 f r v. t— t if.
KUL-L L-OL'L depi~r2
IF the source organization is Computer Society
THEN SET-CONSTRAINT the department should he computer science
r. 1 i r r- f t— t•• —r
KULL LODL- aept-ro
IF the source organization is Electronic Society
THEN SET-CONSTRAINT the department should be electronics
5! 1
if me consideration of sports activity is true
THEN choosinq students for scholarship should be true
pi ji p f nTir.. Ti f p. f v!'.Ul.L L- A l.. n :z- J J U r I:-!
IF the sports requirement flag is true AND
the sports requirement o-F the scholarship is high
THEN SET-CONSTRAINT the sports grade of the student should be good AND
the consideration of sports activity should be good
RULE CODE: sports~r3
IF the requirement of the scholarship is academic
THEN the sports requirement flag is false
RULE CODE: sports-r4
IF the requirement of the scholarship is versatile
THEN the sports requirement flag is true
APPENDIX V
appendix V
A Sample Consultation o-f the Expert System on
Gynaecological Diagnosis' (ABVAB)
Wh a t i s t h e i d e n t i t v n o, o f+ k p n t-H+ -j eo. mm. 4»•••»•» J«••
G451724
What is the age o-f the patient?
40
Is preqnanov true? (YN)
v
!••] n! j! r .o v f i n i:::•; 0
You may enter a -fuzzy certainty -factor like -naround 09 etc,
(e n t e r h s 1 p f o r a s s i s t a n c e)
about 1.0
What is the months or duration o-f abnormal b-leedinq?
0
1»U
1 t. 0 Y fa -.u 1 0 0 O: 0! 0 G :1 0 f: G V•.: 1.10: T h!
n
u n k n o w n
SAJHU. 1.:::•! i 0 v -:r. m.:. i i Y. (-1! f uj :.v a.! a;;.. u':.
y Q s• 0?. V 0 n I? r 0 t Li Z Z V Z• Z! 0 Hi Hi 13 r: W 11 h t h 0 f 0 1 0 Z 1 p G b?. S1 0 f LiZ Z y Z 0 P 0 0 D t( Hi) I!
pi :'.Vi ill''
. . . . . . . . . ? . . . • £ • • • • ! . • • • . • -! UY;•'•••?;:::: :r .z:::..::... v:.
unknown
j... J..... z...~ r. a. T•. i-. 1 n r;H!~ rl c ii rf .1 L i i 0 1 r. S -I; to; I:::..:-... J. i- .J..•. .u».-.
75
What is the maximum cycle lenqth (in days) v
30
Is oostcoital bleedinq true? (YN)
• n
APPENDIX V
What is the bleeding condition?
You may enter a fuzzy expression with the followincj basic fuzzy concept ts);
excessive
'.enter 'help'- tor assistance)
quite normal
What is body weight (in kci)?
59
What is the marital status?
married
|: p[ q h ;L q::{ i n -J•= c: j{ y' M).
•
a n
T= i p'! v i r n h'! rt i y i p V !i i—•••••••••••••••••.»•• V I I•
y
How certain is it?
You may enter a fuzzy certainty factor like raround Cu9r( etc,
r o u q h 1. y 0- 8
1 :c y:::!!: UH I!.! I'd
i: n
: :z ri• -n r y:••• q p Y i V il
n
t••••••..•«•••.-•-'}•, r. t -a t; t. v' 5
'.11 I..1'} V..'. '.V.;!! Z.! 0'. I.
n
n
What is change in libido?
You miav enter a fuzzy expression with the following basic fuzzy concent si
(0 n T 0 h 81 p- t C r a. s s 1 s 1 a n c e)
i; very little.
I.-Jh a t i s a n o r e x i a?
You mav enter a fuzzy expression with the following basic fuzzy cerice- t s) s
r.?: r i
»|p-v..i i
(enter• he 1 p?- for assistance)
unknown
What is anxiety?
You may enter a fuzzy expression with the following basic fuzzy concept(s):
much




You may enter a fuzzy expression with the -following basic fuzzy concept (s)s
m u. oh
(enter •help--- -for assistance)
unknown
W h a t i s f a m i 1 y p r o b 1 e m?
tou may enter a fuzzy expression with the following basic -fuzzy concept (s)::
much
' t t••••••.
J i u v:.! f V.v ;j: l;?•:;!:::•::: .i. r.: C lv.'
unknown
Is change of occupation true? YN
n





T•::::~ L-!~ ri h r p-.z::: r:J h r.•?] i•::: 7 P V Y N)
n
7{:: -j v ;7 p ri:,. 3 q f ;T, T X;; C: X 0 H[| f, C 0 f: 7 j 0 0? Y Y!
n
t.... x.....-j.~'• f.,-- J.- j t t y r-j i
n
T;•:; g r; 1 p j r. f pf j-ft p n i; J. j. !j j. 9} J 1 H S t U 5?'!'
n
f m it•-.: i C, t.:!! 1 J «--i X j. 1
.1. -T -i. i i 01 -A .1. -1•: v•—-.• V•
n
I s b o w e 1 s ym p t o m s t r u e V IV h
n
Is urinary symptoms true? (YN)
n
APPENDIX V
The conclusion for the diagnosis of the cause of abnormal bleeding
based on the expert rules in preference order isn
It is very certain (very close to 0-96) that complications of pregnancy
It is much certain (c1ose to 083) that ma1iqnant genita1 tumour
It is pretty certain (0.77) that DUB
11 i s mos11 y c ert a i n (ver y c 1 ose t o 0.75) t h at b en i q n q en i t a 1 t umcu r
It is fairly certain (around 0.69) that pelvic infection
It is rather certain (very close to 068) that genital injury
It is about certain 0» 58) that hormone induced
It is moreor less certain (045) that foreign body in vagina
11 i s mo! eor 1 e s s c er t a in (c]. os e t o 04 4) t h at en d o met r i os i s
11 i s h a r d 1 v c e r t a i n (0.. 14) t h a t IU CI)
APPENDIX VI
appendix VI
List o-F Expert Rules of the Expert System on
Gynaecological Diagnosis (ABVAB)
The following are the expert rules for the sub-domain of
reproductive age
RULE CODE s abort ion-Gil
IF a b o r t ion n u m b e r i s 3
i HEN ihe diaqnosis tor the cause o f abnoirma 1 b 1 eedinq shou 1 d be nia 1 iqnant
genital tumour
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0„2S
RULE CODE s bleedcone-slO
IF the bleeding condition is excessive
THEN the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be dub•i jT-ri I. r— t—. r t, •r', l t. r. .t r~.Sij i I I.J I».. I.1 t M I rJ I r•. i St•Vvj.: il LLA i r! .i. iH i i r
RULE CODE 'j bleedcone-si 1
IF the bleeding condition is excessive
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
n cs n 'i! r., 1 -hi ,ti p 1t v
-j... 4 i a. v. -i. v. v_lu C;i
1:;• T T I rnrr«T t,,tt•i i! i i:•« J-•-.t v j. it: L- i•. s
P» c pnr; u.:1:. i...... A u.. a... a.•... .u
: r. 'F I, F t.•••. 1 t-j .-i-•,:. .-1-•{ -t t~.-•!•.•.-•••;; hi itj.• s.. J i vi i..: .L iv. v;. Li j. I u- J is. u .l I.... u• i .i. vc.•... ;.v. hi:::•... VVI• I i X
p: y P fj C; Jj£! j f j; T% 0
T M K! t r. r i n n n~•£ m f h h o r i f•::: n 4- :s n n y m 1 i~ I 11 n i r; rn•::: r. i i 1 ri hi i !t„l .t.-.| i 1 U—:«. i: i•... i i i v..! :ti .1. .u; f -..j...• i: -.J .1.
r-i 1T1r. 1!•+ i{•. n c: n r c« n n ti ri r•.«wnlj- '.w L X•...•»: i '-I i i•— y
., r.... j, r~ t— r. -r a -r•. 1. -v t—llj I I H 1!•:; O j rd' T-:• 3 3v t j. i; i w x~. I•. j:: .1.;::. :i•••'
p! i! F~ PfinF» hi p 10 ri r n c.•- j3••_• 1—1—-.- -J A 1—ii t-1 a.~ v...«•—...--•
IF t hi e b 1 e e d i n q c o n d i t i o n i s e x c e s s :i. v e
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
endometriosis
t t -r -r- 1 t t r~ r. v a t«. t -r•-.••. r.
ImI! f! LLK! h.lN f T, Id
R U!... E C 0 D E b 1 e e d c o n e- s 14
IF the bleeding condition is excessive
THEM the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
in-feci ion
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.21
RULE CODE s bleedcone-sS
IF the bleeding condition is excessive




RULE CODE s bleedcone~s4
IF the bleeding condition is excessive
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
induced
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.35
RULE CODE 5 bleedcone~s6
IF the bleeding condition is excessive
T H L N t h e d i a q n o s i s f or t h e c a u s e o f a b norm a 1 b 1 e e d i n g s hi o u 1 d b e f o r e i q n
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.35
kulL Lul'L s d lee aeon E'-s
IF the bleeding condition is excessive
iHEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleed inq should be benign
!.«'[ 7M or PT A TNI Ty .—r,- p
N U LL U U L S D 10 5 d C 0 n fi~ S 10
IF the bleeding condition is normal
T H E N t h e d :i. a g n o s i s f o r t h e c a u s e o f a. b n o r m a 1 b 1 e e d i n g s h o u I d b e d u b
[=.?I TU r r pT A T K! T Y 0 S~,
kull l-UDl 3 oleedconn-sli
IF the bleeding condition is normal
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
{'): j 1 T Z: f! i :T:« 5!
].uT f m P I P T :s J Kl T v- A P R
kuLl l-uDl: d J.eea
IF the bleeding cu.-_.. AND
p r e q n a n c y i s t r u e
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
c o mp 1 i. c a t i o n s p r e q n a n c y
K U LL U D Jr. 2 D 1 8 0 0 C O n H~ s 1•!•
IF the b 1 eedinq condition is norma 1
THEN the diaqnosis for the curse oi: abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
tI V•»•» r- H; p 1?.: I 7 i£ j
RULE CODE s bleedconn-sf
IF the bleeding condition is normal
THEN hr- diaqj-!osis for the cause of -a.bniorma 1 b.!.eedinig shouid he hoi'r: onie
i n d u c e d
Wi! h lER i r 1 NT t— v»o-j
RULE CODE; bieedconn-s6
IF the bleeding condition is normal
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding jri ould be foru-ign
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.14
RULE CODE: bleedconn-s7
IF the bleeding condition is normal
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of a tun on rial bleed img should be buri.iqn
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.28
APPENDIX VI
RULE CODE s bleedcons-slO
IF the bleeding condition is slight
THEN the diagnosis Tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be dub
WITH CERTAINTY— 0-35
RULE CODE s bleedcons-sll
IF the bleeding condition is slight




IF the bleeding condition is slight AND
P r e q n a n c y i s t r u e• • • •
THEN the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleeding should be
c o mp 1 i c a t i o n s p r e q n a n c y
» i r —r t i r~. r r. 7. v 1-••. —r r—
Vv 1 1 h L-f.R! AiN! T r 0„o5
r.i ti 7—. j— t t t .1 .1
w Jill- ill:!-« r i a:-, p n r p n~—:n d1 w 1—w ;.j;...« u} .1. v- o. U. i i— .1. r
IF the bleeding condition is slight
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
infection
i !Tr r 1~ r-~ v. r t. r•. 1•.? .1iV. I I-' S rt!!!-.)! T 5 5.!v v mi;:: x... 1: i i .1. 1. J:•• t: x
I 11 1— r-.r.» r t
' J L. sb L' J JJ h. H 0 0 p n r q n 7 5 -:i
•r r is t;—• 1;' f t T 5r n! .Vi cv, n! H:!:; V, H 1 '-U':!:! M•• :1 H T
.v. z i v_ w .u•......: j v-;•—•—;»—~ u. t t .1.:-
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
i n rj• r a ri.1..•
w
p 1] 1 p r n p p 151 p ri p n r, p•••• c
IF the bleeding condition is slight
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be foreign
W T J H C E R T A1! N T Y— f 0«14
—. t ti r— r-.r. r. r! 1;.....•'] I!! i jif?!•« 7j p P r f n n '7i .W-l_ U-'™-X.- 4.-» l..1 .1. v.. l... v.i•—I»...-•
.__. -t••;•«- T.»
I f i n e d i e e d x n q c o n a 111 o n i s s 11 q n i
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
WITH CERTAINTY~~ 0-42
RIJ L E C 0 D E- b 1 e e d d- s 10
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is~ 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is=
TwrKi- a ri i Hi p n n s -i for the cause of abnormal bieeoinq should be dubt i i 1m. i v: i-... -U y,: i... -i-—~•——•
i i ti r r» t.. t a! r_• T•! nr
.1.1•: M i r- 1-1 I ;..j Yt j•.-.. .„i..If vx lit w i—!•- i«•~—
RULE CODE n bleedd-sli
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is~ Q AND
t h p rj r, j c -f q f Q U r ri t 1 0 H 0 f ri b li 0 i'~ iT! ri i b 1 0 0 0 i P, q i S~




RULE CODE s bleedd-sl2
IF the months -for duration of abnormal bleeding is- 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is 7 AND
pregnancy is true




IF the months -for duration o-f abnormal bleeding is= 0 AND
the days -for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 7
iHEN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
infection
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.28
RULE CODE s b leedd--s3
Ii~ the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is- 7
T H E N t h e d i a q n o s i s f o r t h e c a u s e o f a b n o r m a 1 b 1 e e d i n q s h o u 1 d b e q e n i t a 1
!!|!!!:•«
v ill i... 5•. I ii .1.:: t n.. .l
P j I i!~ r f i T i h f p p A i•!— c•
•t]• i i i? j: ft -t t•} j•••. A '.jr.
•1 h cs ri Hi i; -r:- n H i 1Si]• i n n p•£ h n r: i~ p :a! h 1 p p ri i r« n~'— 7
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be foreign
v i J; t: .1. 2:•» is•.»...
KUL'::. LlJUt D .1. ee
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is~ 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 7
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.42
i w—•I. JL-... n U.- a. CS--i J III... .U
IF (the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 6 AND
the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 0 )OR
(the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is~ 0 AND
th e d ay s -f or dur at i on of Hibnor ma I h I eed ing is)
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be dub
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.56
RULE CODE bleeddm-sll
IF (the months for duration of abnorma 1 bIeeding is v 6 AND
the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 0 )OR
(fnn months for duration of abnormal bleeding is r-:; v AND
the days -for duration of abnormal bleeding is')




RULE CODE s bleeddm~sl2
IF pregnancy is true ANDr M| J l Ml u 7 -U~ V. I|| J A
•.(the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 6 AND
.the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 0) OR
(the months -for duration o-f abnormal bleeding i s.= 0 AND
the days for duration o-f abnormal bleeding is 7)),,v- uwi a.uuii ut ciuiiur men Dj.eea.Lng is)}
iHiiM the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleeding should be
comp1ications preqnancy
WITH CFRTATNTY A T!r,
RULE CODE s bleeddm--sl7.• v I— L w :J U IJ .1 c u u ill 1•„«
Ir (the months -for duration o-f abnormal bleeding is 6 AMD
the months -for duration of abnormal bleeding is 0) OR
(the months for duration o-f abnormal bleeding is~ 0 AND
t h e d a y s t o r d u r a t i o n o f a b n o r m a I b 1 e e d i n q i s 7)J1«... w v.'. v i i.«. 1 .i. u.':! i j i ci Ll i! IJ i lit a .1 u X tr v. u a.»I LJ .1 7
iHLN the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
e n d o iii e t r i o s i s
?A!TTH CFRTATNTY-' A 01
r lj i f r- nop« h t P c. a h«-«= i 41•• 1—1—w v. JL a I..- .1. U. j i 1 u.!« ui_i w u JL- L. a IJ .1. 't. U U ll o1 r
iF (the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 6 AND
the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 0 )OR
(the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is 7...•.•: vi Li J-•. L .u J i s L-; i C- U i IllCi .u iJ J. .i.! I Lj CI
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
~ 7_... J
.i.! i: C L .1. i I
Ui T T H pFFi'TsiTKITV A 91
!•»•:! I I Ili r- »i: i7.a tV.Y: j tTi— CI!i i— a-' a•...... '..i :1:... .u .i
IF (the months tor duration of abnormal, bleeding is 6 AND
t h e m o n t h s f o r d u r a t i o n o f a b n o r m a 1 b 1 e e d i. n g i s 0) 0 R
(the months tor duration of abnormal bleeding is= 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is 7)M•—--''—•
THEM the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be iucd
W T T H r. F R T A T N T Y- 0.. 17 5
RULE CODE bleeddm--s7
IF (the months tor duration of abnormal bleeding is 6 AMI
the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 0 }OF
(the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 0 AMI
ah- ri rj..• c Inv rl i i f s t i n n nf abnormal bleed-inn is 7)i i VL U C y J w t '.j 4-'.» -i u a. w J I w I U.-. i- I I! .U
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be beni«
LvJTTH CFRTATNTY— 0.42
RULE CODE c bleedm--slO
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is~ i
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding sh c-a.1 d be dub
U1TTH CFRTATNTY— 0.56
RULE CODE s bleedm-sll
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is-- 6,





II the months -for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 6
THEM the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
endometriosis
Willi CERTAINTY— 0..42
RULE CODE 2 bleedm-s.14
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is-• 6
I H E M t li e d i a q n o s i s for the c a u s e o f a b n o r m a 1 b 1 e e d i n g s h o u 1 d b e p e 1 v i c
i n f e c t i o n
WITH CERTAINTY 0.245
P!! i F CODE h 1 a a .-I m- c 1j•. w u.. w -w J— :i ij .L hi .1.
If the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is l-~ 6
i H L N t h e d i a g n o s i s f o r t h e c a u s e o f a b n o r m a 1 b 1 e e d i n g s h o u 1 d b e :i. u c d
i 117 T 1.1 f•• r n:' T A T?, IT V A 7 i nr
~V .1.! i! Lr 1... i% 1 ii ..1x1 i 1 .J
RULE CODE s bleedm-s4
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 6
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
i!: H!» t~']
.i.«: .t wv. .t
. t -y t t T- A•. t 7'•..••. r. .1 r-j;.i? i j -i• w i i V'j v:• i?v v .i.:.:- t... t 5 i j i C i;.••. i: i
d i j| r: r n r r• k S•= r H m••••« U!... t... L- L'1 IJ .L :r.1 tr U 111::
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 6
T H E N t h e d i a q n o s i s f o r t h e c a u s e o f a b n o r m a I b I e e d i n g s h o u i d b e b e n iqn
}• i T T I-! P it !Is T 7 W T Y—!4 r~=v v .i. lis i...;% I i: .i. i:.~:: w
hi hi f.V: j e:.-• c P
IF boel symptoms is true
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
•' -t 1•j' :V:: I•••• Pi! f. p'! P;
.t. .i.•...•». Ci 1 I 'J
!: i v;? r.;•. r. r•.: r••••?A!! j!!•.| r.j i V I I p: .v.v v it;._ i... i v: j 1 i v:»
pill r: r n p« nr« r- .-7. K-... .:r 1 1: l..s L~ V..' K.i a 1... r. -1-.:: t.. .j.
IF gyn cancer in close relative is true OR
h i s t o r y o f c a n c e r i s t u e
T H EM the d i b. q n o s i s f o r t h e c c. u. e of a b n o r m q. 1 D1 e e d i n q s.n o u i d be m a J. i g n a n t
q p n i t a 1 t u. mo u r
; r T I- t— v. 'f A•{•.: r.-••',.•} ;i!.'.i!? I? f I C.I 1!!; Y( 1•v v .1.«: i i t:: i•.! i
r~. t t: t—. .n?. i—„... 7
kull ouul 2 cancel- -s
IF qyn cancer in close relative is true OR
h i s t o r v o f c n c e r i. s t r u e
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
i i i -r« i r.:— r, ~r a t«•. t -r r- r;
w 11 ii o t R i A i Nil-~ 0» d c'
RULE CODE s ctracepcond-siO
IF present contraception method is condom OR
present contraception method is diaphragm OR
present contraception method is coitus interrupties OR
present contraception method is foaim




IF (present contraception method is condom OR
present contraception method is diaphragm OR
„ present contraception method is coitus interruptus OR
present contraception method is -foam) AMD
pregnancy is true
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
complications pregnancy
WITH CERTAINTY--•» 0.14
RULE CODE s ctracepnil-si2
IF present contraception method is nil AND
p r e g n a n c y i s t r u e
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
c o m p 11 c a t i o n s p r e q n a n c y
WT T1-1 rrPT AT KIT Y- M 407 7 J. I II WU.. 1•. 3 J 1 J•• J i. v tl 1 i,.
RULE CODE ctraceppill-54
t r r;»• it 1•• m n nr.j r n r P'» o n t f r n f rr» r p r. t» p n p a, -r r, r-, n i -:n n? I R•-
.1. t j~r: i-— i: i...«... jj .i. I--: j: i! v.;: U jl. .1. I•.
n c. :r» n•:!• y r: r r. n f i r: n p p i- h n?~ i r i p r 1 i n!«j. i•——•...::... vJ!! i|. .1. t i Jul.. i i w vj -u...- .t.! ui l-... ,L U I J
! H b. M X h 0 Q 1 3. Q fS 0 3 1 S 1 0!' t h 0 C 3.1.1 0 O t::( h l O V ill 1 D J. 0 00 1H Q S h O U. 1 Q 0 0 h G r ffl 0 n 0
• 7 J•:n,-t t i
.i.!: Lii.i i.. iv;u
1 I I T-» r n r r. r r•-.•.»-•j i J: i..»« L. ?_l i t t s-.t i r—•-»»•«.Vr .i. i l 1 U i—:!: J -U i•:; 1'- a -J U
t—. t tt«—. n 7. r~ n t .t r.j-:i i; v- i•«! I-« fi.« r i p.» con—i] U: w w i.- u_ n'™ v— J- v-—' I— J.
IF t n e m a u i m u m c y c I e 1 e n q t h (i n d a y s) i s! 6 0
THE the cause of abnormal bleeding should b'
WI a.593
R U L E C 0 D E 2 c v c 1 e 1 e n- s 13
IF the maximum cycle length (in days) is 60
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause ot abnormal bleeding should be
e n d o me t r i o s i s
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.28
R U L E C 0 D E c y c I e 1 e n- s 4
IF the maximum cycle length (in days) is 60
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause ot abnormal bleeding should be hormone
in dnoed
[Ml« I!«[{.:• f-.i T t, Y.:I' 7.t.: i J -J. I; I.}. i• i i••• u
RULE CODE:: dymenho-sll
IF dysmenorrhea is true
juphi +ho ai::= np.nxi fnr the cause of abnormal bleeding should be flsiiliqnantJ J J r. r J U«|••• M I»•••.•»•••••.—••
genital tumour
I.ITTiJ r-CDTATKlTY 0. 00V v .1. I i i w Li I: i .1:• t I• v 11 ••••w
RULE CODE s dymenho-sl3
IF dymenorrhea is true





IF dymenorrhea is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
.infection
WITH CERTAINTY— 0,49
RULE CODE s dymenho~s3
IF dymenorrhea is true
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be genital
i n j u r y
WITH CERTAINTY— 0,21
RULE CODE: dyparun-sll
IF dysparunia is true
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
genital tumour
uri'TU r-cpjA jKrrv o oHv v .u t t I L'Lm!! lit1.! i•• v :i x..J
dill r rnnjr» ri,n ,,n...t: L. L. U U is L- n U y|~! i 1 in-1•..»
IF dysparunia is true
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
a r? r r ma t v r- rr. i or••„: .u -J. .u_•
•iSTTi-i rrpTajxiTv— r, asv ,i.;:: w~ i v: I; i r.: j::
! I P f (1 r• j-« H: is]?! n— 1 iil -k•...• I.. Jl 1... n—v J.'••••. 1 v.; i:
f t— i••:i r~t t t tT! r; f J! p r; -sr
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
a rj•£ p r r•[ f~j p
• i n- —vr t r. r——: t%J J 3 t..i J j.;';
R i j L I;:. C 01) E n G V D V U H S 3i
T r1 I.» r.:': I! I:: 0: t 1 T 5? :7i• U s %.J}' i t .u J
T Li iT M j f L-. r 4 -..-si-.r-ri n f n r r h•• ::i•••::: v: r- -f dhnfir-n i h i ::.i ci H 5 n n chnii] ?i hw rpn! :b': I:'•! U i 5 CI -l -i. Cd. J•! 11 .L 111! ij j Li:......•... S v. t i '.J i :u O. u' .u u.! 5 ..j...• i. .i. Ui•.....{•... i I .i-
•t m1:».•: t
.L!:: i V
W1T H C E E T AIU T Y-)• 0;; 2 S
•, i t 5 t— r-. r. r~. i•]•
• J:] i!! J 11!!: -j- :r f•— C.l:!!
T u. -t -i- K f; 1 1 T«..! C: T!!? i'.Vj
.s.:: i:! U J. .i. L-•••••-
T IC I r-. -i -I ,-i j-, 4 •-j j-' I r i P h m I 1 h 1 p» a n i r« rg•::: h n» 5] ri h f}|[ h: 1-j;•.!: r i {-j; j• H!;:!; J j:...•'.... l......: V- iJ::... I x iJ ~i. v.. v. '~i .u: t ,.j...•: i .1. Li -..j '..I J..
i! r 'T» 1 r. t— —r- r-. i•..•.•! r':
'I! J T W i H H j! !M? V- 4•V v ,i. r t i w :M i.. ii .i. i.i i. ..a—
RULE CODE s infert-sl3
IF infertility is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
e n d o me t r i. o s i s
t i r 1? r-.r~ r~,T x]• j 7 y A T
U] 1! 'ri L-'CiA! !i J. N i i•••' V,•••'%.
RULE CODE s irrcycie-slO
IF irregular cycle is true




IF irregular cycle is true




RULE CODE 2 irrcycle~s4
IF irregular cycle is true
THEM the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
induced
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.14
RULE CODE 2 last men-si0
IF last menstrual period (in days) is= 0 21
T!-! E N t hi e d i a q n o s i s f o r t h e c a u s e o f a b n o r m a 1 b 1 e e d i n q s h o u I d b e d u b
WITH CERTAINTY--- 0.28
RULE CODE: lastmen-si2
IF last menstrual period (in days) is= 0 21
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding-should be
c o mp 1 i c a i. i o n s p r e g n a n c y
V v .1. ill u I i I I .1. I I I. u'. J
R U L E C 0 D E 2 1 i v e b i r t h-• s 11
! I-•!} p!» T y• Pt 7 C:•~.:
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
genital tumour
v v .i.:»! W i... I•-: M.«.: 1 i J:«!.-
W»•!:•••• liif I!»! 1 1
... W• t 1•. -y
T !J IT K| -T r- ,-n r, s t H :V.« C. p fs-»?» p! :T: Us 1 1; 1 :V. :C«:~! j f! CT H!! 1 H}, p
c o mp 1 i c a t i o n s p r e q n a n c y
UjTTM rrK'TATKiTY A 91
p i u r p n f! r« i j«p h 5 1 h••••
!•-! P n XT F!'•
TMPKi +K« Hi-.nnn~.i- fnr rhp ~ause of abnormal bleedinq should be ben ion
UjTT!-! r rPT A T K!7 Y A, 0R
RULE CODE 2 mar italso-si1
IF the marital status is divorced
7 i-i f Hi t i. a H' an n nc ifor t h cause of abnormal bleedinq should be m alien ant
qenital tumour
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.28
RULE CODE 2 maritalsd~sl3
IF the marital status is divorced




RULE CODE s maritalsd-sl5
IF the marital status is divorced
THEM the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleedinq should be iucd
WITH CERTAINTY— 0-14
RULE CODE: maritalsd-s4
IF the marital status is divorced
THEM the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleeding should be hormone
i n d u c e d
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Ir tne maritai status is divorced
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IF the marita]. status is marr ied
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RULE CODE s maritalsm-sl1
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THEN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignani
o e n i t a 1 t u m o u r
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RULE CODE 2 mar it aIsm-s12
IF t h e m a r i t a 1 s t a t u s i s r
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THEM the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
e o m| j 1 i c a t i o n s p r e q n a n c y
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twpk] Ha Hi nnnsic- -for' hs cause of abnormal bleedinq should be
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THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bieedinq snouid oe xuca
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.14
RULE CODE n mar i talsm-s3
IF the marital status is riic.rr leu




RULE CODE s maritalsm-s4
IF the marital status is married




IF the marital status is married'
THEN the diaqnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be beniqn
WITH CERTAINTY 0.35
RULE CODE:: maritalss-slO
IF the marital status is single
i MEN the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be dub
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RULE CODE s maritalss-s!3
IF the marital status is single
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
e n d o me t r i o s i s
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IF the marital status is single
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
i n d u c e d
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IF the marital status is single but sexually active
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be dub
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IF t h e m a r i t a 1 s t a t u s i s s i n g 1 e b u t s e x u a 11 y a c t i v e
. THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
genital tumour
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RULE CODE: maritalsx~sl3
IF the marital status is single but sexually active




RULE CODE s maritalsx~sl4
IF the marital status is single but sexually active




IF- the fliarita 1 status is sing 1 e but sexua 11 y active
!Hfc.f'1 the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleedinq should be inrrj
WITH CERTAINTY••- 0.14
RULE CODE s maritalsx-s3
i F t h e Hi ar i t a 1 s t a t u s i s s i n q 1 e b u t s e x u a 11 y a c t i v e
THEN the diagnosis tor the cause o-f abnorma 1 b 1 eed inq shou 1 d be qen ita 1
i n j u r y
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IF the marital status is single but sexually active
IHiiN the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleedinq should be hormone
i n d u c e d
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IF the marital status is single but sexually active
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be foreign
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.Li- xne marital status is single out sexuany active
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
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THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should De dub
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THEN Xhe dia qnosis for t he cau se o f abn orm a1 b1ee din q s ho u1d be ma1ign ant
gen ital tumour
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RULE CODE ,i p e 1 vic dn-s 13
IF pelvic infection pain is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
endometriosis
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.28
RULE CODE s pelvicdn-sl4
IF pelvic infection pain is true




RULE CODE s pelvicdn-s3
IF pelvic infection pain is true
THEN the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be genital
injury
WITH CERTAINTY— 0-21
RULE CODE s postctbd~slO
IF postcoital bleeding is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be dub
WITH CERTAINTY--- 0.14
RULE CODE postctbd-sll
IF postcoital bleeding is true
1 HEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
genital tumour
W17 H C E R 7 A1N T Y-~~ 0-4 9
RULE CODE: postctbd-sl2
IF p o s t c o i. t a 1 h 1 e e d i n q i s t r u e A N D
pregnancy is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
c o mp 1 i e a t i o n s p r e q n a n c y
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11 p o s t c o 11 a i b 1 e e d l n q i s t r u e
THEN the diaqnos fha csse of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
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RUL E CODE;; oostctbd-s3
IF postcoital bleeding is true
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be genital
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IF postcoital bleeding is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding 'should be hormone
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IF p 0 s t c o i. t a 1 b 1 s e d i n g i s t r u e
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding rhould be benign
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RULii CODE n pregn-sli
IF pr0qna.ncy i.s true




RULE CODE s pregn~sl2
IF pregnancy is true




IF pregnancy is true
iHEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.14
RULE CODE n psycho-slO
IF change in libido is fnuch OR
anorexia is much OR
anxiety is much OR
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tamily prooiem is mu.cn UR
change of occupation is true
TiiEN the diaqnosis for the cause of -a.bnorma 1 b 1 eedinq sh ou 1 d be dub
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anorexia is mucn UK
anxiety is much OR
insomnia is much OR
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IF pyrexia temperature is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
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WITH CERTAINTY— 0.21
RULE CODE: toprsg-sl2
IF pregnancy is true AND
termination o-f pregnancy is true
APPENDIX VI
THEM the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleeding should be
complications pregnancy
WITH CERTAINTY-- about 0.6
RULJE CODE s turhor drug-slQ
IF turbal ligation is true OR
hormones other than pills is true OR
drugs -for menstrual regulation is true
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be dub
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0.49
RULE CODE r. turhor drug -s4
IF turbal ligation is true OR•
n o r m o n e s o t h e r t h a n p i 13. s i s t r u e 0 R
drugs for menstrual regulation is true
I HEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
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IF v a g i n a 1 d i s c h a r q e i s e r c e s s i v e
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
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IF vaginal discharge is excessive AMD
p r e q n a n c y i s t r u e
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
c o mp 1 i c a t i o n s p r e g n a n c y
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THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
s n d o me t ir i o s i s
WITH CERTAINTY 0.23
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WITH CERTAINTY— 0.35
RULE CODE: vdische-s4
IF vaginal discharge is excessive





IF vaginal discharge is excessive
THEN the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleedinq should be foreign
WITH CERTAINTY— Ad?Ml
RULE CODE: vdische-s7
IF vaginal discharge is excessive
THEN the diagnosis -for the cause o-f abnormal bleeding should be beniqn
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.28
RULE CODE s vdischn-slO
IF vaginal discharge is normal
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is- vaginal discharge is normal
I HEN the diagnosis tor the cause o-f abnormal bleeding should be malignant
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THEM the diagnosis tor the cause o-f abnormal bleeding should be
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IF vaginal discharge is normal
THEN the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be pelvic
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RULE CODE s vdischn-s
IF vaginal discharge is normal
THEN the diaqnosis for the c-hiuse ot f =.bnorma 1 bleedin; s houId be iw :ign
WITH CERTAINTY— 0-35
APPENDIX VI
RULE CODE z vdischs~sl4
IF vaginal discharge is slight




IF vaginal discharge is slight
THE:.N the diagnosis tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be genital
injury
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0,21
RULE CODE z vdischs-s
IF vaginal discharge is slight
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
WITH CERTAINTY- 0,14
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THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
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IF body weight (in kg) is= 70 ho
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be
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RULE CODE s weight-s7
IF body weight (in kg; is~ o SU
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of-abnormal bleeding should be be?ign
WITH CERTAINTY-- 0,35
RULE CODE s weightg-slO
IF weight gain is true




IF weight gain is true
THEN the diagnosis Tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
genital tumour
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.21
RULE CODE s weightg~sl2
IF weight gain is true AND
pregnancy is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleedinq should be
comp 1ications pregnancy
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RULE CODE: weightg-s4
IF weight gain is true
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
i n n i1 p r
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IF significant weight loss is true•
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IF significant weight loss is ii- ue
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be malignant
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RULE C0Dt s weightl~s14
IF significant weight loss is true
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RULE CODE s bleedcone-rl
IF the bleedinq condition is excessive
THEN the diaqnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding snou'.ci. be genital




IF the bleeding condition is excessive




IF the bleeding condition is excessive
THEN the diagnosis -For the cause o-F abnormal bleeding should be genital
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IF the bleeding condition is normal
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be idiopathic
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IF the bleeding condition is normal





IF the bleeding condition is normal




IF the bleeding condition is normal




IF the bleeding condition is normal
THEN the diagnosis Tor the cause of abnormal bleeding should be -foreign
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RULE CODE s bleedconn-r7
IF the bleeding condition is normal
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
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IF the bleeding condition is slight
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THEN the diagnosis Tor the cause oT abnormal bleeding should be
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APPENDIX VI
RULE CODE s bleedcons-r6
IF the bleeding condition is slight
THEN the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be foreign
WITH CERTAINTY— 0,7
RUiE CODE: bleedcons~r7
IF the bleeding condition is slight
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
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IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is= 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is 7
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be genital
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IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is- 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is 7





IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is- 0 AND
the days for duration of abnormal bleeding is 7
THEN the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be benign
WITH CERTAINTY— 0.5
RULE CODE s bleedm-rl
IF the months for duration of abnormal bleeding is 6
THEM the diagnosis for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be genital
c a n c e r
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APPENDIX VI
RULE CODE s hormones-r4
IF hormones other than pills is true
THEM the diagnosis -for the cause of abnormal bleeding should be hormone
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IF hysterectomy is true
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RULE CODE s pelvicdn-r5
IF pelvic infection pain, is true




IF previous D C is true
the diagnosis tor the cause ot abnormal bleeding should be genital
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IF body weight (in kg; is j
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RULE COW: weight 1-rl
IF significant weight 1 ass, is true
THEN ihf diagnosis -for tihe cause of abnormal bleeding should be genitalH••
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Functions Defined for Linguistic Hedges Used





(setf temp( y memb—factor))
(if(= temp 0.5)
memb-factor))
(truncate C(- 1( 4 (expt(- 1 temp) 3)))
(truncate (tf it 4 (expt temp 3)) memb-factor)))))
w)%!
(de-fun I rather! (x)
(let (tempa maxa)
(s e t f t e m p a
(mancar ir (lambda (y)i
(let (temp)
(setf temp( y memb-fa
(if(= temp 0.6)
(~ t e m p 0. 6)
u;
.•.!!. • .
s e t f m a; a (a p p 1 y r m a x t e m p a)
(setf tempa
(mapcar 7(lambda (y)
(- (e x p( y m a x a)) 1))
t e m p a))
(setf maxa (app 1 y tr ma•: tempa))
(setf tempa
(mapcar ttr(lambda (y z)
(let (temp)
(setf temp( y memb-factor))










(set-f tempa (cons( (car:•:) 2) (append (butlast (butlast:•:))
(list (ma:-: (car (last:•:)) (nth(- dimen 2):•:)))))
(normalize-customize
(mapcar (lambda (y z)
(let 0
( V (+1((- z 1) dimen)))))
tempa dimenseq))))
(de-fun i lower! (x)
(reverse(! upper! (reverse x))))
(de-fun! above; (x)
(let (tempa)
(set f temp a(! n o t! (p r o q r e s s m a x (r e v e r s e x))))
(reverse (append (list memb-factor) (cdr tempa)))))
(defun !below! (x)
(let (tempa)
(setf tempa ('no11 (proqressmax x)))
(a p p e n d (1 i s t m e m b- -f a. c t o r) (cdr t e m p a))))
(d e f u n! a r o n n d! (x)
(mapcar ft(lambda (y)
' 1... J.; .L.........r i..i»• —i, 11 t::•. L. -u III j..
(s e t f t e m p( y m e m b f a c t o r)
(t r u n c a t e (t(, e x p t t e m p 0» 2 5
! i...•
ide fun! very I (x)
(mapcar r (lambda (y)
(1 e t (t e m p
(s e t f t e m p( y m e m b- f a c t o r))
(t r u n c a t e (t (e; i p t t e m p 4) m e m b- -f a c t o r)))
1!••••.
(d e fu n !mo re o r1ess! (x)
(mapcar (lambda (y)
(let (temp)
(set -f t e m p( y m e m b- f a c t o r)







(set-f temp( y memb factor))
(if(= temp 0.5)
(truncate((- 1( 0.5946 (expt ft— 3 tenp) 0.25)))
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mrarrfb-f art nr})
(tr uricadta('% it 0.5946 (expt temp 0.25)) rnemb-factor)))))Vf))
iefun! neither! (x)
(mapcar '(lambda (v)Awmwuci y
(- memb-factor y))
x))
(de-fun I not I (x)
(mapcar (lambda (v).—- w v.. y
(~ memb-factor y))
V')!•••
(de-fun inor! (x y)
(m-apcar-? max x v))
(de-fun land! (x y)•
(m a. p c a r? m i n x v)
(d e f u n! o r! (x y)
(mapcar tFmax x y)'.
(d e -f u n! b u t! (x y)
(mapcar :'min x v)
(c! e f u n! t o! (x y)
( I f('{ 1 'i'• n r y)4. i 1.. 4. w f: v .1. '—j' t
iii c [j u it r -h in x• i
(proqressmax x) (reverse (proqressmax (rc
(proqressmax y) (reverse (proqressmax (reverse x)))))!
(de-fun proqressmax (poss-dist)
(dot: (i 0(+ i 1))•• V.«••»•«
(result (list (first poss-dist)) (append result
(list (max (car (last result)
(nth i
poss-dist))))))u. —s:
((= i dimenminusl) result)).'
(defun normalize-customize (x)
t 1£+{ mz s'». j Zi 1
.iv u fit c. v ct x
(s e t f m a x v a 1 (a p p 1 y? m a x x))
I i f-{ :Ti Zi V J t 1 0).• ma a v ai v
(mapcar? (lambda (y)




i' 1 d+ f m.-j vu:i 1)x c l ill a r a i
(setf maxval (app'ly? max x))
f i -f( mas'iA 1 0)lliaAVQA V

















(setf totalsum (apply?+ poss-dist))
(if( totalsum 0)
((-( (apply tr+ (mapcar p t poss-dist dimenseq))
t o t a 1 s u m). 0.5) d i m e n)
(d e -f u n i m p (p o s s- d i s t)
(f 1 o a t( (a. p p 1 y p p o s s-- d i s i) d i m e n)))
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APPENDIX IX
Fuzzy Set Operators and Fuzzy Relations Used
The following are some primitive fuzzy set .operators:




The following are the methods adopted for creating fuzzy







U and V: the universe of discourse of Fi and F2
respectively
u and v: the elements of a fuzzy set
: intersection of two fuzzy relations
: complement of a fuzzy set
: membership function
x: cartesian product of two fuzzy sets
V
CHAPTER 12
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
It is possible that the rules provided by domain experts
are inconsistent. At this stage, no special attention is paid
th check the inconsistency of rules in the knowledge base of
Z-II owing to the limition of research time. In fact,
detecting inconsistency in rules with fuzzy concepts is
difficult and little research has been done. The solutions of
this problem may be different from that of traditional
production svstems.
One enhancement for the rules is the incorporation of
weights to them. The weights are useful in evidence
combination where more than one rules support the same
hypothesis. Now, Z-II assumes each rule contributes to the
hypothesis with identical weighting. It should be noted that
the proposed weights are different from certainty factors of
rules. Weights of rules give the degree of contribution
compared with other rules concluding the same consequent
proposition. However, certainty factors of rules reflect the
uncertainty in concluding the consequent proposition even
though the antecedent proposition is established. If weights
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
are introduced, the approach adopted in making inferences in
the Inference Engine can be retained and only the formulae used
in evidence combination should be appropriately modified.
Finally, the user interface of Z-II may further be enhanced
by introducing a more powerful natural language parser in the
front-end so that users can communicate with Z-II in a more
flexible and natural way. This parser can identify different
kinds of inputs such as rules, facts or requests entered by




In order to facilitate better knowledge engineering and
simulation of human reasoning, expert system shells should be
equipped with the ability to represent and manipulate different
kinds of inexact knowledge. Two kinds of inexact concepts,
namely, uncertainty and fuzziness, are identified. Many
traditional techniques dealing with inexact reasoning in expert
systems are able to handle uncertainty, but inadequate to
1 h c,,~ziness. Recently, due to the erner~- u- v 1 -ic,
fuzzy concepts can be modelled by fuzzy sets. A comprehensive
expert system building tool (she 11). 2-II, based on fuzzy logic,
fuzzy number and certainty factor model, is designed and
implemented successfully. This shell which facilitates the
construction of rule-based consultation expert systems, is
capable of handling both uncertainty and fuzziness.
These added fuzzy and inexact reasoning features are
particularly indispensable for building expert systems in the
application areas such as medical diagnosis, selection
consultation and risk analysis. The reason is that fuzzAmess
is always present in the natural language expressions gtfven by
domain experts and end users in these domain areas. An tract,
CONCLUSION
several sample expert systems In these areas have been
developed by means of Z-II. The one in the field of medicine
is built in a corporative process with a medical expert who is
a gynaecologist. This expert also finds it natural and
convenient to express their expert knowledge by means of the
fuzzy concepts supported by this tool.
Z-II possess many advantages over traditional expert system
building tool. The major feature is its ability to handle
fuzzy concepts and reasoning. It also allows any mix of fuzzy
and ordinary terms as well as certainty' factors in the rules
and facts of a knowledge base. Fuzzy sets and relations are
adopted to deal with the fuzziness in approximate reasoning,
.ale fuzzy numbers are employed the fuzzy
uncertainty. Multiple propositions are supported in the
antecedent and the consequence of a rule. The knowledge
acquisition and consultation process are in a
question-answering fashion with restricted natural language
interface. Moreover, a range of probable conclusions are given
in preference order as shown in the sample expert systems
described in Chapter 10. Finally, Z-II can generate a set of
fuzzy database retrieval queries which are able to perform the
task of retrieving fuzzy information from a database.
In the implementation issue, the main iparfc of Z-II is
developed by Lisp due to its flexibility. ?5oci» of the fT-jzszy
CONCLUSION
set operations (e.g. fuzzy composition) are implemented in
Pascal owing to its execution efficiency. The decision of
using this particular language combination for the
implementation is made after a detailed performance comparison
study. r
By and large, Z-II has thoroughly demonstrated the
feasibility and power of introducing fuzzy concepts into expert
systems. It is hoped that expert knowledge can be captured in
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